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0. Socio- and geolinguistic situation
0.1 Location and number of speakers
Czech is the official language of the Czech Republic, which is bordered by Austria, Germany,
Poland, and Slovakia (see map in 0.3). In 1996 the population of the Czech Republic numbered
over 10.3 million, and there are significant emigre populations abroad, particularly in the USA,
Canada, and Australia. The Czech Republic began its independent existence in 1993 when its
separation from Slovakia broke up the former Czechoslovakia.
0.2 Relation of Czech to other languages
Genetically, Czech is a West Slavic language (West Slavic includes Czech, Slovak, Sorbian, and
Polish; East Slavic includes Russian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian; South Slavic includes Slovene,
Macedonian, Bulgarian, and the language traditionally known as Serbo-Croatian). The people of
Moravia were the first Slavs to achieve literacy in their own tongue when, in 862, two
Byzantine missionaries, St. Cyril and St. Methodius, arrived to baptize them and translate for
them liturgical texts into what we now know as Old Church Slav(on)ic, a South Slavic language
comprehensible to all Slavs at the time. The saintsÕ mission was short-lived and Moravia,
increasingly under Frankish control and the jurisdiction of the Pope of Rome, soon established
the use of Latin and the Latin alphabet. The introduction of diacritical marks to make the Latin
alphabet more versatile (s and sh could now be distinguished by s versus £), is associated with
the early 15th century theologian Jan Hus. In 1526, the crowning of Ferdinand I as King of
Bohemia marked the beginning of the control of the Czech lands by the Habsburg dynasty, and
the pressure to enforce the use of German at the expense of Czech mounted over the following
century until, after the defeat at White Mountain in 1620, the Czech language went into a period
of two hundred years of decline and disuse. Not until the National Revival beginning in the
early 19th century did Czech begin to reassert itself as a literary and official language.
The long period of domination by German-speaking authorities, during which Czech was
eclipsed from the public arena, and the fact that much more than half of the perimeter of the
nation borders on German-speaking lands, resulted in a pronounced German influence on Czech
which, though particularly apparent in slang and colloquial lexicon and also manifest in calques
and syntactic loan-translations, has also had a pronounced influence on the languageÕs grammar
and syntax.
CzechÕs closest genetic relative is Slovak, and until the 18th century Czech served as the
literary language for both nations. Since 1918, up until the ÒVelvet DivorceÓ of 1993, Czech and
Slovak were fairly equally represented in the Czechoslovak media, so that Czechs and Slovaks
could acquire at least a passive knowledge of each otherÕs languages. Still, Slovak was certainly
influenced more by Czech than Czech by Slovak, though the former did adopt a few words
from the latterÕs lexicon.
Between 1948 and 1989 the political dominance of the Soviet Union and years of
compulsory Russian classes in Czech schools brought Russian words into Czech despite
considerable resistance to this influence. At the present time, though, English is by far the
largest source of borrowings into Czech.
0.3 Dialectology
As will be noted from the map, most of the peripheral zones of the Czech Republic belong to no
specific dialect group. These border areas (the so-called Sudeten lands; gray areas on map) were
formerly inhabited by German speakers ousted at the end of World War II and then resettled by
Czech speakers from various other parts of the country. Although there are many other features
in the dialectal differentiation, the two largest dialect groups can be classified according to their
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differing treatment of certain etymologically long vowels (length is indicated by acute accent
mark) as Bohemian (the central and western dialects upon which the standard language is based)
and Han‡k Moravian (the eastern dialects). Both dialect groups have raised original long mid
vowels, but whereas Han‡k Moravian has also lowered original long high vowels, Bohemian
has diphthongized these vowels:
Bohemian:
´ > ej
Ž > ´/’
œ > ou
—>œ

Han‡k Moravian:
´>Ž
Ž > ´/’
œ>—
—>œ

vs.

These two dialects can be seen as two stages in the development of high and mid vowels, where
the Moravian dialects show the more ÒcompleteÓ evolution:

’

ù

œ

ou

uo

ej
Ž

—
‡

Diphthongizations in Czech
(dotted lines indicate changes completed in Han‡k dialects)
The Lachian Silesian and mixed Polish-Czech dialects of the northeast serve as a transition to
Polish, characterized as they are by loss of vowel length, penultimate stress and consonantism
similar to Polish. The Moravian-Slovak dialects of the southeast serve as a transition to Slovak,
characterized by retention of œ and of back vowels after palatal consonants.

Germany

Germany

Bohemian
Dialects

• Praha

Austria

• Brno

Slovakia

Silesian
Dialects

Ostrava •

Eastern
Moravian
Dialects

Central Moravian
(Hanák) Dialects

Poland

Transitional
Czech-Polish
Dialects
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0.4 Diglossia
After the protracted domination of Czech by German in the 17th-18th centuries, Czechs went
back to their Kralice bible of the 16th century as a model for constructing their modern literary
language in the 19th century. Vernacular Czech had, of course, continued to evolve in the
intervening two centuries, and there is, hence, a pronounced gap between the spoken and literary
languages in all aspects of the language: phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon. In
comparison with the vowel shifts experienced in the Bohemian dialects, for example, only — >
œ(¬) has been fully realized in the literary language; œ > ou is almost entirely restricted to noninitial positions, Ž > ´/’ is not realized in most phonological and morphological environments,
and ´ > ej is entirely absent. Recent orthographic manuals have suggested acceptance of certain
phonological and morphological colloquial features in written texts, and a number of previously
ÒsamizdatÓ dictionaries of slang and colloquialisms have been published addressing lexical
issues, but the gap between the two codes remains considerable. This grammar of Czech will
focus primarily on Literary Czech (LCz), but will note some of the most important deviations
common in Colloquial Czech (CCz).
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1. Phonology
1.1 Phonemes and alphabet
Alphabet
The following table compares the forty-two Latin graphemes in the Czech alphabet with the IPA
symbols that designate their sounds:

a
[a]
‡
[aÉ]
b
[b]
c
[ts]
ª
[tS]
d
[d]
dÕ, Èd, d [ï]
e
[e]
Ž
[eÉ]
«
[e]
f
[f]

g
h
ch
i
’
j
k
l
m
n
°, n

[g]
[h]
[x]
[I]
[iÉ]
[j]
[k]
[l]
[m]
[n]
[-]

o
—
p
qu
r
¤
s
£
t
tÕ, Èt, t

[o]
[oÉ]
[p]
[k],[kv]
[r]
[r¡Z]
[s]
[S]
[t]
[c]

u
œ
¬
v
w
x
y
´
z
¢

[U]
[uÉ]
[uÉ]
[v]
[v]
[ks]
[I]
[iÉ]
[z]
[Z]

When length is present in foreign words it is not consistently indicated in the orthography,
especially when it involves [oÉ] and [uÉ]: telefon [telefoÉn]\[telefon] ÔtelephoneÕ, kultura
[kUltuÉra]\[kUltUra] ÔcultureÕ.
The graphemes i, ’ and y, ´ both represent /I, iÉ/, the result of a historic merger of two oncedistinct phonemes; these letters do, however, serve as diacritics for the consonant graphemes t,
d, and n. Sequences of ti, di, ni indicate /cI /, /ïI /, /-I /, in which the corresponding palatal
replaces the dental, and this is true for syllables with long vowels as well. When y follows these
consonant graphemes, the expected dentals are pronounced. Compare the following examples:
ty
d´l
p‡ny

[tI]
[diÉl]
[paÉnI]

ÔyouÕ N
ti
ÔlongerÕ CCz d’l
ÔmenÕ Apl
p‡ni

[cI]
[ïiÉl]
[paÉ-I]

ÔyouÕ D
ÔpartÕ
ÔmenÕÊNpl

When i appears after t, d, and n in foreign words, the shift to palatals does not take place:
direktor [dIrektor] ÔdirectorÕ. In combination with other consonant letters i vs. y does not
indicate any phonological distinctions:
pyl
s´rov´
b’l´

[pIl]
[siÉroviÉ]
[biÉliÉ]

ÔpollenÕ
ÔcheeseÕ adj.
ÔwhiteÕ
Nsgmasc

pil
s’rov´
b’l’

[pIl]
[siÉroviÉ]
[biÉliÉ]

Ôhe drankÕ
ÔsulphurÕ adj.
ÔwhiteÕ
Nplanim

The vowel letters i and ’ are not spelled after h, ch, k, and r; and y and ´ are not spelled after c, ª,
j, ¤, £, and ¢.
The grapheme « serves a similar diacritic purpose, but it is restricted only to short syllables,
and in addition to signalling the substitution of a palatal for a dental, after the labial graphemes it
signals the insertion of [j] (after b, p, v, and f) and [-] (after m). Compare the following uses of
e and «:
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[tele]
[poklade]
[tiÉdne]
[hrabe]
[fez]
[kape]
[ventSIt]
[mex]

tele
poklade
t´dne
hrabe
fez
kape
venªit
mech

ÔcalfÕ
ÔtreasureÕ Vsg
ÔweekÕ Gsg
ÔdigsÕ
ÔfezÕ
ÔdripsÕ
Ôtake outÕ
ÔmossÕ

t«le
poklad«
t´dn«
hrab«
harf«
k‡p«
v«nªit
m«ch

[cele]
[poklaïe]
[tiÉd-e]
[hrabje]
[harfje]
[kaÉpje]
[vjentSIt]
[m-ex]

ÔbodyÕ Lsg
ÔtreasureÕ Lsg
ÔweeklyÕ
ÔcountÕ
ÔharpÕ DLsg
ÔhoodÕ
ÔcrownÕ
ÔbellowsÕ

The graphemes tÕ, tÈ , dÕ, Èd, and ° are used to indicate [c], [ï] and [-] when they appear
before a back vowel, before a consonant, or in word-final position. tÕ and tÈ are just two
different ways of representing the same letter, depending upon what sort of font or typewriter is
available; the same is true for dÕ and dÈ .
before a back vowel
before consonant or word-final
tÕ‡pat or
[caÉpat]
ÔtoddleÕ
zaplatÕmeÊor [zaplacme] ÔletÕs pay!Õ
zaplaÈtme
Èt‡pat
tÕukat or
[cUkat]
ÔtapÕ
zaplatÕÊor
[zaplac]
Ôpay!Õ
Ètukat
zaplaÈt
dÕ‡bel or
[ïaÉbel]
ÔdevilÕ
za¤idÕmeÊor [zar¡ZIïme]
ÔletÕs
Èd‡bel
za¤iÈdme
organize!Õ
Whereas the presence or absence of a diacritic is ignored in alphabetizing vowel letters (for
instance e, Ž, and « are all alphabetized as if they were a single grapheme), the presence of a
diacritic gives a consonant letter its own distinct place in the alphabet, directly after the same
consonant letter without the diacritic. Thus ª is alphabetized after c, ¤ is alphabetized after r, £ is
alphabetized after s, and ¢ is alphabetized after z. However tÕ, tÈ , dÕ, Èd, and ° constitute an
exception to this rule, and they are alphabetized like t, d and n.
The grapheme ch is considered for all practical purposes (alphabetization, crossword
puzzles, etc.) a single letter.
The graphemes g, q, w, and x appear only in foreign words.
Vowels (foreign elements are in parentheses)
short vowels

long vowels

i

u
e

’

o

œ, ¬

ij

ej

aj

(—)

Ž

a

‡
oj

uj

diphthongs
¬j

(eu)

(au)

ou

Czech has a classic five-vowel system, consisting of short a, e, i/y, o, u and long ‡, Ž, ’/´, —, œ/¬.
Length is phonemic and in most instances indicated by an acute accent. Long œ/¬ can be written
œ in initial position or after a prefix (œzk´ ÔnarrowÕ, zaœªtovat ÔcalculateÕ), but ¬ elsewhere (d¬m
ÔhouseÕ Nsg, dom¬ÊÔhouseÕ Gpl, where it continues Late Common Slavic o). Long — occurs in
foreign borrowings (pr—za ÔproseÕ) and sometimes in emphatic usage (m—¤e ÔlotsÕ CCz vs.
mo¤e ÔseaÕ). The primary (phonemic) distinction between the two vowel subsystems is one of
quantity, but in the case of the high vowels short i/y vs. long ’/´ and short u vs. long œ/¬ there is
a perceptible phonetic difference as well. Czech generally does not tolerate vowel chains; there
are no vowel chains in native roots, and where two vowels meet at a morpheme boundary
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(when a prefix ending in a vowel is added to a stem beginning with one), a glottal stop is
usually inserted to separate them: neomyln« [ne?omIl-e] Ôwithout errorÕ. The diphthong ou is a
native sequence (n‡hodou Ôby chanceÕ), and foreign borrowings have introduced au (auto
ÔautomobileÕ) and eu (leukŽmie ÔleukemiaÕ). Since the back glide [u`] is restricted to diphthongs,
its existence is non-distinctive and therefore sub-phonemic, acting as an allophone of u; it does
not enjoy the status of the front glide j. Czech has six diphthongs ending in j, two of which are
relatively rare, aj (hraj Ôplay!Õ) and ¬j (m¬j ÔmyÕ), plus the widespread ej (d«lej Ôdo!Õ), ij (£ij
Ôsew!Õ), oj (dojmov´ ÔemotionalÕ), and uj (miluj Ôlove!Õ). In foreign words presenting vowel
chains containing i, if the chain begins with i, Czech pronunciation inserts a non-orthographic j:
materi‡l [materIjaÉl] ÔmaterialÕ, biologie [bIjologIje] ÔbiologyÕ Nsg, biologii [bIjologIjI]
ÔbiologyÕ Asg; if the chain ends with i followed by a consonant, it is pronounced as j: detail
[detajl] ÔdetailÕ, pleistocŽn [plejstotseÉn] ÔpleistoceneÕ.
The liquids r and l
The liquids r and l can participate in both syllable peaks (as vowels) and slopes (as consonants).
As vowels, they are only short (length is not phonemic) and occur only between non-vocalic
elements (after a consonant and before another consonant or word boundary: krk ÔneckÕ, nesl
Ôhe broughtÕ, hence there are no initial syllabic liquids). Vocalic m is possible in two words:
sedm ÔsevenÕ and osm ÔeightÕ, but the usual pronunciation is [sedUm], [osUm].
Consonants
labials
obstruents:
stops
fricatives
affricates
trill+fricative
sonorants:
glide
nasal
lateral
trill

p
f

b
v

dentals

t
s
c

d
z

palatals

tÕ
£
ª

dÕ
¢

velars

k
ch

g

laryngeals

h

¤
m

n
l
r

j
°

Stops are not aspirated.
The most pervasive type of assimilation is certainly voiced vs. voiceless (described below
in 1.2). These assimilations produce voiced allophones for unpaired obstruents in the chart: [dz]
for c (leckdo [ledzgdo] ÔanyoneÕ), [dZ] for ª (lŽªba [leÉdZba] ÔcureÕ), and voiceless [r9¡S] for ¤
(ke¤ [ker9¡S] ÔbushÕ. The remaining two unpaired obstruents, ch and h, to some extent serve as
partners, despite their disparate places of articulation. But while the devoicing of h is common
and regularly produces ch [x] (B¬h [buÉx] ÔGodÕ), the voicing of ch is both less frequent and
less clear in its result. It appears that the assimilative voicing of ch can, particularly after i, yield
[V] (abych bylÊ[abIVbIl] Ôso that I wouldÕ) as well as [h]; alternatively there may be no voicing at
all. There are two more sounds which should be added to the inventory of consonants, but are
clearly subphonemic: [N], which is purely a positional variant of n before a velar (tank [taNk]
ÔtankÕ), and the glottal stop [/] which is recommended but not obligatory before word-intial
vowels and between vowels at the prefix boundary, and is not indicated in the orthography.
ß (mo¤e [mor¡Ze] ÔseaÕ), along with its voiceless allophone [r9S¡ ] (kou¤ [kour9S¡ ] ÔsmokeÕ) is an
unusual item, and Czech is the only European language to have this sound. It is a unit phoneme,
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which means that it is simultaneously a dental and a palatal. ß is usually the last sound acquired
by Czech children and its mispronunciation constitutes over 50% of their speech defects
(Palkov‡ 1994: 347, 350). Also rather unusual in languages and very difficult for foreigners to
pronounce are the palatal stops dÕ and tÕ.
F is similar to [dz] and [dZ], in that it exists in Slavic words almost entirely as a voicing
partner of v and is phonemic only in foreign borrowings. It does, though, appear in at least one
native root (etymologically derived from a consonant cluster), doufat ÔhopeÕ, and the number of
non-native and nativized stems (as in telefonovat ÔtelephoneÕ, trefit ÔhitÕ) with f is vastly larger
than that of [dz] and [dZ]. In the past few centuries initial f has also figured in a number of native
onomatopoetic creations, such as foukat ÔblowÕ, frªet ÔbuzzÕ, and fun«t ÔsnortÕ. The situation of
g (as a voiced variant of k and a sound found in many foreign words, such as g—l Ôgoal in
sportsÕ) is similar, and this sound is also found in borrowings involving an intervocalic k in the
source language, as in plak‡t [plagaÉt] or [plakaÉt] ÔposterÕ. S is likewise sometimes rendered
[z] in borrowings, as in disertace [dIzertatse] ÔdissertationÕ (optionally spelled dizertace). The
spelling of z for borrowed intervocalic s has been codified in spelling reforms for words like
univerzita ÔuniversityÕ and filozofie ÔphilosophyÕ.
1.2 Phonological rules
Stress
Stress is not phonemic and always falls on the first syllable of a phonological word.
However, a variety of types of clitics makes the identification of a phonological word fairly
complex, and there are also some exceptions to the rule, particularly when unstressed proclitics
are attached to a word (e.g., the unstressed proclitic to ÔthatÕ in the single phonological word
formed by To 'v’m ÔI know thatÕ, which is stressed on v’m).
For the purposes of stress, a phonological word consists of a stress-bearing word, plus
adjacent stressless words or particles. The stress-bearing words are nouns, adjectives, verbs
(except auxiliaries), most adverbs, prepositions of two or more syllables, numerals, non-clitic
pronouns, and some conjunctions; these words can and normally do bear stress. There are three
types of stressless words which participate with the stess-bearing words in the formation of
phonological words:
a) most conjunctions, the word pan ÔMr.Õ (e.g., pan 'Nov‡k ÔMr. Nov‡kÕ), some adverbs
(depending on context) and some possessives and forms of the demonstrative and indefinite
pronouns ten, v£echen (when followed immediately by the word modified, as in v£echen 'chlŽb
Ôall the breadÕ) are stressless and form a phonological word with the following stressed word
and whatever enclitics follow it, but remain stressless (unlike the pre-posed items in b);
b) monosyllabic prepositions and the pre-posed negative particle ne- are not intrinsically
stress-bearing, but, when present, take over the stress of the following intrinsically stressed
element, e.g., 'Zn‡m ho ÔI know himÕ when negated becomes 'Nezn‡m ho ÔI donÕt know himÕ,
and 'ªtvrtek ÔThursdayÕ in the presence of a preposition becomes 've ªtvrtek Ôon ThursdayÕ;
c) enclitic pronouns, conditional and past tense auxiliary forms follow the first stressbearing word in a clause; these act as additional unstressed syllables in the phonological word
and are totally dependent (cannot appear in initial position). There are also semi-dependent
enclitics, primarily to ÔthatÕ, prepositional phrases and some other elements (including certain
adverbs) that may attach to the first stressed phonological word in a clause; the stress of these
items varies (to is usually unstressed, the remaining semi-dependent enclitics frequently bear
their own stress).
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Thus a phonological word contains the following maximal structure:
{ a)-type stressless proclitic +
b)-type stressless word receiving stress +
stress-bearing word, stressed on first syllable in absence of b) +
c)-type stressless enclitics }
The following phonological words illustrate the various possible combinations:
a) + b) + stress-bearing word + c)
a 'nedala jsi mu ho
and not-gave AUX him it
Ôand you didnÕt give it to himÕ

a) + b) + stress-bearing word
a 'nev«d«l
and not-knew
Ôand he didnÕt knowÕ

a) + stress-bearing word + c)
pan 'Star´ by
Mr. Star´ AUX
ÔMr. Star´ wouldÕ

a) + stress-bearing word
ta 'kniha
that book
Ôthat bookÕ

b) + stress-bearing word + c)
'do £koly bych
to school AUX
Ôto school I wouldÕ

b) + stress-bearing word
'na parkovi£ti
on parking-lot
Ôat the parking-lotÕ

stress-bearing word + c)
'Dal by ti to
gave AUX you it
ÔHe would give it to youÕ
The placement of the c)-type enclitics is governed by both phonology and syntax/semantics. The
default position is immediately following the first stress-bearing word in a clause, but this rule is
overridden whenever it would involve inserting an enclitic between the constituents of a
syntactic/semantic unit. Thus the enclitic auxiliary jsem appears only after the fourth stressbearing word in the following sentence:
Tu 'knihu 'o Ûapkov« '¢ivot« a 'tvorb« jsem 'neªetl.
that book about ÛapekÕs life and work AUX not-read
ÔI havenÕt read that book about ÛapekÕs life and work.Õ
Glottal stop
The glottal stop [/] marks morpheme boundaries at the beginning of words and morphemes
commencing with a vowel. Though not obligatory, it can serve a distinctive function (enhancing
the distinction between a diphthong and a vowel chain), as in:
proud’
[prou`ïiÉ]
root proud + ending ’
Ô(s/he/it) gushesÕ

vs.

proud’
[pro/UïiÉ]
prefix pro + root ud + ending ’
Ô(s/he/it) will smoke throughÕ
(adapted from Palkov‡ 1994: 192)
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Word-internally, the glottal stop appears primarily after prefixes ending in a vowel (as in the
above example) or j. Word-initially, the glottal stop will devoice a voiced obstruent: v Americe
[f/amerItse] Ôin AmericaÕ, od Aleny [/ot/alenI] Ôfrom AlenaÕ. Even speakers who do not use
the glottal stop devoice these obstruents.
For speakers who use the glottal stop consistently as prescribed, all syllables have the shape
of CV or CVC (where C can stand for a consonant, including the glottal stop or a consonant
cluster).
Voicing phenomena
Voiced-voiceless assimilations constitute the most consistent and widespread phonotactic
phenomenon in Czech, yet are not reflected in the orthography. Only obstruents participate in
voicing phenomena; sonorants neither participate nor condition these assimilations (contrast:
sm«na [sm-ena] ÔshiftÕ vs. zm«na [zm-ena] ÔchangeÕ). The exceptional obstruent phoneme v
participates (can be devoiced: plavky [plafkI] ÔswimsuitÕ), but cannot condition voicing (svoje
[svoje] ÔownÕ, not *[zvoje]). Voicing phenomena create positional allophones also for
obstruents unpaired for voicing; e.g., h and ch act as voicing partners (cf. sn’h [s-iÉx], sn«hu
[s-ehU] ÔsnowÕ Nsg, GDLsg), although the latter may be realized as [V], as mentioned above in
1.1.
Regressive voicing takes place word-internally and across prefix/preposition boundaries
when the last consonant in a cluster of obstruents is voiced: kdo [gdo] ÔwhoÕ, lŽªba [leÉdZba]
ÔcureÕ, sbalit (prefix s + root bal) [zbalIt] ÔpackÕ, s bratrem [zbratrem] Ôwith brotherÕ, k d«tem
[gïetem]Ôto the childrenÕ.
Devoicing takes place word-finally, and devoicing is regressive word-internally and across
prefix/preposition boundaries when the last consonant in a cluster of obstruents is voiceless:
sjezd [sjest] ÔconferenceÕ, tv‡¤ [tvaÉr9S¥ ] ÔcheekÕ, podstatn´ (prefix pod + root stat) [potstatniÉ]
ÔessentialÕ, nad sochou [natsoxou`] Ôabove the statueÕ.
Progressive devoicing involves only the following initial consonant clusters: sh- ch¤-, k¤-,
sk¤-, p¤-, sp¤-, t¤-, st¤-. Devoicing is regular for ¤ after word-initial voiceless obstruents (initial
clusters of c¤- and ª¤- do not exist): st¤ep [str9S¥ ep] ÔshardÕ, k¤’¢ [kr9S¥ iÉS] ÔcrossÕ. Although
progressive devoicing is the norm for sh- (sh‡n«t [sxaÉ-et] ÔseekÕ), there are several common
words that observe the usual regressive voicing rule (shora [zhora] Ôfrom upstairsÕ).
Consonant clusters
In contrast to its avoidance of vowel strings, Czech has a remarkable tolerance for consonant
clusters, permitting strings of four and even five distinct consonants: nad h¤betem
[nadhr¥Zbetem] Ôover the backÕ, s p£trosem [spStrosem] Ôwith the ostrichÕ.
Regular assimilation in place of articulation occurs in the word-internal backing of n to [N]
before velars: sp‡nku [spaÉNkU] ÔsleepÕ Gsg. Note also the combination of assimilation and
simplification of consonant clusters that occur across the prefix-root boundary, such as roz£’¤it
[roSiÉr¥ZIt] ÔspreadÕ.
The remaining assimilations or simplifications are limited to more specific environments or
lexical items, and some of these modifications (particularly the latter ones) are considered
colloquial: the initial j- in consonant clusters is omitted (jsem [sem] ÔI amÕ, jdeme [deme] Ôwe
are goingÕ, jmŽno [meÉno] ÔnameÕ; ª- dissimilates to [S] in the word ªty¤i [StIr¥ZI] ÔfourÕ; vzpsimplifies to [sp-] in vzpomenout [spomenou`t] ÔrecallÕ; jablko ÔappleÕ is pronounced [japko];
etc.
There is a tendency to simplify geminate consonants; this tendency is stronger rootinternally and weaker across morphological boundaries: panna [pana] ÔvirginÕ, but
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podd¬stojn’k [podduÉstoj-iÉk] ÔsergeantÕ. This tendency is often observed in the spelling of
foreign borrowings: tenis [tenIs] ÔtennisÕ, komunismus [komUnIsmUs] ÔcommunismÕ.
Vowel epenthesis
An epenthetic e can be inserted between a prefix or preposition ending in -C and a following
morpheme beginning in C-, however there is no good rule for predicting this, since similar and
sometimes even the same environment will show forms both with and without the vowel:
vej’t
vs.
vjet
prefix v + ÔwalkÕ
prefix v + ÔrideÕ
Ôenter (on foot)Õ
Ôenter (by conveyance)Õ
seb«hnout
vs.
sb«hnout
prefix s + ÔrunÕ
prefix s + ÔrunÕ
Ôrun downÕ
Ôrun downÕ
Epenthesis is regular only before the oblique forms of the 1sg personal pronoun, and somewhat
less regular before forms of v£echen ÔallÕ: nade mnou Ôabove meÕ, but nade v£’m / nad v£’m
Ôabove allÕ.
The presence of the same consonant or a voiced/voiceless counterpart makes epenthesis
mandatory: ve front« Ôin lineÕ, beze slov Ôwithout wordsÕ, ze z‡padu Ôfrom the westÕ. Epenthesis
is optional when the prepositions s and z are followed by the similar consonants £ and ¢: se
£kolou or s £kolou Ôwith the schoolÕ, se ¢enou or s ¢enou Ôwith the wifeÕ.
The preposition k ÔtowardÕ can have u as its epenthetic vowel in certain set expressions with
nouns in initial p-: ku podivu Ôto (oneÕs) surpriseÕ; otherwise the normal e appears: ke stolu or k
stolu Ôto the tableÕ, ke mn« Ôto meÕ. The regular morphophonemic alternation of e with a zero in
morphemes is discussed in Chapter 2.
Phonology of Colloquial Czech
The primary phonological difference between literary and colloquial Czech is that the former has
more fully realized the vowel changes of the Bohemian dialects presented in 0.3, producing a
more balanced system for long vowels and diphthongs. Whereas Literary Czech has shifted
only its long back vowels (— > ¬/œ and œ > ou), Colloquial Czech has carried out the
corresponding changes in its long front vowels as well, producing Ž > ’/´ and ´ > ej. Since both
etymological Ž and ´ figure as essential components in the inflectional (and to a lesser extent
derivational) morphology of Czech, these vowel changes also play a prominent role in
differentiating the morphologies of the two registers of Czech. The following is an inventory of
these and other significant phonological features of the spoken language. For more details, the
reader is referred to Townsend 1990: 23-47 and Sgall&Hronek 1992: 30-37.
1) Ž > ’/´. The result is usually spelled ´ after velars and r (see spelling rules above) and
after t, d, n (since it does not condition the shift to palatals), but i, ’ elsewhere (though spellings
vary after l). This change is quite consistent, regardless of position: LCz mlŽko : CCz ml’ko
ÔmilkÕ; LCz nŽst : CCz n´st ÔcarryÕ; LCz dobrŽ : CCz dobr´ ÔgoodÕ Nsgn. This vowel change is
resisted in foreign borrowings and also a few native roots, which retain Ž even in the spoken
language: malŽr ÔmisfortuneÕ (cf. French malheur), lŽk ÔmedicineÕ.
2) ´ > ej. Although the vast majority of examples involve ´ as the etymological source, after
c, l, s, z, and ¢ this change can include ’ > ej: LCz c’tit : CCz cejtit ÔfeelÕ; LCz z’tra : CCz zejtra
ÔtomorrowÕ; LCz s’to : CCz sejto ÔsieveÕ. This change is also reasonably consistent: LCz m´dlo
: CCz mejdlo ÔsoapÕ; LCz mal´ : CCz malej ÔsmallÕ, although it is resisted in most nouns
prefixed in v´- and some others: v´b«r ÔchoiceÕ, d´ka ÔdaggerÕ. Recent borrowings such as r´ma
ÔcoldÕ, k´ª ÔkitschÕ do not reflect ´ > ej, but older ones often do, as in LCz br´le : CCz brejle
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ÔglassesÕ (cf. German Brille) and LCz r´¢e : CCz rej¢e ÔriceÕ(cf. older German riÉs, modern
German Reis); however, the paucity of examples makes it hard to state this as a rule.
3) œ > ou in initial position. Whereas literary Czech avoids this change in initial position, it
is occasionally implemented in the spoken language: LCz œ¤ad : CCz ou¤ad ÔofficeÕ; LCz œzk´ :
CCz ouzk´ ÔnarrowÕ. This change, however, is stylistically marked, inconsistently realized, and
is gradually dying out.
4) V-prothesis before initial o-. Initial o- tends to develop a prothetic back glide in the
spoken language, maximally realized as v, although this is sometimes avoided when a v follows
the initial o: LCz ocas : CCz vocas ÔtailÕ, but only ovoce ÔfruitÕ and ov£em Ôof courseÕ (and note
also the LCz word otec ÔfatherÕ which is replaced in CCz by tat’nek or t‡ta rather than receiving
prothetic v-). Although not entirely consistent, v-prothesis is very common and can even include
some foreign words: LCz olej : CCz volej ÔoilÕ. It can also occur at the preposition/prefix
boundary: LCz do oª’ : CCz do voª’ Ôinto eyesÕ, LCz poodej’t : CCz povodej’t Ôstep asideÕ. In
contrast, the (etymologically) prothetic j in initial je is dropped in colloquial Czech in the LCz
word je£t« : CCz e£t« ÔstillÕ, but this is an isolated example.
5) Length adjustments. The spoken register can both shorten vowels that are long in literary
Czech, and lengthen vowels that are short. Shortening of long vowels is fairly common when it
involves ’ > i and ¬ > u in desinences: LCz pros’m : CCz prosim ÔI ask; pleaseÕ, LCz stol¬ :
CCz stolu ÔtablesÕ Gpl; however shortening of other vowels and outside of desinences is
sporadic and optional: LCz ¤’kat : CCz ¤’kat/¤ikatÊÔsayÕ, LCz spolŽhat : CCz spolŽhat/spolehat.
Note that shortening can also take place after Ž > ’/´, producing i/y: LCz novŽmÊ: CCz
nov´m/novym ÔnewÕ Lsgm/n. Vowel lengthening is less common and largely restricted to
particular words and expressive contexts: LCz dve¤eÊ: CCz dvŽ¤e ÔdoorÕ, LCz naho¤e : CCz
nah—¤e ÔupstairsÕ.
6) Consonant adjustments. Consonants in certain clusters tend to be deleted both wordinitially and word-internally, particularly in high-frequency words: LCz kdy¢ : CCz dy¢ Ôwhen;
ifÕ, LCz d¢b‡nÊ: CCz ¢b‡n ÔpitcherÕ, LCz kter´ : CCz kerej ÔwhichÕ, LCz vezmu : CCz vemu ÔI
takeÕ, LCz zvl‡£tn’ : CCz zvl‡£n’ or zl‡£tn’ ÔpeculiarÕ. On occasion more drastic truncations are
observed: LCz n«jak´ : CCz °‡kej ÔsomeÕ, LCz ªlov«k : CCz ªŽk ÔpersonÕ. Word-finally spoken
Czech regularly drops the final lÊin masculine past forms: LCz vedl : CCz ved [vet] Ôhe ledÕ.
Initial s followed by a stop may appear as £ in foreign words: LCz student : CCz £tudent. Other
consonantal adjustments are restricted to specific lexical items: LCz ¢ensk‡ : CCz
¢enck‡ÊÔfemaleÕ, LCz sahat : CCz £ahat ÔtouchÕ. The status of most of these consonant
adjustments is less a reflection of the norms of CCz than a result of the dynamics of rapid and
repeated pronunciation.
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2. Morphology
2.1 Inflectional morphology
Inflectional morphology is expressed in terms of synthetic terminal desinences which are added
to the stems of inflected parts of speech: nouns, adjectives, verbs, and most pronouns.
Inflectional desinences conflate all relevant categories (gender, number, and case for nouns and
adjectives; person and number for non-past conjugations; and gender, person, and number for
past conjugations) and consist of from zero to three morphemes. All native autosemantic stems
are inflected, as are the vast majority of foreign borrowings, sometimes with the help of a native
suffix which gives them a stem characteristic of the part of speech they belong to. Uninflected
borrowings, some of which are cited below, are rare.
2.1.0 Morphophonemic alternations in inflection
Vowel-zero alternations
Roots, suffixes, and (as mentioned in 1.2) prefixes and prepositions can all produce alternations
of e with a zero; this alternation, particularly in roots and suffixes, is identified with specific
morphemes: beru ÔI takeÕ: br‡t Ôtake (infinitive)Õ, pes ÔdogÕ Nsg : psi ÔdogsÕ Npl, otec ÔfatherÕ
Nsg : otce ÔfatherÕ Gsg, deska ÔboardÕ Nsg : desek ÔboardsÕ Gpl. On rare occasions there may
be two vowel-zero alternations operative in consecutive syllables: £vec ÔcobblerÕ Nsg : £evce
ÔcobblerÕ Gsg.
Qualitative vowel alternations
These alternations are evident in comparison of historically Òhard-stemÓ (ending in b, d, f, g, h,
ch, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, z) and Òsoft-stemÓ (ending in b, c, ª, d/dÕ, j, l, m, n/°, p, ¤, s, £, t/tÕ, v, z,
¢) paradigms (note that b, d, m, l, s, t, v, z appear on both lists and are associated with both hard
and soft stems). This distinction is active in all classes of inflected words. Where the hard-stem
and soft-stem paradigms differ, the hard stems will combine with desinences starting with a
back vowel, whereas the soft stems will combine with desinences commencing in a
corresponding front vowel . Despite the fact that they are phonologically indistinguishable, y/´
counts as a back vowel, and i/’ as a front vowel. Hard stems can combine with both e and e/«
(note that e/« is spelled « after b, d, f, m, n, p, t, v, but e elsewhere):
a vs. e/«
moucha ÔflyÕ Nsg vs. pr‡ceÊÔworkÕ Nsg
nesa ÔcarryingÕ pres gerund vs. d«kuje ÔthankingÕ pres gerund
ta ÔthatÕ Nsgf vs. na£e Nsgf
‡ vs. ’
druh‡ ÔsecondÕ Nsgf vs. prvn’ ÔfirstÕ Nsgf
e/« vs. i
mou£e ÔflyÕ DLsg vs. pr‡ci ÔworkÕ DLsg
o vs. e/«
moucho ÔflyÕ Vsg vs. pr‡ce ÔworkÕ Vsg
u vs. i
nesu ÔI carryÕ vs. d«kujiÊÔI thankÕ
mouchu ÔflyÕ Asg vs. pr‡ci ÔworkÕ Asg
tu ÔthatÕ Asgf vs. na£i ÔourÕ Asgf
ou vs. ’
mouchou ÔflyÕ Isg vs. prac’ ÔworkÕ Isg
yÊvs. i
v´bory ÔcommitteeÕ Ipl vs. ko£i ÔbasketÕ Ipl
stoly ÔtablesÕ Npl vs. psi ÔdogsÕ Npl
´Êvs. ’
druh´ ÔsecondÕ Nsgm vs. prvn’ ÔfirstÕ Nsgm
Quantitative vowel alternations
Due to historical factors, some of these alternations also involve qualitative shifts. The last two
alternations are rare in inflection, limited primarily to stem shortening in imperatives:
‡ vs. a
pr‡ce vs. prac’ ÔworkÕ Nsg vs. Isg
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Ž vs. e
’ vs. e/«
¬ vs. o
ou vs. u
´ vs. y
’ vs. i
¬ vs. u

nŽst ÔcarryÕ vs. nesu ÔI carryÕ
sn’h vs. sn«hu ÔsnowÕ Nsg vs. Gsg
h¬l vs. hole ÔcaneÕ Nsg vs. Gsg
koupit ÔbuyÕ vs. kup Ôbuy!Õ
m´lit se ÔerrÕ vs. myl se Ôerr!Õ
nav£t’vit ÔvisitÕ vs. nav£tiv Ôvisit!Õ
rozp¬lit ÔsplitÕÊvs. rozpulÊÔsplit!Õ

Type 1 (Òhalf-softeningÓ) consonant alternations
Type 1 alternations are characteristic of declension and appear primarily in the Nplanim of
nouns and adjectives, the Dsg, Lsg, and Lpl of nouns, and the formation of adverbs and
comparatives from adjectives. They are also encountered in past passive participles of verbs in
Ðit and in imperatives. In this alternation, labials add j or °, dentals shift to palatals, and velars
shift to dentals or palatals:
p vs. pj
hloup´ ÔstupidÕ vs. hloup« ÔstupidlyÕ
b vs. bj
skladba vs. skladb« ÔcompositionÕ Nsg vs. DLsg
f vs. fj
harfa vs. harf«ÊÔharpÕ Nsg vs. DLsg
v vs. vj
kr‡va vs. kr‡v« ÔcowÕ Nsg vs. DLsg
m vs. m°
strm´ ÔsteepÕ vs. strm«j£’ ÔsteeperÕ
t vs. tÕ
studenty vs. studenti ÔstudentÕ Apl vs. Npl
d vs. dÕ
hrd´ ÔproudÕ vs. hrd« ÔproudlyÕ
n vs. °
kr‡lovna vs. kr‡lovn«ÊÔqueenÕ Nsg vs. DLsg
r vs. ¤
sestra vs. sest¤e ÔsisterÕ Nsg vs. DLsg
k vs. c
kluk vs. kluci, kluc’ch ÔboyÕ Nsg vs. Npl, Lpl
h vs. z
drah´ ÔdearÕ vs. draze ÔdearlyÕÊ
g vs. z
Olga vs. Olze ÔOlgaÕÊNsg vs. DLsg
ch vs. £
tich´ ÔquietÕ vs. ti£e ÔquietlyÕ
sk vs. £tÕ
rusk´ vs. ru£t’ ÔRussianÕ Nsgm vs. Nplanim
ck vs. ªtÕ
anglick´ vs. angliªt’ ÔEnglishÕ Nsgm vs. Nplanim
Type 2 (Òfull-softeningÓ) consonant alternations
In Type 2, the dental/palatal stops lenite partially (t/tÕ vs. c) or fully (d/dÕ vs. z), whereas all
others shift toward palatals. These alternations are typically found in the Vsg of masculine
nouns, passive participles (and associated deverbal nouns), possessive adjectives, comparative
adjectives, and the non-past conjugation of certain verbs.
t/tÕ vs. c
platit ÔpayÕ vs. placen ÔpaidÕ
d/dÕ vs. z
hodit ÔthrowÕ vs. hozen ÔthrownÕ
s vs. £
vysok´ ÔhighÕ vs. vy££’ ÔhigherÕ
z vs. ¢
mazat ÔsmearÕ vs. ma¢u ÔI smearÕ
n vs. °
Hana ÔHanaÕ vs. Hanin ÔHanaÕsÕ Nsgm
r vs. ¤
mistr vs. mist¤e ÔmasterÕ Nsg vs. Vsg
sl vs. £l
poslat ÔsendÕÊvs. po£lu ÔI sendÕ (rare)
st/stÕ vs. £tÕ
ªistit ÔcleanÕ vs. ªi£t«n ÔcleanedÕ
zd/zdÕ vs. ¢dÕ
jezdit ÔrideÕ vs. je¢d«n’ ÔridingÕ
k vs. ª
hezk´ ÔprettyÕ vs. hezª’ ÔprettierÕ
c vs. ª
chlapec vs. chlapªeÊÔboyÕ Nsg vs. Vsg
h vs. ¢
lh‡tÊÔlieÕ vs. l¢u ÔI lieÕ
g vs. ¢
Olga ÔOlgaÕ vs. Ol¢inÊÔOlgaÕsÕ Nsgm
ch vs. £
such´ ÔdryÕ vs. su££’ ÔdrierÕ
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Isolated and suppletive types
Some more drastic morphophonemic alternations exhibiting vowel-zero or consonant
alternations or both involve small classes of words or single lexical items; these are much more
frequent among verbs than nouns.
£vec vs. £evce ÔcobblerÕ Nsg vs. Gsg
ªest vs. ctiÊÔhonorÕÊNAsg vs. GDLsg
ps‡t ÔwriteÕ vs. p’£u ÔI writeÕ
hn‡t ÔchaseÕ vs. ¢enu ÔI chaseÕ
vz’t ÔtakeÕ vs. vezmu ÔI takeÕ
kr´t ÔcoverÕ vs. kryji ÔI coverÕ
vs. vzal ÔtookÕ
vs. kryl ÔcoveredÕ
¢’t ÔliveÕ vs. ¢ijiÊÔI liveÕ vs. ¢il ÔlivedÕ
zaª’t ÔbeginÕ vs. zaªnuÊÔI beginÕ vs. zaªal
ÔbeganÕ
moci ÊÔbe ableÕ vs. mohl ÔcouldÕ vs.
pŽci ÔbakeÕ vs. pekl ÔbakedÕ vs.
m¬¢e£ Ôyou canÕ
peªe£ Ôyou bakeÕ
mŽst ÔsweepÕ vs. metu ÔI sweepÕ
j’st ÔeatÕ vs. j’m ÔI eatÕ vs. jedl ÔateÕ
2.1.1 Noun morphology
All nouns have grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter), and with very few
exceptions (a handful of undeclinable borrowed words) all are declined for both number
(singular, plural; though some words occur only in one of the numbers, e.g., n¬¢ky ÔscissorsÕ,
which is plural only) and case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, locative, and
instrumental). Each gender has its own set of characteristic paradigms, including hard-stem
types, soft-stem types, and special types. Masculine paradigms in addition regularly signal
animacy. The vocative is formally distinct only in the singular. Below we discuss the paradigms
for masculine, neuter, and feminine adding notes on case/number endings which require
commentary. The paradigms below are intended to be representative, but there is considerable
variation in many paradigms, and it is often hard to establish a definitive norm.
2.1.1.1 Masculine paradigms
Hard stems

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

Inanimate: rozbor ÔanalysisÕ
sg
pl
rozbor
rozbory
rozboru
rozbor¬
rozboru
rozbor¬m
rozbor
rozbory
rozbore
rozboru
rozborech
rozborem
rozbory

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

Animate: bratr ÔbrotherÕ
sg
pl
bratr
brat¤i
bratra
bratr¬
bratrovi/-u
bratr¬m
bratra
bratry
brat¤e
bratrovi/-u
bratrech
bratrem
bratry
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Animacy
Masculine paradigms distinguish animate from inanimate in the singular through nominativeaccusative syncretism for inanimates, as opposed to genitive-accusative syncretism for animates,
and in the plural through special Npl endings (-i, -Ž, -ovŽ) for animate nouns. Variant endings in
the Gsg, Dsg, and Lsg also contribute to readings of animacy vs. inanimacy, although the
implementation of these endings does not always follow the exact parameters of the distinction
and may involve other factors. Simply stated, the class of animates includes all male (or
grammatically masculine) living creatures capable of motion (i.e., non-vegetable). In the case of
very small creatures, such as bacil ÔbacillusÕ, mikrob ÔmicrobeÕ animacy is open to
interpretation. There are additionally several classes of facultative animates, nouns which refer to
inanimate objects but display animate endings. Animal names used to refer to inanimates
regularly produce this phenomenon: kon’ªek Ôlittle horse; hobbyÕ is animate in both meanings.
Most other facultative animates show some close connection to human males, in terms of
appearance (sn«hul‡k ÔsnowmanÕ, ma°‡sek ÔpuppetÕ), existence of homonyms referring to male
humans (tali‡n ÔItalian; Italian sausageÕ, which motivates facultative animacy for other sausages,
such as vu¤t ÔwurstÕ), and stereotypes of male-pattern behavior (drinking of alcohol: pan‡k
ÔshotÕ; smoking of cigarettes: ªmoud Ôdrag from a cigaretteÕ; card-playing: ferbl Ôname of a card
gameÕ; sports: kraul Ôcrawl (swimming)Õ; and mathematics: n‡sobenec ÔmultiplicandÕ).
Facultative animacy primarily involves the GAsg and to a lesser extent the Npl, but does not
always extend to the DLsg.
Gsg: about 97% of inanimate masculine hard stem nouns have -u, 2% have -a, and 1%
permit both endings (Janda 1996: 128). Nouns with -a include, obviously, all facultative
animates, plus an assortment of common everyday words (z‡kon ÔlawÕ, ob«d ÔlunchÕ),
including, particularly, those designating buildings (kostel ÔchurchÕ), locations (Jiª’n, Tachov),
time periods (dne£ek ÔtodayÕ, leden ÔJanuaryÕ), and shapes (trojœheln’k ÔtriangleÕ).
DLsg: most animate nouns in this paradigm admit both endings. -ovi tends to be favored for
viriles (male human referents), with rare but notable exceptions (ªlov«k, ªlov«ku ÔpersonÕ, B¬h,
Bohu ÔGodÕ), and can be used for most animals. In concatenations of titles and names, the last
word will have -ovi, but all others will have -u: panu doktoru Janu Nov‡kovi ÔMr. Dr. Jan
Nov‡kÕ.
Lsg: 90% of inanimate masculine hard stem nouns have -u, less than 1% have -e/«, and
about 9% permit both endings (Janda 1996: 148-9). Where -e/« appears it conditions Type 1
alternations for velars and r, but stems ending in these consonants strongly prefer -u. More than
half of the stems that permit both desinences end in -s, and others end in -z, -k, -l, -r, -ch, or -n.
According to Bermel (1993), among nouns that permit both desinences -e/« is typical in the
expression of familiar, predictable concrete locations, whereas -u is the default for all other uses.
Vsg: the -eÊdesinence conditions the Type 2 alternation for stems ending in tr and c: mistr,
mist¤e! ÔmasterÕ, otec, otªe! ÔfatherÕ. Velar stems have -u instead (kluk, kluku! ÔboyÕ), thus
avoiding Type 2 alternation (but note: B¬h, Bo¢e! ÔGodÕ; ªlov«k, ªlov«ªe! ÔpersonÕ).
Npl: -i is by far the most common ending for animates and conditions the Type 1
alternation: student, studenti ÔstudentÕ; Pol‡k, Pol‡ci ÔPoleÕ. The endings -Ž -ovŽ are used
primarily with certain viriles: soused, sousedŽ ÔneighborÕ; syn, synovŽ ÔsonÕ.
Lpl: in addition to -ech, the Lpl has the variants -’ch (used with some stems ending in
velars, labials, -s, -z, and -l) and -‡ch (used with some stems ending in velars). With velars -’ch
conditions the Type 1 alternation, although the tendency is to replace -’ch with -‡ch, which
obviates alternation. Compare the following Nsg and Lpl forms: pr‡h, praz’ch ÔthresholdÕ; les,
les’ch ÔforestÕ; hotel, hotel’ch ÔhotelÕ; plech, plech‡ch Ômetal plateÕ.
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Soft stems

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

Inanimate: ko£ ÔbasketÕ
sg
pl
ko£
ko£e
ko£e
ko£¬
ko£i
ko£¬m
ko£
ko£e
ko£i
ko£i
ko£’ch
ko£em
ko£i

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

Animate: mal’¤ ÔpainterÕ
sg
pl
mal’¤
mal’¤i
mal’¤e
mal’¤¬
mal’¤ovi/-i
mal’¤¬m
mal’¤e
mal’¤e
mal’¤i
mal’¤ovi/-i
mal’¤’ch
mal’¤em
mal’¤i

DLsg: the distribution of -ovi vs. -i is similar to that of -ovi vs. -u in the animate hard stems,
although -i is somewhat more frequent in the soft paradigm than -u is in the hard paradigm.
Lpl: some nouns in this paradigm have the desinence -ech: c’l, c’lech ÔgoalÕ.
Stems alternating between hard and soft
kotel ÔcauldronÕ
sg
pl
N
kotel
kotle/-y
G
kotlu/-e
kotl¬
D
kotlu/-i
kotl¬m
A
kotel
kotle/-y
V
kotli
L
kotlu/-i
kotlech/-’ch
I
kotlem
kotli/-y
Nearly all stems of this type end in l or n (¤emen ÔstrapÕ, pramen ÔsourceÕ, k‡men ÔstoneÕ);
one ends in t (loket ÔelbowÕ).
Special types
There are two masculine paradigms with a vocalic desinence in the Nsg: the hard -a paradigm
and the soft -e paradigm. Both are exclusively virile (designate male humans) and therefore
animate.
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N
G
D
A
V
L
I

-a virile: p¤ednosta Ôchief, headÕ
sg
pl
p¤ednosta
p¤ednostovŽ
p¤ednosty
p¤ednost¬
p¤ednostovi
p¤ednost¬m
p¤ednostu
p¤ednosty
p¤ednosto
p¤ednostovi
p¤ednostech
p¤ednostou
p¤ednosty

Aside from the masculine DLsg -ovi, this paradigm has feminine endings in the singular,
but masculine endings in the plural.
Gsg, Apl, and Ipl: some stems in this paradigm end in consonant letters that do not combine
with y; these forms are then spelled with i, as in nicknames such as M’£a, M’£i ÔMikeÕ.
Npl: although most nouns in this paradigm use -ovŽ, those ending in -ita and -ista use -Ž
(husita, husitŽ ÔHussiteÕ, houslista, houslistŽ ÔviolinistÕ).
Lpl: stems ending in a velar will have -’ch and the concomitant Type 1 alternation: sluha,
sluz’ch ÔservantÕ.

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

-e virile: zachr‡nce ÔsaviorÕ
sg
pl
zachr‡nce
zachr‡nci
zachr‡nce
zachr‡nc¬
zachr‡ncovi/-i zachr‡nc¬m
zachr‡nce
zachr‡nce
zachr‡nce
zachr‡ncovi/-i zachr‡nc’ch
zachr‡ncem
zachr‡nci

DLsg: variation here parallels that of soft stem animate nouns.
Npl: some nouns also admit -ovŽ (soudce, soudci/-ovŽ ÔjudgeÕ).
Although a few borrowings are indeclinable (ata£Ž ÔattachŽÕ, zebu ÔzebuÕ, tangens
ÔtangentÕ), most foreign words decline even if their stems are incongruous with the stem shape
of native masculine nouns. Nouns ending in a vowel other than i/y will drop that vowel in all
forms other than the Nsg (and Asg for inanimates) and treat the preceding consonant as stem
final; maestro thus has a stem of maestr- to which desinences are added: GAsg maestra, DLsg
maestrovi, Vsg maestro, Isg maestrem, Npl maestrovŽ, Gpl maestr¬, Dpl maestr¬m, AIpl
maestry, Lpl maestrech. Following a similar strategy, foreign nouns ending in -us, -es, and -os
usually drop those segments for all other forms in the paradigm (NAsg komunismus, GDLsg
komunismu, Vsg komunisme, Isg komunismem; NAsg h‡des, GDLsg h‡du, Isg h‡dem; NAsg
kosmos, GDLsg kosmu, Isg kosmem). Foreign nouns and names ending in i/y (kuli ÔcoolieÕ,
pony ÔponyÕ, Billy) have a mixed declension, with adjective type endings (with short vowels) in
the singular (GAsg kuliho, Dsg kulimu, LIsg kulim), but primarily noun-type endings in the
plural (Npl kuliovŽ, Gpl kuli¬, Dpl kuli¬m, Apl kulie, Lpl kuliech/-’ch/-ch, Ipl kulii/-mi).
2.1.1.2 Neuter paradigms
Aside from the nominative and accusative forms, the neuter paradigms have the same endings as
masculine paradigms.
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Hard stems

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

m«sto ÔcityÕ
pl
m«sta
m«st
m«st¬m
m«sta

sg
m«sto
m«sta
m«stu
m«sto
m«sto
m«st«/-u
m«stem

m«stech
m«sty

Nsg: a few nouns with stems ending in -en have a bookish variant Nsg form with an
abbreviated stem: b¤emeno/b¤’m« ÔburdenÕ; these nouns also have alternate endings Gsg
b¤emeno/b¤emene, Dsg b¤emenu/b¤emeni, and Lsg b¤emenu/b¤emeni/b¤emen« (similar to the
masculine kotel type above).
Lsg: many nouns use only -e/«Ê(which conditions Type 1 alternations): okno, okn«
ÔwindowÕ; some only -u (stems ending in velars always use -u): st¤edisko, st¤edisku ÔcenterÕ.
Lpl: as in masculine nouns, -’ch can appear after velars (with Type 1 alternations), and is
frequently replaced by -‡ch.
Nouns referring to paired body parts, such as rameno/r‡m« ÔshoulderÕ, koleno ÔkneeÕ, and
prsa Ôchest, breastsÕ have GLpl forms ramenou/ramen, kolenou/kolen, and prsou.
l´tko Ôcalf (leg)Õ and bedroÊÔhipÕ and some plural-only nouns (vr‡tka ÔgateÕ) admit both
neuter and feminine forms in the plural.
Soft stems
There are two types of neuter soft stems. One type involves a very small number of nouns with
a paradigm of: NGAVsg/NApl mo¤e ÔseaÕ, DLsg/Ipl mo¤i, Isg mo¤em, Gpl mo¤’, Dpl mo¤’m,
Lpl mo¤’ch. The other type involves a large number of nouns all of which are derived with -i£t«
and designate places, such as: NGAVsg/NApl leti£t« ÔairportÕ, DLsg/Ipl leti£ti, Isg leti£t«m, Gpl
leti£tÕ, Dpl leti£t’m, Lpl leti£t’ch.
Special types

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

-«t-/-at- type: sl¬n« Ôbaby elephantÕ
sg
pl
sl¬n«
sl¬°ata
sl¬n«te
sl¬°at
sl¬n«ti
sl¬°at¬m
sl¬n«
sl¬°ata
sl¬n«
sl¬n«ti
sl¬°atech
sl¬n«tem
sl¬°aty

The -«t-/-at- type is primarily associated with names of offspring (£t«n« ÔpuppyÕ, nemluvn«
ÔinfantÕ), although this paradigm is used for some inanimates (ko£t« ÔbroomÕ) and at least one
virile (kn’¢e ÔprinceÕ).
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N
G
D
A
V
L
I

-’ type: n‡b¤e¢’ ÔwaterfontÕ
sg
pl
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’m
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’
n‡b¤e¢’ch
n‡b¤e¢’m
n‡b¤e¢’mi

The -’ type paradigm includes many deverbal nouns (placen’ ÔpayingÕ) and is otherwise often
associated with collectives (k¤ov’ ÔbushesÕ) and nouns with abstract meaning (zdrav’ ÔhealthÕ); a
particularly common source of neuter -’ nouns are prepositional phrases (the head noun here,
n‡b¤e¢’ is derived from the prepositional phrase na b¤ehu Ôon the bankÕ).
Latin and Greek borrowings into the Czech neuter continue some aspects of their original
declensions in Czech. Nouns ending in -o, -on, and -um drop those final segments in all forms
but the NAsg and follow the standard hard declension (but those with a new ÒstemÓ ending in a
vowel have soft endings in the plural oblique cases): NAVsg enklitikon, Gsg/NApl enklitika,
DLsg enklitiku, Isg enklitikem, Gpl enklitik, Dpl enklitik¬m, Lpl enklitik‡ch, Ipl enklitiky; NAVsg
r‡dio, Gsg/NApl r‡dia, DLsg r‡diu, Isg r‡diem, Gpl r‡di’, Dpl r‡di’m, Lpl r‡di’ch, Ipl r‡dii;
NAVsg muzeum, Gsg/NApl muzea, DLsg muzeu, Isg muzeem, Gpl muze’, Dpl muze’m, Lpl
muze’ch, Ipl muzei. Neuter nouns ending in -ma add t to form their stem: NAVsg drama,
GDLsg dramatu, Isg dramatem, NApl dramata, Gpl dramat, Dpl dramat¬m, Lpl dramatech,
Ipl dramaty. Some neuter borrowings do not decline: kli£Ž, taxi, tabu.
2.1.1.3 Feminine paradigms
Hard stems

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

sg
¢ena
¢eny
¢en«
¢enu
¢eno
¢en«
¢enou

¢ena ÔwomanÕ
pl
¢eny
¢en
¢en‡m
¢eny
¢en‡ch
¢enami

DLsg: the -e/« ending conditions the Type 1 alternation.
ruka Ôarm/handÕ has deviant NApl ruce and shares with noha ÔlegÕ special oblique plural
forms: GLpl rukou, nohou (but note also variants Gpl noh and Lpl ruk‡ch, noh‡ch); Ipl
rukama, nohama.
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Soft stems

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

sg
r¬¢e
r¬¢e
r¬¢i
r¬¢i
r¬¢e
r¬¢i
r¬¢’

r¬¢e ÔroseÕ
pl
r¬¢e
r¬¢’
r¬¢’m
r¬¢e
r¬¢’ch
r¬¢emi

Gpl: as a rule, stems ending in -ic have a zero ending instead of -’: ulice, ulicÊÔstreetÕ.
Variation between zero and -’Êis not uncommon, particularly among nouns in -yn«; p¤’telkyn«
ÔgirlfriendÕ admits both Gpl forms: p¤’telky°/p¤’telkyn’.
Feminine nouns ending in a consonant
There are two paradigms of feminine nouns with a zero ending in the Nsg; all such nouns end in
a historically soft consonant.
Nsg in zero, -e/« type: dla° Ôpalm of handÕ
sg
pl
N
dla°
dlan«
G
dlan«
dlan’
D
dlani
dlan’m
A
dla°
dlan«
V
dlani
L
dlani
dlan’ch
I
dlan’
dlan«mi

N
G
D
A
V
L
I

Nsg in zero, -i type: kost ÔboneÕ
sg
pl
kost
kosti
kosti
kost’
kosti
kostem
kost
kosti
kosti
kosti
kostech
kost’
kostmi

The -e/« type and -i type paradigms are converging, resulting in frequent variations for
words of both paradigms in the desinences that do not match, cf. lodÕ ÔboatÕ, which admits all
of the following forms Gsg lodi/-«, NApl lodi/-«, Ipl lod«mi/lodÕmi.
pan’ ÔMrs.Õ is indeclinable in the singular and has the following plural forms: NGApl pan’,
Dpl pan’m, Lpl pan’ch, Ipl pan’mi.
Borrowed words ending in a vowel or j + a follow a mixed hard/soft declension, e.g.: Nsg
idea, Gsg idey/-je, DLsg ideji, Asg ideu, Vsg ideo, Isg ideou/-j’, NApl idey/-je, Gpl idej’, Dpl
ide‡m/-j’m, Lpl ide‡ch-j’ch, Ipl iedeami/-jemi. There are a few borrowed feminine indeclinable
nouns: whisky, party.
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2.1.1.4 Nouns of variable or indeterminate gender
Three neuter nouns do not have neuter endings in the plural:
d’t« ÔchildÕ: NAVsg d’t«, Gsg d’t«te, DLsg d’t«ti, Isg d’t«tem, NApl d«ti, Gpl d«t’, Dpl
d«tem, Lpl d«tech, Ipl d«tmi
oko ÔeyeÕ and ucho ÔearÕ: both have a neuter hard stem singular (with Lsg -u) and the
following plural: NApl oªi u£i, Gpl oª’ u£’, Dpl oª’m u£’m, Ipl oªima u£ima.
Three pluralia tantum nouns naming holiday seasons, letnice ÔWhitsundayÕ, v‡noce
ÔChristmasÕ, and velikonoceÊÔEasterÕ, are listed in dictionaries as feminine pluralia tantum,
although they have Dpl -¬m, which is characteristic of masculine and neuter paradigms: NApl
v‡noce, Gpl v‡noc, Dpl v‡noc¬m, Lpl v‡noc’ch, Ipl v‡nocemi.
Although the vast majority of names for people and animals have separate feminine and
masculine forms, there are some words that vary in gender and paradigm depending upon the
given referent: chotÕ ÔspouseÕ declines as a soft stem masculine animate when referring to a
husband, but as a feminine type ending in a consonant when referring to a wife; ne£ika Ôclumsy
personÕ is an -a virile in reference to a male, but a hard stem feminine in reference to a female.
Most other common gender words, such as ªlov«k ÔpersonÕ (masculine hard stem animate) and
osoba ÔpersonÕ (hard stem feminine) retain their paradigm and syntactic gender no matter whom
they refer to. Rukojm’ ÔhostageÕ can be a substantivized adjective or an -’ type neuter (Gsg
rukojm’ho/-’). A few inanimate nouns have more than one paradigm: ÔpotatoÕ exists as both
brambor (hard stem masculine) and brambora (hard stem feminine), and esej ÔessayÕ can be
declined as either masculine or feminine.
2.1.2 Adjectival morphology
Adjectives are declined to match the gender, case, and number of the nouns they modify.
Participles are declined like adjectives. The vast majority of adjectives occur only long, although
short forms do exist for a few common adjectives and are the norm for predicative past passive
participles. Adjectives can be qualitative (describing a quality, like chytr´ ÔsmartÕ, tvrd´ ÔhardÕ)
or relational (describing a relationship to something, like Pra¢sk´ ÔPragueÕ, as in Pra¢sk´ hrad
ÔPrague CastleÕ, or m’stn’ ÔlocalÕ, as in m’stn’ spr‡va Ôlocal governmentÕ). Comparative and
superlative forms and adverbs can be formed from adjectival stems; qualitative adjectives are
more likely to have these forms than are relational adjectives.
2.1.2.1 Long form adjectives
Like nouns, adjectives have both hard and soft stem paradigms. Soft stem adjectives are
primarily relational adjectives in -n’ (veªern’ ÔeveningÕ), where softness is imposed by the
suffix. Unlike nouns, adjectives do not have vocative case forms; when an adjective appears
with a noun in the vocative, the adjective is in the nominative. In combination with the Ipl of
feminine and variable gender nouns having a nominal desinence in -ma, the ending for
demonstratives and adjectives is also -ma rather than the customaryÊ-mi: t«ma £pinav´ma
rukama Ôwith those dirty handsÕ. There are a few foreign borrowings that do not decline, such
as fajn ÔfineÕ, but these are considered colloquial, and can have nativized declinable variants,
such as fajnov´ ÔfineÕ.
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Hard stems
druh´ Ôsecond; otherÕ
singular
plural
masculine feminine
neuter
masculine feminine
N
druh´
druh‡
druhŽ
druhŽ
druhŽ
(anim:)
druz’
G
druhŽho
druhŽ
druhŽho
druh´ch
D
druhŽmu druhŽ
druhŽmu druh´m
A
druh´
druhou
druhŽ
druhŽ
druhŽ
(anim:)
druhŽho
L
druhŽm
druhŽ
druhŽm
druh´ch
I
druh´m
druhou
druh´m
druh´mi
The Nplmasc animate conditions Type 1 alternations.

neuter
druh‡

druh‡

Soft stems
prvn’ÊÔfirstÕ
singular
plural
masculine & neuter
feminine
(all genders)
N
prvn’
prvn’
prvn’
G
prvn’ho
prvn’
prvn’ch
D
prvn’mu
prvn’
prvn’m
prvn’
prvn’
prvn’
A
(anim:) prvn’ho
L
prvn’m
prvn’
prvn’ch
I
prvn’m
prvn’
prvn’mi
Possessive-relational adjectives are formed from nouns designating animals and God, and all are
soft stem adjectives: B¬h ÔGodÕ, Bo¢’ ÔGodÕsÕ; ryba ÔfishÕ, ryb’ Ôa fishÕsÕ.
2.1.2.2 Short form adjectives and possessive adjectives
Short form adjectives
Short form adjectives are built from the same stems as long form adjectives but have nominal
instead of adjectival endings. Any short forms that do exist in Czech are used only predicatively.
There is only one adjective with only short forms: r‡d ÔgladÕ. Only a few other adjectives permit
short forms and these are used only predicatively in the nominative. For passive participles, as
stated above, short forms are the norm in the predicate: dopis byl naps‡n Ôthe letter was writtenÕ
vs. napsan´ dopis Ôthe written letterÕ.

N
(anim:)

nemocn´ ÔillÕ
singular short forms
plural short forms
masculine feminine
neuter
masculine feminine
neuter
nemocen
nemocna
nemocno
nemocny nemocny
nemocna
nemocni

As with long form adjectives, the Npl masculine animate ending triggers the Type 1 alternation.
Possessive adjectives
Possessive adjectives formed from names of human males (with suffix -¬v) and females (with
suffix -in) have a distinct paradigm that mixes short and long types:
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N
(anim:)
G
D
A
(anim:)
L
I

bratr¬v ÔbrotherÕsÕ
singular
plural
masculine feminine
neuter
masculine feminine
bratrovy
bratr¬v
bratrova
bratrovo
bratrovy
bratrovi
bratrova
bratrovy
bratrova
bratrov´ch
bratrovu
bratrov«
bratrovu
bratrov´m
bratr¬v
bratrovu
bratrovo
bratrovy
bratrovy
bratrova
bratrov«/ bratrov«
bratrov«/ - bratrov´ch
-u
u
bratrov´m bratrovou bratrov´m bratrov´mi

neuter
bratrova

bratrova

2.1.2.3 Comparatives and superlatives
Comparative adjectives
All comparative adjectives end in -£’ and, hence, decline like soft stem adjectives. The regular
formant for deriving comparatives from adjectival stems is -«j£’/-ej£’, which conditions the Type
2 alternation for velars, but the Type 1 alternation of all other stem final consonants:
adjective
chytr´
logick´
blb´

gloss
ÔcleverÕ
ÔlogicalÕ
ÔstupidÕ

comparative
chyt¤ej£’
logiªt«j£’
blb«j£’

adjective
divok´
jist´
inteligentn’

gloss
ÔwildÕ
ÔcertainÕ
ÔintelligentÕ

comparative
divoªej£’
jist«j£’
inteligentn«j£’

Two adjectives have a vowel alternation in the stem: b’l´ ÔwhiteÕ b«lej£’, svat´ ÔholyÕ sv«t«j£’.
Some adjectives form the comparative with the formant -£’, which often (though not
always) conditions Type 2 alternations; some adjectives can employ both -«j£’/-ej£’ and -£’.
Adjectives with stems ending in -k or -ok typically drop those segments, and occasionally stemfinal -n is lost as well. Stem vowels in the comparatives are always short regardless of length in
the positive form:
adjective
snadn´

gloss
ÔeasyÕ

such´
krotk´

ÔdryÕ
ÔtameÕ

hlubok´

ÔdeepÕ

comparative
snaz£’/
snadn«j£’
su££’
krot£’/
krotªej£’
hlub£’

adjective
mlad´

gloss
ÔyoungÕ

comparative
mlad£’

ªist´
kr‡tk´

ÔcleanÕ
ÔshortÕ

ªist(«j)£’
krat£’

bl’zk´

ÔnearÕ

bli¢£’

Some stems ending in -k drop the final consonant and use the formant -ª’:
adjective
k¤ehk´

gloss
ÔfragileÕ

comparative
k¤ehª’/
k¤ehªej£’

adjective
hebk´

gloss
ÔsuppleÕ

comparative
hebª’/
hebªej£’

A number of common adjectives have irregular or suppletive comparative forms:
adjective
dalek´

gloss
ÔfarÕ

comparative
dal£’ ÔnextÕ

adjective
dlouh´

gloss
ÔlongÕ

comparative
del£’
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dobr´
vel(i)k´

ÔgoodÕ
ÔbigÕ

lep£’
v«t£’

£patn´
mal´

ÔbadÕ
ÔsmallÕ

hor£’
men£’

Adjectives that do not commonly form comparatives (particularly relational adjectives)
frequently resort to an analytic paraphrase using v’ce ÔmoreÕ: d¤ev«n´ ÔwoodenÕ would thus
yield the comparative v’ce d¤ev«n´.
Superlative adjectives
All superlative adjectives are created by adding the prefix nej- to the comparative form:
nejchyt¤ej£’ ÔcleverestÕ, nejsnaz£’ / nejsnadn«j£’ÊÔeasiestÕ, nejk¤ehª’ / nejk¤ehªej£’ Ômost fragileÕ,
nejhor£’ ÔworstÕ, nejv’ce d¤ev«n´ Ômost woodenÕ. An alternative superlative prefix sebe- is less
frequent and more emphatic: sebelep£’ ÔbestÕ, sebemen£’ÊÔsmallestÕ.
2.1.2.4 Deadjectival adverbs
Adverbs formed from adjectives
Deadjectival adverbs can be formed from most qualitative adjectives and most of these adverbs
admit comparative forms as well.
Adjectives ending in -sk´, -ck´, and -zk´ form the adverb in -y: -sky and -cky can be used
with adjectives naming languages to describe language use: ªesk´ ÔCzechÕ yields ªesky Ôin a
Czech wayÕ, as in Mluv’m ªesky ÔI speak CzechÕ.
The majority of adverbs formed from adjectives are formed with -e/« (which conditions
Type 1 alternations): divok´ ÔwildÕ yields divoce, blb´ ÔstupidÕ, yields blb«, and dlouh´ ÔlongÕ
yields dlouze, as in Tato samohl‡ska se vyslovuje dlouze ÔThat vowel is pronounced longÕ.
Comparative adverbs
Only adverbs formed from adjectives have comparative forms, and most of these are created
with the -eji/-«jiÊformant. In the case of adjectival stems ending in a velar, this produces Type 2
alternations; for other stems the Type 1 alternation triggered in the -e/« adverbial form remains:
adjective
divok´
logick´
such´
blb´

gloss
ÔwildÕ
ÔlogicalÕ
ÔdryÕ
ÔstupidÕ

adverb
divoce
logicky
su£e
blb«

comparative
divoªeji
logiªt«ji
su£eji
blb«ji

Alternative comparative endings are -eÊ(conditioning Type 2 alternations) and zero; some
adverbs admit all three formants, and many admit two. Note that in comparative adverbs in -e
the stem vowel is always long, regardless of the length in the base adjective.
adjective
snadn´

gloss
ÔeasyÕ

adverb
snadn«/snadno

hlubok´
œzk´
drah´

ÔdeepÕ
ÔnarrowÕ
ÔdearÕ

hluboce
œzce
draze

comparatives
snadn«ji, sn‡ze,
sn‡z
hloub«ji, hloub
œ¢e, œ¢eji
dr‡¢e, dr‡¢

The irregular comparative adverbs correspond to the adjectives with irregular comparative
formations:
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adjective
dalek´
dlouh´
dobr´
£patn´
vel(i)k´
mal´

gloss
ÔfarÕ
ÔlongÕ
ÔgoodÕ
ÔbadÕ
ÔbigÕ
ÔsmallÕ

adverbs
dalece, daleko
dlouze, dlouho
dob¤e
£patn«
velice, mnoho
m‡lo

comparatives
d‡le, d‡l
dŽle
lŽpe, l’p
h¬¤e, h¬¤
v’ce, v’c
mŽn«, m’°

Superlative adverbs
Like adjectives, adverbs form the superlative degree by prefixing comparative forms with nejand occasionally sebe-: nejlogiªt«ji Ômost logicallyÕ, nejblb«ji Ômost stupidlyÕ,
nejhloub«ji/nejhloubÊÔmost deeplyÕ, nejlŽpe/nejl’p, sebelŽpe ÔbestÕ, nejmŽn«ÊÔleastÕ. Adverbs that
do not form comparatives and superlatives can achieve these degrees by means of paraphrase
with v’ce ÔmoreÕ and nejv’ce ÔmostÕ or mŽn« ÔlessÕ and nejmŽn« ÔleastÕ.
2.1.3 Pronominal morphology
Rather than constituting an independent declensional type, Czech pronouns use endings from
both noun and adjective pardigms, and often can be said to have a mixed declensional type.
Personal, reflexive, and interrogative pronouns
All pronouns are inflected for case. Personal pronouns distinguish person and number and, in
the third person, gender as well. Personal and reflexive pronouns can occur as enclitics, and the
singular and reflexive pronouns have for the genitive, dative, and accusative cases two forms, a
ÒlongÓ one restricted to non-enclitic uses, and a ÒshortÓ stressless enclitic one.
First person

N
G
D
A
L
I

singular
ÒlongÓ non-enclitic
ÒshortÓ enclitic
j‡
mne
m«
mn«
mi
mne
m«
mn«
mnou

plural
my
n‡s
n‡m
n‡s
n‡s
n‡mi

Second person
singular
plural
ÒlongÓ non-enclitic
ÒshortÓ enclitic
N
ty
vy
G
tebe
t«
v‡s
D
tob«
ti
v‡m
A
tebe
t«
v‡s
L
tob«
v‡s
I
tebou
v‡mi
Ty and its forms are used only in addressing a single intimate friend, relation, or a child; vy is
used both for singular as well as for plural formal address.
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Third person
singular
plural
masculine
neuter
feminine
ÒlongÓ
ÒshortÓ
ÒlongÓ
ÒshortÓ
N
on
ono
ona
oni, ony, ona
G
jeho
ho
jeho
ho
j’
jich
D
jemu
mu
jemu
mu
j’
jim
jeho, jej jej, ho, -°
je
ji
je
A
L
n«m
n«m
n’
nich
I
j’m
j’m
j’
jimi
The initial j- of the genitive, dative, accusative, and instrumental is replaced by n- ([-])
whenever a pronoun is preceded by a preposition; because the locative case appears only with
prepositions, pronouns are cited only in their n- forms. Masculine accusative jej can serve in
both enclitic and non-enclitic roles; -° is uncommon and restricted only to position after
prepositions ending in a vowel: na° Ôonto him/itÕ. In the plural, gender is distinguished only in
the nominative case: oni masculine animate, ony masculine inanimate + feminine, ona neuter.
Reflexive pronoun
G
D
A
L
I

ÒlongÓ
sebe
sob«
sebe
sob«
sebou

ÒshortÓ
sebe
si
se
sob«
sebou

Because the reflexive pronoun typically refers to a nominative subject, it does not have a
nominative (or vocative) form.
Interrogative pronouns: kdo ÔwhoÕ and co ÔwhatÕ
N
kdo
co
G
koho
ªeho
D
komu
ªemu
A
koho
co, -ª
L
kom
ªem
I
k´m
ª’m
Like -°, -ª appears only after prepositions ending in a vowel: Nen’ zaª ÔDonÕt mention it (lit:
Not for what)Õ. Syntactically kdo is always masculine animate singular and co is neuter singular,
regardless of the gender and number of actual referents.
Possessive pronouns
Possessives exist for all persons, numbers, and genders represented by personal pronouns and
the personal interrogative. M¬j ÔmyÕ and tv¬jÊÔthy, yourÕ share one declension type, and n‡£
ÔourÕ and v‡£ ÔyourÕ share another declension type. Jeho Ôhis/itsÕ and jejich ÔtheirÕ are
indeclinable. Jej’ ÔherÕ and ª’ ÔwhoseÕ decline like soft stem adjectives.
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N
(anim:)
G
D
A
(anim:)
L
I

m¬j ÔmyÕ (tv¬jÊÔthy, yourÕ has the same endings)
singular
plural
masculine feminine
neuter
masculine feminine
mŽ, moje
mŽ, moje mŽ, moje
m¬j
m‡, moje
m’, moji
mŽho
mŽ
mŽho
m´ch
mŽmu
mŽ
mŽmu
m´m
mŽ, moje mŽ, moje
m¬j
mou, moji mŽ, moje
mŽho
mŽm
mŽ
mŽm
m´ch
m´m
mou
m´m
m´mi

neuter
m‡, moje

m‡, moje

In the nominative and accusative cases for feminine and neuter in the singular and all genders in
the plural, there are variant contracted (consisting of a single long vowel) and uncontracted
(consisting of oj + short vowel) forms; these forms are in free variation, although the contracted
forms are more frequent in writing and uncontracted ones are encountered more often in speech.
Note the length of the root vowel ¬ in the masculine singular m¬j, tv¬j, which is short o in all
other uncontracted forms.

N
(anim:)
G
D
A
(anim:)
L
I

n‡£ ÔourÕ (v‡£ ÔyourÕ has the same declension)
singular
plural
masculine feminine
neuter
masculine feminine
n‡£
na£e
na£e
na£e
na£e
na£i
na£eho
na£’
na£eho
na£ich
na£emu
na£’
na£emu
na£im
n‡£
na£i
na£e
na£e
na£eho
na£em
na£’
na£em
na£ich
na£’m
na£’
na£’m
na£imi

neuter
na£e

Note that n‡£, v‡£ as well as the following demonstrative and other pronouns (and numerals
jeden ÔoneÕ and v£echen ÔallÕ) show a mixed declensional type, with both short (for direct cases)
and long (for oblique cases) endings. This type has nominal endings for the nominative and
accusative cases (with the exception of the masculine animate Asg, which follows the genitive),
and adjectival endings for the remaining cases. Additionally it is characteristic that endings for
masculine/neuter singular NGDAL, feminine singular NA, and all plural cases use short
vowels; but endings for masculine/neuter singular I and feminine singular GDLI follow the
long adjectival pattern. Note also the length of the root vowel in masculine singular N n‡£, v‡£,
which is short in all other forms (s‡m ÔoneselfÕ, presented below, shows the same shortening).
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Demonstrative pronoun
ten Ôthis, that, theÕ

N
(anim:)
G
D
A
(anim:)
L
I

masculine
ten
toho
tomu
ten
toho
tom
t’m

singular
feminine
ta

neuter
to

tŽ
tŽ
tu

toho
tomu
to

tŽ
tou

tom
t’m

masculine
ty
ti

ty

plural
feminine
ty

neuter
ta

t«ch
t«m
ty

ta

t«ch
t«mi

Ten participates in various compounds with affixed -to ÔhereÕ, tam- ÔthereÕ, -hle ÔlookÕ
(emphatic), in which ten is declined as expected, among them: tento Ôthis (...here)Õ, tamten Ôthat
(...there)Õ, tenhle Ôthis/thatÕ , tamhleten Ôthat (there emphatic)Õ. Ten can also be reduplicated (in
which case it is declined in both positions), as in tenhleten Ôthis/that (emphatic)Õ.
Relative and other pronouns
Jen¢ is a bookish relative pronoun which is declined like n‡£ with the final -¢ appearing after the
desinences. The adjective kter´ Ôwhich, that, whoÕ is usually used in place of jen¢. S‡m ÔoneselfÕ
is declined as a hard stem adjective (with a stem of sam-) in all oblique cases and has the
following endings in the nominative and accusative:

N
(anim:)
A
(anim:)

masculine
s‡m
s‡m
sama/
-Žho

singular
feminine
sama

neuter
samo

samu

samo

masculine
samy
sami
samy

plural
feminine
samy

neuter
sama

samy

sama

V£echen ÔallÕ has a larger and unique paradigm (note the e > i vowel shift in the Nplmasc
animate):

N
(anim:)
G
D
A
L
I

masculine
v£echen
v£eho
v£emu
v£echen
v£em
v£’m

singular
feminine
v£echna
v£’
v£’
v£echnu/
v£i
v£’
v£’

neuter
v£echno/
v£e
v£eho
v£emu
v£echno/
v£e
v£em
v£’m

masculine
v£echny
v£ichni

plural
feminine
v£echny

v£ech
v£em
v£echny

neuter
v£echna

v£echna

v£ech
v£emi

In the singular v£echen combines with mass nouns, in the plural with count nouns. The neuter
singular v£echno/v£e (and its case forms) is used impersonally to mean ÔeverythingÕ; the
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masculine animate plural v£ichni (and its case forms) has a similar force, invoking ÔeverybodyÕ.
The following forms in the paradigm have alternates (used more frequently in speech) in -cek,
-ck-: v£echen > v£ecek, v£echna > v£ecka, v£echno > v£ecko, v£echnu > v£ecku, v£echny >
v£ecky, v£ichni > v£icci.
2.1.4 Numeral morphology
The following table provides a representative sample of cardinal and ordinal numerals.

ÔfirstÕ, ÔoneÕ
ÔsecondÕ, ÔtwoÕ
ÔthirdÕ, ÔthreeÕ
ÔfourthÕ, ÔfourÕ
ÔfifthÕ, ÔfiveÕ
ÔsixthÕ, ÔsixÕ
ÔseventhÕ, ÔsevenÕ
ÔeighthÕ, ÔeightÕ
ÔninthÕ, ÔnineÕ
ÔtenthÕ, ÔtenÕ
ÔeleventhÕ, ÔelevenÕ
all other teens
ÔtwentiethÕ, ÔtwentyÕ
ÔthirtiethÕ, ÔthirtyÕ
ÔfortiethÕ, ÔfortyÕ
ÔfiftiethÕ, ÔfiftyÕ
all other tens
ÔhundredthÕ, ÔhundredÕ
Ôtwo hundredthÕ, Ôtwo hundredÕ
Ôthree hundredthÕ, Ôthree hundredÕ
Ôfour hundredthÕ, Ôfour hundredÕ
Ôfive hundredthÕ, Ôfive hundredÕ
all other hundredths, hundreds
ÔthousandthÕ, ÔthousandÕ
ÔmillionthÕ, ÔmillionÕ
ÔbillionthÕ, ÔbillionÕ

ordinal
prvn’
druh´
t¤et’
ªtvrt´
p‡t´
£est´
sedm´
osm´
dev‡t´
des‡t´
jeden‡ct´
-‡ct´
dvac‡t´
t¤ic‡t´
ªty¤ic‡t´
pades‡t´
-‡t´
st´
dvoust´
t¤’st´
ªty¤st´
p«tist´
-ist´
tis’c’
mili—nt´
miliardov´

cardinal
jeden, jedna, jedno
dva, dv«
t¤i
ªty¤i
p«t
£est
sedm
osm
dev«t
deset
jeden‡ct
-‡ct
dvacet
t¤icet
ªty¤icet
pades‡t
-‡t
sto
dv« st«
t¤i sta
ªty¤i sta
p«t set
-- set
tis’c
mili—n
miliarda
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Cardinal numerals
All cardinal numerals are inflected for case, ÔoneÕÊand ÔtwoÕÊadditionally distinguish gender, and
ÔoneÕ further distinguishes number formally as well (with a meaning Ôone pair or set ofÕ).
jeden ÔoneÕ

N
(anim:)
G
D
A
(anim:)
L
I

masculine
jeden
jednoho
jednomu
jeden
jednoho
jednom
jedn’m

singular
feminine
jedna

neuter
jedno

jednŽ
jednŽ
jednu

jednoho
jednomu
jedno

jednŽ
jednou

jednom
jedn’m

NA
GL
DI
Oba ÔbothÕ shares this paradigm.

NA
G
D
L
I

masculine
jedny
jedni

jedny

plural
feminine
jedny

neuter
jedna

jedn«ch
jedn«m
jedny

jedna

jedn«ch
jedn«mi

dva ÔtwoÕ
masculine
feminine +
neuter
dva
dv«
dvou
dv«ma

t¤i ÔthreeÕ and ªty¤i ÔfourÕ
t¤i
ªty¤i
t¤’
ªty¤
t¤em
ªty¤em
t¤ech
ªty¤ech
t¤emi
ªty¤mi

The numerals ÔfiveÕ- ÔnineteenÕ; the eight multiples of ÔtenÕ, ÔtwentyÕ - ÔninetyÕ and all inverted
(one-word) numerals have zero-ending in the NA and -i for all oblique cases (GDLI). Noninverted (two-word) numerals ending in -1, -2, -3, and -4 have the same endings as the
numerals would have individually. Two-digit numerals above the teens can be expressed either
by listing the tens (twenties, etc.) plus ones (twos, etc.) or by use of an inverted compound
consisting of ÔoneÕ through ÔnineÕ + -a- + ÔtwentyÕ through ÔninetyÕ; thus Ôtwenty-threeÕ can be
realized as dvacet t¤i or t¤iadvacet.

ÔfiveÕ
ÔeightÕ
ÔnineÕ
ÔtenÕ
ÔelevenÕ
ÔeighteenÕ
ÔtwentyÕ
ÔeightyÕ
Ôtwenty-fiveÕ (inverted)

NA
p«t
osm
dev«t
deset
jeden‡ct
osmn‡ct
dvacet
osmdes‡t
p«tadvacet

GDLI
p«ti
osmi
dev’ti
deseti/des’ti
jeden‡cti
osmn‡cti
dvaceti
osmdes‡ti
p«tadvaceti
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Ôtwenty-fiveÕ
Ôeighty-sixÕ (inverted)
Ôeighty-sixÕ
Ôtwenty-oneÕ (inverted)
Ôtwenty-oneÕ

NA
dvacet p«t
£estaosmdes‡t
osmdes‡t £est
jednadvacet
dvacet jedna

Ôthirty-twoÕ (inverted)
Ôthirty-twoÕ

dvaat¤icet
t¤icet dva

GDLI
dvaceti p«ti
£estaosmdes‡ti
osmdes‡ti £esti
jednadvaceti
dvaceti jedn- (endings as
above)
dvaat¤iceti
t¤iceti dv- (endings as
above)

The following four numerals have other declensions:
sto ÔhundredÕ is a hard stem neuter noun; note dv« st« Ôtwo hundredÕ;
tis’c ÔthousandÕ is a soft stem masculine noun with alternate Gpl forms tis’c and tis’c¬;
mili—n ÔmillionÕ is a hard stem masculine noun;
miliarda ÔbillionÕ is a hard stem feminine noun.
All four of these numerals observe the syntax of numeral phrases when combined with other
numerals: p«t set Ôfive hundredÕ, t¤i tis’ce Ôthree thousandÕ, £est mili—n¬ÊÔsix millionÕ (see
section 3.2 for an explanation of numeral syntax).
Ordinal numerals
All ordinal numerals are declined like adjectives; three are of the soft stem type: prvn’ ÔfirstÕ,
t¤et’ ÔthirdÕ, and tis’c’ ÔthousandthÕ. Aside from the suppletive prvn’ ÔfirstÕ and druh´ ÔsecondÕ,
all cardinals are formed by adding -´, but cardinals in -e/«t have ordinals in -‡t´. With compound
numerals all items are ordinal: st´ sedmdes‡t´ p‡t´ Ôone hundred seventy fifthÕ, however this
usage is quite bookish and it is more normal to use cardinal forms for numerals above ninety,
followed by ordinal forms for the final two digits: sto sedmdes‡t´ p‡t´. As with cardinal
numerals, two-digit numerals between 21 and 99 (excluding the even tens, which consist of
only one word) have two possibilities: both dvac‡t´ t¤et’ and t¤iadvac‡t´ express Ôtwenty-thirdÕ.
Indefinite numerals
Kolik Ôhow manyÕ, n«kolik ÔseveralÕ, tolik Ôso manyÕ, and mnoho Ômuch, manyÕ all follow the
same paradigm, with the desinence -a in all oblique cases. Other indefinite numerals, such as
m‡lo Ôlittle, fewÕ, trochu ÔsomeÕ, hodn«ÊÔa lotÕ, are adverbial and uninflected.
Other numerals
Collectives tend to be limited to numerals five or lower. There are three common types, all of
which are most frequently used with groups of people: dvoje ÔtwoÕ, troje ÔthreeÕ; ªtvero ÔfourÕ,
patero ÔfiveÕ; dvojice ÔtwoÕ, trojice ÔthreeÕ, ªtve¤ice ÔfourÕ, p«tice ÔfiveÕ. Collections of types of
substances can be named by dvoj’ Ôtwo types ofÕ and troj’ Ôthree types ofÕ (both declined as soft
stem adjectives).
Multiples have four types of expression. Both -kr‡t (an adverb indicating repetition) and
-n‡sobn´ (an adjective with corresponding adverb in -« with nuances of intensity) yield ÔtimesÕ,
and both can combine with definite and indefinite numerals: t¤ikr‡t Ôthree timesÕ, mnohokr‡t
Ômany timesÕ; trojn‡sobn´ Ôthree timesÕ, kolikan‡sobn´ Ôhow many timesÕ. Dvojit´ ÔdoubleÕ and
trojit´ ÔtripleÕ (both adjectives) are isolates with no correlates for higher numerals. ÔFor the Xth
timeÕ is an adverb formed from the ordinal prefixed in po- with an ending of -Ž/’: podruhŽ Ôfor
the second timeÕ, pot¤et’ Ôfor the third timeÕ.
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Aside from ÔhalfÕ, fractions are formed by adding -ina to the stem (sometimes modified) of
the cardinal numeral in the denominator: sedmina ÔseventhÕ, desetinaÊÔtenthÕ, setina ÔonehundredthÕ (but note t¤etina ÔthirdÕ, which is formed from the ordinal stem). The resulting
feminine hard stem noun is then modified by the cardinal numeral of the numerator according to
the customary rules of numeral syntax. ÔHalfÕ has a variety of realizations, among them: p¬l,
p¬lka, polovina, polovice, polovic; ÔfourthÕ has alternative forms: ªtvrtina, ªtvrt, ªtvrtka.
2.1.5 Verbal morphology
The categories expressed by verbal morphology include aspect (perfective, imperfective), mood
(indicative, imperative, conditional), voice (active, passive), tense (non-past, past), person (first,
second, third), gender (masculine animate and inanimate, feminine, neuter), and number
(singular, plural); motion verbs additionally distinguish the sub-aspect of directionality
(unidirectional/temporal, non-unidirectional/non-temporal). The maximum paradigm of a typical
verb contains the following forms, all of which are marked for aspect (and directionality, if a
motion verb) and the indicated categories:
an infinitive
a non-past conjugation (person and number)
a past conjugation (person, gender, and number)
a conditional conjugation (person, gender, and number)
an imperative conjugation (person and number)
participles (active and passive, further declined as adjectives)
gerunds (tense, gender, and number)
A deverbal noun can be formed quite regularly from the passive participle by adding -’, creating
an -’ type neuter noun (compare the passive participle pit ÔdrunkÕ and the noun pit’ ÔdrinkingÕ).
The verb b´t ÔbeÕ is both highly irregular and essential to the paradigms of all other verbs,
since many of its forms serve as auxiliary forms. Here are the forms of b´t:
Present
Past
Future
Conditional
byl/-a/-o jsem
budu
byl/-a/-o bych
1sg jsem
byl/-a/-o jsi/s
bude£
byl/-a/-o bys
2sg jsi
byl/-a/-o
bude
byl/-a/-o by
3sg je
byli/-y/-a jsme
budeme
byli/-y/-a bychom
1pl jsme
byl/-a/-i/-y/-a jste
budete
byl/-a/-i/-y/-a byste
2pl jste
byli/-y/-a
budou
byli/-y/-a by
3pl jsou
The past tense of all verbs is formed by using first- and second- person present tense forms of
b´t (jsem, jsi -- sometimes reduced to just s, jsme, and jste) as enclitic auxiliary forms, in
combination with the -l forms of a verb. The -l forms of the main verb (for example,
byl/Ða/Ðo/Ði/Ðy) indicate number and gender, specifically: masculine and feminine for 1sg and
2sg; masculine, feminine, and neuter for 3sg; masculine animate and masculine
inanimate/feminine for 1pl; masculine singular (formal address), feminine singular (formal
address), masculine animate and masculine inanimate/feminine plural for 2pl; and masculine
animate, masculine inanimate/feminine, and neuter for 3pl. The future tense of b´t is used as an
auxiliary verb to form the future tense with imperfective infinitive verb forms. Like the past
tense, the conditional uses the -l forms of the main verb in combination with an enclitic auxiliary
which is part of the b´t paradigm: bych, bys, by, bychom, byste, by.
Except for the biaspectual verbs (such as jmenovat ÔnameÕ, organizovat ÔorganizeÕ), all verb
forms unambiguously express aspect, and this has a direct influence on tense. Perfective verbs
always denote some change of state. Very often, they designate an accomplishment which has
been carried out. The process of carrying out this accomplishment is expressed by an
imperfective verb (almost always with the same stem) which then forms an aspectual pair with
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its corresponding perfective. But imperfective verbs also frequently designate an unchanging or
static state, or an activity (which may consist of repeated acts) which does not move toward an
implicit goal. These imperfectives do not enter into aspectual pairs with perfectives; they are
imperfectives tantum. On the other hand, perfectives which designate only change of state and
involve no particular carrying out of an accomplishment do not enter into aspectual pairs with
imperfectives; they are perfectives tantum.
Tense is formally limited to a binary opposition of non-past vs. past, and the imperfective
additionally forms a future with the future tense of the verb b´t ÔbeÕ used as an auxiliary.
Past
past conjugation:
Zavolal.
ÔHe called.Õ
(discrete past act)
imperfective past conjugation:
verb:
Volal.
volat
ÔHe was calling/called.Õ
(durative or repeated
past act)

perfective
verb:
zavolat

Present
non-past conjugation:
Zavol‡.
ÔHe calls.Õ
(discrete narrated act)
non-past conjugation:
Vol‡.
ÔHe is calling/calls.Õ
(durative or repeated
present act)

Future
non-past conjugation:
Zavol‡.
ÔHe will call.Õ
(discrete future act)
future auxiliary +
infinitive:
Bude volat.
ÔHe will be calling/will
call.Õ
(durative or repeated
future act)

Perfective verbs are incompatible with the future auxiliary. The prefective present has a
restricted range of uses, and appears most often in the narration of a past event in the historical
present, in stage directions, and in instructions.
2.1.5.1 Conjugation classes
Czech verbal inflection is rife with morphophonemic alternation, analyzable in terms of
stem types (cf. Townsend 2000 & 1990). All verbs are either suffixed or non-suffixed and are
identified by suffix or final root segments. For each subtype an example verb is cited in its basic
stem form (which is either the infinitive or the 3pl non-past, whichever presents a longer stem
after the desinence is removed), and the corresponding form is also given (the 3pl if the
infinitive is basic, the infinitive if the 3pl is basic). The basic stem form identifies the subtype of
the verb, thus providing the information necessary to generate the entire inflectional paradigm.
Notes on the pecularities of each paradigm type are provided. ÒPPPÓ refers to passive participle.
In the remainder of 2.1, all regular verbs are cited in their basic form only.
Czech verbs can be divided into three general categories:
Type I: Suffixed verbs with 1sg -‡m
Type II: Suffixed verbs with 1sg -’m
Type III: Suffixed and non-suffixed verbs with 1sg -u/-i, which are further divided
according to the final segment of the stem into stems ending in a nasal, j, or obstruent.
The following is a list of the types of verbs with an example for each type. The example
verb is listed in both its infinitive and 3pl forms; the form that is listed first is the basic form.
The conjugation lists: all forms of the non-past; the masculine singular past (-l form); the
masculine singular past passive participle (or verbal noun if there is no past passive participle);
and the singular imperative. Variant forms are listed where they exist. C indicates ÒconsonantÓ;
V indicates ÒvowelÓ, and n/s indicates Ònon-syllabicÓ. A hyphen indicates that a given form
does not exist without a prefix. For a detailed description of special features of the verb types,
see Townsend 2000.
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TYPE I - SUFFIXED with 1sg -‡m
Conjugation
Subtype Example Verb
aj
d«laj’, d«lat
d«l‡m, d«l‡£, d«l‡, d«l‡me, d«l‡te, d«laj’; d«lal; d«l‡n;
d«lej
Ôdo, makeÕ
TYPE II - SUFFIXED with 1sg -’m
i
soudit, soud’
soud’m, soud’£, soud’, soud’me, soud’te, soud’; soudil;
ÔjudgeÕ
souzen; sudÕ
«
trp«t, trp’
trp’m, trp’£, trp’, trp’me, trp’te, trp’; trp«l; trp«n; trp
ÔsufferÕ
«j
um«j’, um«t
um’m, um’£, um’, um’me, um’te, um«j’; um«l; um«n’; um«j
Ôknow howÕ
TYPE III - SUFFIXED with 1sg -u/-i
Conjugation
Subtype Example Verb
ova
sledovat, sleduj’
sleduji, sleduje£, sleduje, sledujeme, sledujete, sleduj’;
sledoval; sledov‡n; sleduj
ÔfollowÕ
a non- mazat, ma¢ou
ma¢u/ma¢i, ma¢e£, ma¢e, ma¢eme, ma¢ete, ma¢ou/ma¢’;
labial
ÔsmearÕ
mazal; maz‡n; ma¢
a labial sypat, sypou/sypaj’ sypu/syp‡m, sype£/syp‡£, sype/syp‡, sypeme/syp‡me,
ÔstrewÕ
sypete/syp‡te, sypou/sypaj’; sypal; syp‡n; syp/sypej
n/s a
zv‡t, zvou
zvu, zve£, zve, zveme, zvete, zvou; zval; zv‡n; zvi
ÔinviteÕ
n/V/s a br‡t, berou
beru, bere£, bere, bereme, berete, berou; bral; br‡n; ber
ÔtakeÕ
¤
t¤’t, t¤ou/trou
t¤u/tru, t¤e£, t¤e, t¤eme, t¤ete, t¤ou/trou; t¤el; t¤en; t¤i
ÔrubÕ
Cnou
tisknout, tisknou
tisknu, tiskne£, tiskne, tiskneme, tisknete, tisknou; tiskl;
Ôpress, printÕ
ti£t«n/tisknut; tiskni
Vnou
minout, minou
minu, mine£, mine, mineme, minete, minou; minul; -minut;
ÔpassÕ
-mi°
TYPE III - NONSUFFIXED with 1sg -u/-i
Conjugation
Subtype Example Verb
Nonsuffixed Stems Ending in a Nasal
n1
zaªnou, zaª’t
zaªnu, zaªne£, zaªne, zaªneme, zaªnete, zaªnou; zaªal;
ÔbeginÕ
zaªat; zaªni
n2
tnou, t’t/tnout
tnu, tne£, tne, tneme, tnete, tnou; tÕal; tÕat; tni
ÔchopÕ
jm 1
zajmou, zajmout
zajmu, zajme£, zajme, zajmeme, zajmete, zajmou; zajal;
zajat; zajmi
ÔcaptureÕ
jm 2
sejmou,sejmout/
sejmu, sejme£, sejme, sejmeme, sejmete, sejmou;
sejmul/s°al; sejmut/s°at; sejmi
sn’t(i) Ôtake offÕ
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Nonsuffixed Stems Ending in a j
yj
kryj’, kr´t
kryji, kryje£, kryje, kryjeme, kryjete, kryj’; kryl; kryt; kryj
ÔcoverÕ
ij
pij’, p’t
piji, pije£, pije, pijeme, pijete, pij’; pil; pit; pij
ÔdrinkÕ
uj
pluj’, plout
pluji, pluje£, pluje, plujeme, plujete, pluj’; plul; plut’; pluj
Ôfloat, sailÕ
aj
hraj’, hr‡t
hraji, hraje£, hraje, hrajeme, hrajete, hraj’; hr‡l; hr‡n;
ÔplayÕ
hraj/hrej
«j (’)
klej’, kl’t
kleji, kleje£, kleje, klejeme, klejete, klej’; klel; -klet; klej
ÔswearÕ
«j (‡)
h¤ej’, h¤‡t
h¤eji, h¤eje£, h¤eje, h¤ejeme, h¤ejete, h¤ej’; h¤‡l; h¤‡t/h¤‡n;
h¤ej
ÔheatÕ
Nonsuffixed Stems Ending in an Obstruent
d/t
vedou, vŽst
vedu, vede£, vede, vedeme, vedete, vedou; vedl; veden; vedÕ
ÔleadÕ
z/s
nesou, nŽst
nesu, nese£, nese, neseme, nesete, nesou; nesl; nesen; nes
ÔcarryÕ
peªu/peku, peªe£, peªe, peªeme, peªete, peªou/pekou; pekl;
h/k
peªou, pŽci
peªen; pec/peª
ÔbakeÕ
Irregular verbs:
sp‡t; sp’m, sp’£, sp’, sp’me, sp’te, sp’; spal; span’; spi ÔsleepÕ.
cht’t; chci, chce£, chce, chceme, chcete, cht«j’; cht«l; cht«n, cht«jÊÔwantÕ has a stem alternation of
chc- vs. chtÕ-.
j’t; jdu, jde£, jdeme, jdete, jdou; £el; -jit’; jdiÊÔwalkÕ has a non-past stem of jd- and a suppletive
past stem: m sg £el, f sg & n pl £la, n sg £lo, etc.
jet; jedu, jede£, jede, jedeme, jedete, jedou; jel; -jet’; jedÕ ÔrideÕ is a d/t subtype which truncates
the stem in infinitive and past forms.
ª’st; ªtu, ªte£, ªte, ªteme, ªtete, ªtou; ªetl; ªten; ªti ÔreadÕ is a d/t subtype with a mobile vowel.
b‡t se; boj’m se, boj’£ se, boj’ se, boj’me se, boj’te se, boj’ se; b‡l se; --; boj se ÔfearÕ and st‡t;
stoj’m, stoj’£, stoj’, stoj’me, stoj’te, stoj’; st‡l; st‡n’; st¬j ÔstandÕ are suffixed «Êsubtype
verbs with contracted infinitive and past forms.
st‡t se; stanu se, stane£ se, stane se, staneme se, stanete se, stanou se; stal se; -st‡n’; sta° se
ÔbecomeÕ is a non-suffixed verb with an n in the non-past forms.
m’t; m‡m, m‡£, m‡, m‡me, m‡te, maj’; m«l; m‡n’; m«j ÔhaveÕ has variations in the vowel of
the stem.
ml’t; melu, mele£, mele, meleme, melete, melou; mlel; mlet; mel ÔgrindÕ is an unusual nonsuffixed stem.
moci; m¬¢u/mohu, m¬¢e£, m¬¢e, m¬¢eme, m¬¢ete, m¬¢u/mohou; mohl; -mo¢en; -- is most
similar to the h/k subtype with a short infinitve and unusual stem alternations.
j’st; j’m, j’£, j’, j’me, j’te, jed’; jedl; jeden’; jezÊÔeatÕÊand v«d«t; v’m, v’£, v’, v’me, v’te, v«d’; v«d«l;
v«d«n’, v«z ÔknowÕ share irregularities in the non-past and imperative.
hn‡t; ¢enu, ¢ene£, ¢ene, ¢eneme, ¢enete, ¢enou; hnal; hn‡n; ¢e° ÔchaseÕ is a n/s a type with a
non-past stem of ¢en- and a past stem of hna-.
vz’t; vezmu, vezme£, vezme, vezmeme, vezmete, vezmou; vzal; vzat; vezmi ÔtakeÕ is a nasal type
with unusual stem alternations.
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Imperative formation
Synthetic imperatives (2sg, 1pl, 2pl) are derivable from the non-past conjugation via the
following algorithm:
I. for Type I verbs, the imperatives are -ej, -ejme, -ejteÊ(cf. d«lej, d«lejme, d«lejteÊÔdoÕ)
II. for other verbs, take the 3pl non-past form and remove the final -ou or -’.
A. if the resulting form ends in a single consonant, the imperative endings are -0Ê(zero),
-me, -te: (cf. sleduj, sledujme, sledujte ÔfollowÕ; trp, trpme, trpte ÔsufferÕ
i. if the final consonant is t, d, n, k, or h, it undergoes Type 1 alternation:
imperatives vedÕ, vedÕme, vedÕte ÔleadÕ; the velars have alternate forms with Type 2 alternations
as well, cf. pec/peª, pecme/peªme, pecte/peªte ÔbakeÕ.
ii. if the stem vowel is long, shorten it: vr‡tit ÔreturnÕ has vratÕ, vratÕme, vratÕte;
koupit ÔbuyÕ has kup, kupme, kupte; p¤ibl’¢it Ô approachÕ has p¤ibli¢, p¤ibli¢me, p¤ibli¢te.
B. if the resulting form ends in a consonant cluster, the imperative endings are -i, -«me,
-«te, which condition Type 1 alternations (cf. zvi, zv«me, zv«te ÔcallÕ).
Third person imperatives consist of the particle atÕ or nechtÕ and the appropriate non-past
form: atÕ/nechtÕ p’£ou Ôlet them write!Õ. The particles atÕ/nechtÕ can also be used with first and
second person non-past forms: AtÕ neud«l‡£ ¢‡dnŽ chyby! ÔDonÕt make any mistakes!Õ, AtÕ ho
u¢ v’ckr‡t neuvid’m! ÔMay I never see him again!Õ.
Gerunds and active participles
In addition to the forms cited above, the paradigm of a verb may include a present gerund, a past
gerund, and both present and past active participles.
The present gerund is formed using the following endings, depending upon the conjugation
type and the gender and number:
Type I and Type II verbs
m: -e
d«laje
f or n: -’c d«laj’c Ôwhile doingÕ
pl: -’ce
d«laj’ce

Type III verbs
m: -a
veda
f or n: -ouc vedouc Ôwhile leadingÕ
pl: -ouce
vedouce

The present active participle is formed by adding the soft adjectival ending -’ to the
feminine/neuter form of the present gerund: d«laj’c’ Ô(the one who is) doingÕ; vedouc’ Ô(the one
who is) leading, bossÕ.
The past gerund is formed by removing the -l of the past tense and adding these endings: m
-v, f or n -v£i, pl -v£e; the past active participle is formed by adding -v£’. This yields forms like
d«lav, d«lav£i, d«lav£e Ôhaving doneÕ, d«lav£’ Ô(the one who has) doneÕ. The -v in these forms is
omitted for obstruent stems: p¤ived, p¤ived£i, p¤ived£e Ôhaving led (to a place)Õ, p¤ived£’ Ô(the
one who has) led (to a place)Õ.
2.1.5.2 Negation
Verbs are negated by prefixing ne- to the non-past or past conjugated form: vol‡m, volat, volal
ÔcallÕ > nevol‡m, nevolat, nevolalÊÔnot callÕ. In the imperfective future the ne- is prefixed to the
future auxiliary: budu volat ÔI will be callingÕ > nebudu volat ÔI wonÕt be callingÕ. Otherwise neis never prefixed to auxiliaries. The verb b´t ÔbeÕ has an irregular negative 3sg form: nen’ Ôis
notÕ.
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2.1.5.3 Aspectual derivation
Most simplex verbs are imperfective (volaj’ ÔcallÕ), but some are perfective (daj’ ÔgiveÕ).
Aspectual derivation is achieved by means of both prefixation and suffixation. Prefixation may
additionally modify lexical meaning.
Formation of perfectives
Perfectives can be formed by adding a prefix (do-, na-, nad-, o-, ob-, od-, po-, pod-, pro-, p¤e-,
p¤ed-, p¤i-, roz-, s-, u-, v-, vy-, vz-, z-, za-) or the suffix -nou-/-nu- to a verbal stem:
volaj’ > zavolaj’ ÔcallÕ
d«kovat > pod«kovat ÔthankÕ
daj’ ÔgiveÕ > p¤idaj’ Ôadd toÕ
k¤iªet > k¤iknout > vyk¤iknout ÔyellÕ.
Note, however, that there are many verbs suffixed in -nou-/-nu- that are imperfective (therefore
the presence of this suffix does not necessarily predict that a verb will be perfective): t‡hnout
Ôpull, dragÕ and tisknout ÔpressÕ are both imperfective.
Formation of imperfectives
There are four imperfectivizing suffixes which are added to the stem of a prefixed or simplex
perfective stem: -aj-, -vaj-, -ova-, and -«j-. The first three are associated with stem vowel
lengthening (vowel lengthening often occurs, but is not entirely predictable), the fourth with
stem vowel shortening. The -nou-/-nu- suffix is dropped in imperfective derivation.
Suffix -aj- produces Type I aj imperfectives from the following verb subtypes and is associated
with lengthening of the preceding vowel for Type III obstruents (e > Ž, o > ‡):
Base Type
Example Verb
Derived Imperfective
vylŽzaj’
Type III: ending in obstrents vylezou Ôcrawl outÕ
pomohou ÔhelpÕ
pom‡haj’
Type III: n/s a, ¤ (insert ’/´) vyberou ÔchooseÕ
vyb’raj’
Type III: ending in nasals zaªnou ÔbeginÕ
zaª’naj’
(insert ’)
Type II: nou
podniknout ÔundertakeÕ
podnikaj’
Suffix -vaj- produces Type I aj imperfectives from the following verb subtypes and is
associated with lengthening of preceding vowels (a > ‡, « > ’, i > ’, y > ´, u > ou):
Base Type
Example Verb
Derived Imperfective
Type III: ending in j
p¤e¢ij’ Ôlive throughÕ
p¤e¢’vaj’
Type I: aj
vyd«laj’ ÔearnÕ
vyd«l‡vaj’
Type III: ova
zpracovat ÔprocessÕ
zpracov‡vaj’
Type III: a, n/s a
p¤iªesat ÔcombÕ
p¤iªes‡vaj’
Suffix -«j- produces Type II «j imperfectives from the following verb subtypes and is associated
with Type 2 consonant alternations and the lengthening of preceeding vowels
(a > ‡, o > ‡, i > ’, u > ou):
Base Type
Example Verb
Derived Imperfective
Type II: i
odpustit ÔforgiveÕ
odpou£t«j’
Type III: ij
propij’ Ôsquander on drinkÕ
prop’jej’
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Suffix -ova- produces Type III ova imperfectives from the following verb subtypes, and is
associated with Type 2 consonant alternations (for Type I verbs) and shortening of root vowels
(for verbs of all Types):
Base Type
Example Verb
Derived Imperfective
Type II: i, «
odsoudit ÔsentenceÕ
odsuzovat
p¤etahovat
Type III: nou p¤et‡hnout ÔextendÕ
Type III: a
dok‡zat ÔproveÕ
dokazovat
A few aspectual pairs are suppletive or display unusual variations:
Gloss
Imperfective verb
Perfective verb
ÔtakeÕ
br‡t, berou
vezmou, vz’t
Ôput, lay
(prefix)-kl‡daj’
(prefix)-lo¢it
downÕ
ÔtellÕ
¤’kaj’
¤’ci, ¤eknou
ÔwriteÕ
-pisovat
-psat, -p’£’
ÔeatÕ
-j’daj’
-jed’, -j’st
Prefixed motion verbs use specialized variants of their roots when deriving imperfectives; this is
discussed in 2.1.5.4.
A frequentative suffix -vaj- can be added to some imperfective stems; it lengthens the vowel in
the preceding syllable (or replaces it with ‡) and forms Type I aj verbs with a frequentative
meaning.
Imperfective Verb
chodit ÔwalkÕ
sed«t ÔsitÕ
nosit ÔcarryÕ
b´t ÔbeÕ

Frequentative Verb
chod’vaj’ Ôwalk habituallyÕ
sed‡vaj’ Ôsit habituallyÕ
nos’vaj’ Ôcarry habituallyÕ
b´vaj’ Ôbe habituallyÕ

The verb b´t ÔbeÕ can take the reduplicated form of the frequentative suffix, producing b´v‡vat,
as in B´v‡valo dob¤e ÔThings used to be goodÕ.
2.1.5.4 Motion verbs
A small group of verbs involving physical movement through space exhibit a further aspectual
distinction within the imperfective catgeory, distinguishing between motion along a route at a
given time (expressed with the determined stem, which signals unidirectionality and
unitemporality) and motion that is random or habitual (expressed with the non-determined stem,
which signals non-unidirectionality and non-unitemporality). This distinction is crisper for
prototypical motion verbs (ÔwalkÕ, ÔleadÕ, ÔcarryÕ, ÔrideÕ, etc.) than for less prototypical verbs
(ÔflowÕ, ÔrollÕ, ÔpullÕ, ÔdragÕ). A salient morphological characteristic of motion verbs is their
tendency to use specialized variants of their roots when forming derived imperfectives. A
perfectivizing prefix can be added to the determined stem, creating a perfective verb with no
marking for the determined/non-determined distinction (since this exists only for imperfective
verbs). The corresponding imperfective is typically formed from the non-determined (instead of
the determined) stem, often derived by -«j-, with the expected mutation of final consonant and
lengthening of root vowel. Thus, for example, the prefix p¤i- can be added to the determined
stem jdou, j’t ÔwalkÕ to create the perfective verb p¤ijdou, p¤ij’t Ôarrive (on foot)Õ. The
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corresponding imperfective is the derived imperfective stem: p¤ich‡zej’, p¤ich‡zet (derived from
chod’, chodit instead of jdou, j’t). Three verbs (marked with asterisks in the table) do not form
the prefixed perfective directly from the determined stem, but use a related stem in -nout for this
purpose. Thus Ôarrive (running)Õ is: perfective p¤ib«hnout and imperfective p¤ib’haj’ (but note
that ÔflyÕ can append prefixes to either -let«t or -lŽtnout).
Gloss

Determined Stem

ÔwalkÕ
jdou, j’t
ÔrideÕ
jedou, jet
ÔleadÕ
vedou
Ôcarry (on foot)Õ
nesou
(by vezou
Ôcarry
conveyance)Õ
Ôdrive, chaseÕ
hn‡t, ¢enou
ÔflyÕ
let«t, *-lŽtnout
ÔrunÕ
b«¢et, *-b«hnout
ÔdragÕ
vleªou, *-vlŽknout
Ôflow, runÕ
teªou
ÔrollÕ
valit
ÔpullÕ
t‡hnout

Non-Determined
Stem
chodit
jezdit
vodit
nosit
vozit

Derived
Imperfective
-ch‡zej’
-j’¢d«j’
-v‡d«j’
-n‡£ej’
-v‡¢ej’

honit
lŽtaj’
b«haj’
vl‡ªet
t«kaj’
v‡let
tahaj’

-h‡n«j’
-lŽtaj’ or -letovat
-b’haj’
-vlŽkaj’
-t’kaj’
-valovat
-tahovat

2.1.6 Uninflected parts of speech
Czech has several classes of words that are not inflected. These include all adverbs,
prepositions, conjunctions, particles, and interjections. We begin with a table of the prepositions
and the cases they use (an explanation of the syntactic use of case both with and without
prepositions appears in Chapter 3), followed by examples from each of the latter three
categories.
Prepositions and the Cases They Govern (Note that prepositions ending in a consonant may add
-e (less frequently -u); this phenomenon is described under Vowel Epenthesis in section 1.2.):

b«hem
bez
bl’zko
daleko
dle
do
k
kolem
krom«
mezi
mimo

Genitive
ÔduringÕ
ÔwithoutÕ
ÔnearÕ
ÔfarÕ
Ôaccording
toÕ
Ô(in)to,
beforeÕ

Dative

Accusative

Locative

Instrumental

Ôto, towardÕ
Ôaround,
pastÕ
ÔexceptÕ
ÔbetweenÕ
(motion)
Ôbesides

ÔbetweenÕ
(rest)
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Genitive
m’sto
na
nad

Accusative
pastÕ

Locative

Ôto, forÕ
ÔaboveÕ
(motion)

Ôon, atÕ

Ôfor, against,
byÕ
Ôevery otherÕ

Ôabout, at,
duringÕ

Ôup to, all
throughÕ

Ôafter, along,
over (a
surface),
each, byÕ

ÔfromÕ
ÔaroundÕ

ÔnearÕ

podŽl
podle

ÔalongÕ
Ôaccording
to, along,
alongsideÕ

ÔunderÕ
(motion)

Ôagainst,
compared toÕ

proti

Ôto the front
ofÕ (motion)
Ôacross,
over, in spite
ofÕ

p¤ed
p¤es

vedle

Ôin front ofÕ
(rest)

Ôat, near,
with, in view
ofÕ

p¤i

uvnit¤
v
vªetn«

ÔunderÕ (rest)

Ôfor, because
ofÕ

pro

skrz
u
uprost¤ed

ÔaboveÕ
(rest)

ÔoppositeÕ
Ôin spite ofÕ

pobl’¢
pod

s

Instrumental

Ôinstead ofÕ

naproti
navzdory
o
ob
od
okolo
po

Dative

Ôoff of,
downÕ

Ôcapable ofÕ

ÔwithÕ

ÔthroughÕ
Ônear, by, atÕ
Ôin the
middle ofÕ
ÔinsideÕ
ÔintoÕ
ÔincludingÕ
Ônear, by,

ÔinÕ
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vn«
v¬ªi
vyjma
z
za

zpod

Genitive
next toÕ
ÔoutsideÕ

Dative

Accusative

Locative

Instrumental

Ôtowards, in
the face ofÕ
ÔexceptÕ
Ôout of,
fromÕ
ÔduringÕ

ÔexceptÕ

Ôbehind,
beyond
(motion), by,
forÕ

ÔbehindÕ
(rest)

Ôfrom
beneathÕ

Conjunctions: a ÔandÕ, aªkoliv Ô(al)thoughÕ, ale ÔbutÕ, ani(¢) Ônot evenÕ, a¢ Ôwhen, up untilÕ,
budÕ...(a)nebo Ôeither...orÕ, i Ôand (even)Õ, dokud ÔuntilÕ, jak ÔhowÕ, jeliko¢ ÔsinceÕ, jestli(¢e) Ôif,
whetherÕ, kde¢to ÔwhereasÕ, kdy¢ Ôwhen, ifÕ, nebo ÔorÕ, nebotÕ ÔsinceÕ, ne¢ Ôthan, untilÕ, n´br¢
Ôrather, insteadÕ, pokud Ôto the extent that, ifÕ, pon«vad¢ ÔsinceÕ, proto¢e ÔbecauseÕ, p¤esto¢e
Ô(al)thoughÕ, zda(li) ÔwhetherÕ, ¢e ÔthatÕ.
Particles: ale ÔwellÕ, copak Ôhow can it be?Õ, hele Ôhey, look!Õ, kŽ¢ Ôif onlyÕ, koneªn«
ÔultimatelyÕ, no ÔwellÕ, nu(¢e) ÔwellÕ, p¤ece Ônevertheless, after allÕ, tedy/teda Ôwell, thenÕ, t¤eba
Ôperhaps, for exampleÕ, v¢dytÕ Ôafter allÕ.
Interjections: b‡c ÔboomÕ, c‡k ÔdripÕ, frr ÔzoomÕ, fuj ÔyuckÕ, hepª’ ÔachooÕ, hur‡ ÔhoorayÕ,
ch¤up ÔcrunchÕ, k¤‡p ÔcrashÕ, m°am ÔyumÕ, pr‡sk ÔslamÕ, tœ, tœ ÔhonkÕ, vidÕ Ôright?Õ, vrz
ÔsqueakÕ, ¢blu°k ÔsplashÕ, ¢uch ÔkaboomÕ.
2.2 Derivational morphology
Derivational morphology in Czech is accomplished by means of prefixation and suffixation of
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and verbs share an often overlapping set of prefixes, though each class
of words has its own characteristic suffixes. For these main inflectional classes of words,
prefixes largely serve to augment or supplement the meaning of the lexical item, and any suffix
is additionally an identifier of what part of speech the item belongs to. Compounding and
univerbization are also observed, mainly in the derivation of nouns. Interrogative pronouns and
adverbs share a special set of prefixes and suffixes. It should be noted that derivation is of
course a much less regular, predictable, and specifiable phenomenon than inflection. Derivation,
unlike inflection, is not simply a matter of combining elements according to fixed and
predictable patterns; it is subject to various conventionalizations, complexities, and gaps. The
component roots do not always exist as independent words, and the meanings of derived words
can often not be directly predicted from the meanings of the components. The following sections
make often tenuous assumptions about the provenience of words (derivation cannot always be
definitively resolved), and provide overly simplified and vague glosses for the elements of
derived words.
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2.2.1 Derivational morphology of nouns, adjectives, and verbs
2.2.1.1 Prefixes for nouns, adjectives, and verbs
The following table lists the native Czech prefixes.
Prefix
bez(e)- ÔwithoutÕ

Noun
bezv«dom’
ÔunconsciousnessÕ
doslov ÔepilogÕ,
d¬vod ÔreasonÕ
mezipatro
ÔmezzanineÕ
n‡b¤e¢’ ÔwaterfrontÕ

Adjective
bezohledn´
ÔinconsiderateÕ

nadvl‡da
ÔsupremacyÕ
nepohoda
ÔdiscomfortÕ
opar Ôhaze; soreÕ,
obnitka Ôend-stitchÕ

nadp¤irozen´
ÔsupernaturalÕ
nespoleªensk´
ÔantisocialÕ
obtloustl´ ÔobeseÕ

od(e)- Ôfrom, back,
cancel, removeÕ

odznak ÔbadgeÕ

odv«k´
ÔlongstandingÕ

pa- (pejorative)
po- Ôalong, after,
cover, for a while,
start off, becomeÕ

pachutÕ ÔaftertasteÕ
pob¤e¢’ ÔcoastÕ

pod(e)- Ôbelow,
under-Õ
polo- Ôhalf-, semi-,
hemi-Õ

podzem’
ÔundergroundÕ
polokruh
ÔsemicircleÕ,
polokoule
ÔhemisphereÕ
prababiªka ÔgreatgrandmotherÕ,
pravlast Ôoriginal
homelandÕ

do-, d¬- Ô(in)to,
finish, addÕ
mezi- Ôinter-Õ
na-, n‡- Ôon, fill,
quantityÕ

nad(e)- ÔaboveÕ
ne- ÔnotÕ
o-, ob(e)- Ôaround,
subject to (factitive),
become, copyÕ

pra- Ôprior, originalÕ

Verb

doj’t Ôgo toÕ, dod«lat
ÔfinishÕ, dodat ÔaddÕ
mezin‡rnodn’
ÔinternationalÕ
naho¤kl´ Ôrather
bitterÕ

pov‡leªn´ ÔpostwarÕ

podpr¬m«rn´
Ôbelow averageÕ
polopr‡zdn´ ÔhalfemptyÕ

prahloup´ ÔasinineÕ

naj’t Ôfind (come
on)Õ, nalepit Ôglue
onÕ, naplnit ÔfillÕ,
napŽci Ôbake a
quantity ofÕ
nadzvednout Ôlift upÕ
nedbat ÔneglectÕ
obej’t Ôgo aroundÕ,
obv‡zat Ôtie upÕ,
oloupat ÔpeelÕ,
obnosit Ôwear outÕ,
onemocn«t Ôget
sickÕ, opsat ÔcopyÕ
odej’t Ôgo awayÕ,
odpov«d«t ÔanswerÕ,
odmrazit ÔdefrostÕ,
odzbrojit ÔdisarmÕ
pad«lat ÔcounterfeitÕ
pokr´t ÔcoverÕ,
popov’dat si Ôtalk a
whileÕ, poblednout
Ôget paleÕ, poj’t Ôdie
(of animals) (=start
off to another land)Õ
podcenit
ÔunderestimateÕ
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Prefix
pro-, pr¬- Ôthrough,
lossÕ

Noun
pron‡rod ÔbreedÕ,
pr¬zkum ÔsurveyÕ

Adjective
prorezav«l´ Ôrusted
throughÕ

proti- Ôagainst, anti-Õ

protil‡tka ÔantidoteÕ

p¤e- Ôover, trans-,
interrupt, superior,
miss, re-Õ

p¤esila Ôsuperior
forceÕ

protismysln´
ÔparadoxicalÕ
p¤ekr‡sn´ Ôvery
beautifulÕ

p¤ed(e)- Ôbefore,
pre-Õ

p¤edm«st’ ÔsuburbÕ

p¤edv‡leªn´
ÔprewarÕ

p¤es- Ôacross,
excessÕ

p¤esªas ÔovertimeÕ

p¤espoªetn´ ÔexcessÕ

p¤i-, p¤’- Ôat, add, a
bit Õ

p¤’zem’ Ôground
floorÕ

p¤itvrdl´ Ôrather
hardÕ

roz(e)- Ôapart, dis-,
annul, excite, get
startedÕ
s(e)- Ôtogether;
downÕ
sou- Ôwith, con-Õ

rozcest’ ÔcrossroadsÕ

rozmil´ ÔamiableÕ

sloh ÔstyleÕ

svrchn’ ÔupperÕ

souhl‡ska
ÔconsonantÕ
œdol’ ÔvalleyÕ

souªasn´
ÔcontemporaryÕ
œpln´ ÔcompleteÕ

vy-, v´- Ôout/up,
succeed, use upÕ

v´chod Ôexit; eastÕ

vychudl´ÊÔscantÕ

vz(e)- ÔupÕ

vzestup ÔascentÕ

z(e)- Ôexhaust, make
(factitive), becomeÕ

zmatek ÔconfusionÕ

u-, œ- Ôat, from, fix,
complete, make
successfully
(factitive)Õ
v(e)- ÔinÕ

zbledl´ Ôturned paleÕ

Verb
proj’t Ôgo throughÕ,
prosekat Ôcut
throughÕ, prohr‡t
ÔloseÕ

p¤ej’t ÔtraverseÕ,
p¤eru£it ÔinterruptÕ,
p¤emoci ÔovercomeÕ,
p¤ehlŽdnout ÔmissÕ,
p¤ed«lat ÔredoÕ
p¤edej’t Ôanticipate,
precedeÕ,
p¤edb«hnout
ÔoutrunÕ

p¤ij’t Ôcome, arriveÕ,
p¤idat ÔaddÕ, p¤itopit
Ôheat a bitÕ
rozej’t se ÔseparateÕ,
rozzlobit ÔenrageÕ,
rozjet Ôset in motionÕ
sej’t se ÔmeetÕ; sej’t
Ôgo downÕ
soust¤edit se
ÔconcentrateÕ
uj’t ÔescapeÕ, utŽci
Ôrun awayÕ, upevnit
ÔfastenÕ, umuªit
Ôtorture to deathÕ,
urychlit ÔaccelerateÕ
vej’t ÔenterÕ, vlo¢it
ÔinsertÕ
vyj’t Ôexit, go upÕ,
vyhr‡t ÔwinÕ, vyp’t
Ôdrink upÕ
vzej’t Ôgo upÕ,
vzlŽtnout Ôfly upÕ
zb’t Ôbeat upÕ,
zpomalit Ôslow
downÕ, zkamen«t
Ôturn to stoneÕ
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za-, z‡- Ôbeyond, to,
cover, fix, away,
begin, for a whileÕ

zahraniª’ Ôforeign
landsÕ; z‡huba
ÔdestructionÕ

z‡slu¢n´ ÔdeservingÕ

zaj’t Ôgo beyond,
drop inÕ, zamilovat
se Ôfall in loveÕ,
zahojit Ôheal upÕ,
zapamatovat Ôfix in
memoryÕ, zahnat
Ôdrive awayÕ,
zazvonit Ôbegin to
ringÕ, zatanªit si Ôdo
some dancingÕ

Czech has borrowed a number of foreign prefixes, primarily from Latin. This table presents the
prefixes that are most common and/or used productively, though in many cases these prefixes
are simply part of a borrowed word rather than actually being a part of productive Czech
derivation:
Prefix
a-, an- Ôa-, non-,
withoutÕ

anti- Ôanti-Õ

arci- Ôarch-Õ
auto- Ôauto-, self-

de-, dez-, dis- Ôde-,
di-, dis-, un-Õ

ex- Ôex-, formerÕ
hyper- Ôhyper-,
ultra-Õ
i-, im- Ôi-, im-, un-Õ
infra- Ôinfra-Õ
kontra- Ôcounter-Õ

Noun
asymetrie
ÔasymmetryÕ,
analfabet Ôilliterate
personÕ
antitalent Ôperson
with hopeless lack
of talentÕ
arcinep¤’tel ÔarchenemyÕ
autoportrŽt Ôself
portraitÕ

Adjective
apolitick´ ÔapoliticalÕ

Verb

antisemitsk´ ÔantiSemiticÕ

autokritick´ ÔselfcriticalÕ,
autobiografick´
ÔautobiographicalÕ
degeneraªn’
ÔdegenerativeÕ

decentralizace
ÔdecentralizationÕ,
deziluze
ÔdisillusionmentÕ,
disharmonie Ôlack of
harmonyÕ
exministr Ôformer
ministerÕ
hyperkriticismus
hypermodern’
ÔhypercriticismÕ
ÔultramodernÕ
imobilizace
ire‡ln’ ÔunrealÕ
ÔimmobilizationÕ
infraªerven´
ÔinfraredÕ
kontra£pion‡¢
kontrarevoluªn’
ÔcounterÔcounterintelligenceÕ
revolutionaryÕ

demaskovat
ÔunmaskÕ, dek—dovat
ÔdecodeÕ

imobilizovat
ÔimmobilizeÕ

kontrasignovat
ÔcountersignÕ
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Prefix
kvazi- Ôquasi-Õ
makro- Ômacro-Õ
maxi- Ômaxi-Õ
mikro- Ômicro-Õ
mini- Ômini-Õ
post- Ôpost-Õ
pro- Ôpro-, viceÕ
pseudo- Ôpseudo-Õ
re- Ôre-Õ
super- Ôsuper-Õ

tele- Ôtele-Õ
termo- Ôthermo-Õ

Noun

makromolekula
ÔmacromoleculeÕ
maxikab‡t Ôlong
coatÕ
mikrovlna
ÔmicrowaveÕ
minisukn«
ÔminiskirtÕ
postmodernismus
ÔpostmodernismÕ
prorektor Ôvice
rectorÕ
pseudoum«n’
Ôpseudo-artÕ
rekvalifikace
ÔrequalificationÕ
supervelmoc ÔsuperpowerÕ
telekomunikace
ÔtelecommunicationÕ
termoplast
ÔthermoplasticÕ

trans- Ôtrans-Õ
ultra- ÔultraÕ

ultrazvuk
ÔultrasoundÕ

Adjective
kvaziv«deck´ ÔquasiscientificÕ
makroekonomick´
ÔmacroeconomicÕ

Verb

mikroekonomick´
ÔmicroeconomicÕ

postkomunistick´
ÔpostcommunistÕ
pron«meck´ ÔproGermanÕ
pseudogotick´
Ôpseudo-GothicÕ
rekonstruovat
Ôreconstruct, rebuildÕ

termonukle‡rn’
ÔthermonuclearÕ
transatlantick´
Ôtrans-AtlanticÕ
ultrafialov´
ÔultravioletÕ

transformovat
ÔtransformÕ

2.2.1.2 Derivation of nouns
Derivation of nouns from nouns, adjectives, and verbs
Most derived nouns are formed from other nouns or adjectives or verbs, as demonstrated in the
following table, which lists suffix-ending combinations for deriving nouns of each gender,
along with broad categories of meaning (ÔbearerÕ indicates that the noun refers to a person or
thing that bears a given characteristic). As the examples illustrate, some derivations involve
mutations or truncations of consonants or variations in vowel length, as well as vowel-zero
alternations. Some suffixes and endings consist of a zero (i.e. , they contain no phonemes); zero
suffixes and endings are represented by 0.
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Suffix + Ending

Suffixes and Endings for Masculine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives

-0+0 ÔactionÕ

-0+a ÔpersonÕ
-‡ª+0, -aª+0 Ôplace, kv«tin‡ª [kv«t
bearer, agent,
ÔflowerÕ]Ôflower
meansÕ
potÕ

-‡k+0 Ôagent, group
member, male,
bearer, meansÕ
-(ª)an+0, -(i)‡n+0
Ôinhabitant, bearer,
agentÕ

-a¤+0, -(k)‡¤+0,
-ion‡¤+0 Ôagent,
group member,
placeÕ

-as+0 ÔbearerÕ

-c+e ÔagentÕ

voj‡k [voj ÔwarÕ]
ÔwarriorÕ, ¢ab‡k
[¢‡ba ÔfrogÕ] Ômale
frogÕ
Evropan [Evropa
ÔEuropeÕ]
ÔEuropeanÕ,
Angliªan [Anglie
ÔEnglandÕ]
ÔEnglishmanÕ
zuba¤ [zub ÔtoothÕ]
ÔdentistÕ, ryb‡¤
[ryba ÔfishÕ]
ÔfishermanÕ,
revolucion‡¤
[revoluce
ÔrevolutionÕ]
ÔrevolutionaryÕ,
odb’jenk‡¤ [odb’jen‡
ÔvolleyballÕ]
Ôvolleyball playerÕ,
sn‡¤ [sen ÔdreamÕ]
Ôdream-diaryÕ
klidÕas [klid ÔcalmÕ]
Ôcalm personÕ

mizera [mizern´
ÔwretchedÕ]ÔwretchÕ
b¤ich‡ª [b¤ichat´
Ôpot-belliedÕ] Ôpotbellied personÕ

chud‡k [chud´
ÔpoorÕ] Ôpoor thingÕ

dlouh‡n [dlouh´
ÔlongÕ] Ôlong legged
personÕ, hrubi‡n
[hrub´ ÔcoarseÕ]
Ôuncouth personÕ

Associated with
Verbs
dopad [dopadat
Ôstrike groundÕ]
ÔimpactÕ, vjezd
[vj’¢d«t Ôdrive inÕ]
ÔdrivewayÕ, n‡vrh
[navrhnout
ÔproposeÕ]
ÔproposalÕ
popleta [poplŽst
ÔconfuseÕ] ÔmuddlerÕ
prodavaª [prod‡vat
ÔsellÕ] ÔsalesmanÕ,
vyp’naª [vyp’nat
Ôturn offÕ] ÔoffswitchÕ
¢ebr‡k [¢ebrat
ÔbegÕ] ÔbeggarÕ,
pad‡k [padat ÔfallÕ]
ÔparachuteÕ
trhan [trhat ÔtearÕ]
ÔragamuffinÕ

peka¤ [pŽci ÔbakeÕ]
ÔbakerÕ, ªten‡¤ [c’st
ÔreadÕ] ÔreaderÕ

krutÕas [krut´
ÔcruelÕ] Ôcruel
personÕ
v¬dce [vodit ÔleadÕ]
ÔleaderÕ
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Suffix + Ending

Suffixes and Endings for Masculine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives

-ª+’ ÔagentÕ

-ec+0,
-(ob)(in)ec+0,
-ovec+0 Ôagent,
inhabitant, group
member, place,
object, bearerÕ

bohoslovec
[bohoslov’
ÔtheologyÕ]
ÔtheologianÕ,
Makedonec
[Makedonie
ÔMacedoniaÕ]
ÔMacedonianÕ,
hitlerovec [Hitler]
Ôfollower of HitlerÕ,
chudobinec
[chudoba ÔpovertyÕ]
Ôpoor houseÕ, d’lec
[d’l ÔpartÕ] ÔsectionÕ

-ek+0 , -‡sek+0
Ôbearer, resultÕ

bankŽ¤ [banka
ÔbankÕ] ÔbankerÕ,
¢oldnŽ¤ [¢old
ÔsoldierÕs payÕ]
ÔmercenaryÕ
-(ov)(n)’k+0 Ôagent, kouzeln’k [kouzlo
group member,
ÔmagicÕ] ÔmagicianÕ,
place, bearer, meansÕ plukovn’k [pluk
ÔregimentÕ]
ÔcolonelÕ, stran’k
[strana ÔpartyÕ]
Ôparty memberÕ,
rybn’k [ryba ÔfishÕ]
Ô(fish)pondÕ
-’n+0 Ôplace, group
krav’n [kr‡va ÔcowÕ]
memberÕ
ÔcowbarnÕ, ªeled’n
[ªeledÕÔdomestic
helpersÕ] ÔfarmhandÕ
-’¤+0 ÔagentÕ
hrnª’¤ [hrnec ÔpotÕ]
ÔpotterÕ
-i(s)t+a Ôagent,
klav’rista [klav’r
group memberÕ
ÔpianoÕ] ÔpianistÕ,
rasista [rasa ÔraceÕ]

blbec [blb´
ÔfoolishÕ] ÔfoolÕ,
kravinec [krav’
ÔcowÕsÕ] Ôcow
manureÕ

Associated with
Verbs
rozhodª’
[rozhodovat
ÔdecideÕ] ÔrefereeÕ
herec [hr‡t ÔplayÕ]
ÔactorÕ, sportovec
[sportovat Ôdo
sportsÕ] ÔathleteÕ

sv‡tek [svat´ ÔholyÕ]
ÔholidayÕ, b«l‡sek
[b’l´ ÔwhiteÕ] Ôwhite
cabbage, white
butterflyÕ

v´robek [vyrobit
ÔproduceÕ] ÔproductÕ

parn’k [parn’
ÔsteamÕ]
ÔsteamboatÕ, mlad’k
[mlad´ ÔyoungÕ]
Ôyoung personÕ,
ªajovn’k [ªajov´
ÔteaÕ] Ôtea bushÕ

œdern’k [ude¤it
ÔstrikeÕ]
ÔshockworkerÕ,
bud’k [budit ÔwakeÕ]
Ôalarm clockÕ

-(n)Ž¤+0 ÔagentÕ
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Suffixes and Endings for Masculine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
ÔracistÕ, husita [Hus]
ÔHussiteÕ

-k+a ÔagentÕ

mluvka [mluvit
ÔtalkÕ] ÔblabbererÕ
hrabal [hrabat
ÔrakeÕ] Ôgreedy
personÕ

-l+0 ÔagentÕ

-och+0 ÔbearerÕ

lenoch [leniv´ ÔlazyÕ]
ÔlazybonesÕ

-ot+0 ÔactionÕ
-(l)oun+0, -ou£+0,
-out+0 Ôbearer,
agentÕ

-t+0 ÔactionÕ

-(i)tel+0 ÔagentÕ

Suffix + Ending
-0+«, -ª+e Ôyoung
creature, bearerÕ
-0+o ÔabstractionÕ
-‡tk+o ÔbearerÕ

-0+’, -ov+’
Ôcollective,
abstractionÕ
-(ov)isk+o ÔplaceÕ

Associated with
Verbs

hezoun [hezk´
ÔhandsomeÕ]
Ôhandsome fellowÕ,
chytrou£ [chytr´
ÔsmartÕ] Ôsmart-alecÕ

dupot [dupat
ÔstampÕ] ÔstampingÕ
bruªoun [bruªet
ÔgrumbleÕ]
ÔgrumblerÕ, k¤ikloun
[k¤iªet ÔscreamÕ]
ÔscreamerÕ, ¢rout
[¢r‡t ÔdevourÕ]
ÔgluttonÕ
d¤evoryt [r´t
ÔcarveÕ]
ÔwoodcarvingÕ
cestovatel [cestovat
ÔtravelÕ] ÔtravelerÕ,
majitel [m’t ÔhaveÕ]
ÔownerÕ

Suffixes and Endings for Neuter Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
Verbs
sl¬n« [slon
ml‡d« [mlad´
padavªe [padat
ÔelephantÕ] Ôbaby
ÔyoungÕ] ÔbabyÕ
ÔfallÕ] Ôfaller, fallen
elephantÕ
fruitÕ
zlo [zl´ ÔevilÕ] ÔevilÕ
nevi°‡tko [nevinn´
ÔinnocentÕ] Ôinnocent
babeÕ
list’ [list ÔleafÕ]
zdrav’ [zdrav´
ÔleavesÕ, k¤ov’ [ke¤
ÔhealthyÕ] ÔhealthÕ
ÔbushÕ] ÔbushesÕ
st¤edisko [st¤ed
hledisko [hledat
ÔcenterÕ] ÔcenterÕ,
ÔlookÕ] Ôpoint of
letovisko [lŽto
viewÕ
ÔsummerÕ] Ôsummer
resortÕ
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Suffix + Ending
-i£t+«, -ovi£t+«,
-li£t+« Ôplace,
handleÕ

Suffixes and Endings for Neuter Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
¤eªi£t« [¤eka ÔriverÕ]
Ôriver bedÕ,
p’skovi£t« [p’sek
ÔsandÕ] Ôsand boxÕ,
hrabi£t« [hr‡b«
ÔrakeÕ] Ôrake-handleÕ

-iv+o ÔmaterialÕ

-(d)l+o Ôagent,
place, meansÕ

-(ov)n+Ž ÔmoneyÕ

kapesnŽ [kapsa
ÔpocketÕ] ÔpocketmoneyÕ, £kolnŽ
[£kola ÔschoolÕ]
ÔtuitionÕ, po£tovnŽ
[po£ta ÔmailÕ]
ÔpostageÕ

-(ª)n+o ÔabstractionÕ

-stv+’, -ctv+’
ÔabstractionÕ

ªlenstv’ [ªlen
ÔmemberÕ]
ÔmembershipÕ,
otroctv’ [otrok
ÔslaveÕ] ÔslaveryÕ,
ªe£stv’ [Ûech
ÔCzechÕ]
ÔCzechnessÕ, letectv’
[letec ÔpilotÕ]
ÔaeronauticsÕ

tragiªno [tragick´
ÔtragicÕ] Ôthe tragicÕ,
jsoucno [jsouc’
ÔexistingÕ]
Ôexistence, essenceÕ
t«hotenstv’ [t«hotn´
ÔpregnantÕ]
ÔpregnancyÕ

Associated with
Verbs
h¤i£t« [hr‡t ÔplayÕ]
Ôplaying fieldÕ,
parkovi£t« [parkovat
ÔparkÕ] Ôparking lotÕ,
koupali£t« [koupat
se ÔswimÕ]
Ôswimming poolÕ
uªivo [uªit se
ÔstudyÕ] Ôstudy
materialsÕ, palivo
[p‡lit ÔburnÕ] ÔfuelÕ
m´dlo [m´t ÔwashÕ]
ÔsoapÕ, divadlo
[d’vat se ÔlookÕ]
ÔtheaterÕ, stra£idlo
[stra£it ÔscareÕ]
ÔghostÕ, zlobidlo
[zlobit Ôbe naughtyÕ]
Ônaughty personÕ,
sedlo [sed«t ÔsitÕ]
ÔsaddleÕ
vstupnŽ [vstoupit
ÔenterÕ] Ôentrance
feeÕ, j’zdnŽ [jezdit
ÔrideÕ] ÔfareÕ
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Suffixes and Endings for Neuter Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives

-tk+o ÔmeansÕ

-(ov)(s)tv+o
Ôcollective, groups
of people,
abstractionÕ

Suffix + Ending
-0+0 Ôabstraction,
action, placeÕ

-0+a ÔactionÕ

-0+‡ ÔactionÕ

Associated with
Verbs
sluch‡tko
[poslouchat ÔlistenÕ]
Ôtelephone receiverÕ,
vod’tko [vodit ÔleadÕ]
ÔleashÕ

¢actvo [¢‡k ÔpupilÕ]
Ôschool childrenÕ,
obyvatelstvo
[obyvatel
ÔinhabitantÕ]
ÔpopulationÕ,
Ýidovstvo [Ýid
ÔJewÕ] ÔJewryÕ,
svinstvo [svin«
ÔswineÕ] ÔfilthinessÕ,
letectvo [letec ÔpilotÕ]
Ôair forceÕ, ªlenstvo
[ªlen ÔmemberÕ]
Ômembership
(people)Õ
Suffixes and Endings for Feminine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
zele° [zelen´
ÔgreenÕ] Ôgreen
colorÕ, £’¤(e) [£irok´
ÔwideÕ] ÔwidthÕ

Associated with
Verbs
¤eª [¤’ci ÔsayÕ]
ÔspeechÕ, v´dr¢
[vydr¢et ÔendureÕ]
ÔenduranceÕ, pomoc
[pomoci ÔhelpÕ]
ÔhelpÕ, pec [pŽci
ÔbakeÕ] ÔfurnaceÕ
v´roba [vyrobit
ÔproduceÕ]
ÔproductionÕ, œt«cha
[ut«£it ÔcomfortÕ]
ÔcomfortÕ
odb’jen‡ [odb’jet
Ôstrike offÕ]
ÔvolleyballÕ,
dovolen‡ [dovolit
ÔallowÕ] ÔvacationÕ;
formed via
participles
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Suffix + Ending
-(o)b+a, -(i)tb+a
Ôabstraction, actionÕ

Suffixes and Endings for Feminine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
chudoba [chud´
ÔpoorÕ] ÔpovertyÕ

-0+« Ôabstraction,
actionÕ

-en+a ÔagentÕ

-(e)(n)ic+e Ôplace,
female, object,
bearer, actionÕ

-(ov)in+a, -£tin+a
Ôplace, unit,
language, collective,
material, abstraction,
resultÕ

v´£e [vysok´ ÔhighÕ]
ÔheightÕ

pradlena [pr‡dlo
ÔlaundryÕ]
ÔlaundressÕ
vinice [v’no
ÔgrapesÕ] ÔvineyardÕ,
lednice [led ÔiceÕ]
ÔrefrigeratorÕ,
hudebnice [hudebn’k
ÔmusicianÕ] Ôfemale
musicianÕ, hadice
[had ÔsnakeÕ] ÔhoseÕ
b¤ezina [b¤’za
ÔbirchÕ] Ôbirch
groveÕ, ba¢ina
[bahno ÔmudÕ]
ÔmarshÕ, k¤ovina
[k¤ov’ ÔbushesÕ]
ÔshrubberyÕ,
£vejkovina [Üvejk]
ÔÜvejk-like
behaviorÕ,
oblomov£tina
[Oblomov]
ÔOblomov-like
behaviorÕ

Associated with
Verbs
lŽªba [lŽªit ÔtreatÕ]
ÔtreatmentÕ, modlitba
[modlit se ÔprayÕ]
ÔprayerÕ
koup« [koupit ÔbuyÕ]
ÔpurchaseÕ, sch¬ze
[sch‡zet se ÔmeetÕ]
ÔmeetingÕ

levice [lev´ ÔleftÕ]
Ôleft handÕ,
£achovnice [£achov´
ÔchessÕ]
ÔchessboardÕ

strkanice [strkat
ÔjostleÕ] ÔjostlingÕ,
chumelenice
[chumelit Ôsnow
heavilyÕ] ÔblizzardÕ

ªe£tina [ªesk´
ÔCzechÕ] ÔCzech
languageÕ,
medv«dina [medv«d’
ÔbearÕsÕ] ÔbearskinÕ,
b’lkovina [b’lkov´
ÔproteinÕ] ÔproteinÕ,
trhavina [trhav´
ÔexplosiveÕ]
ÔexplosiveÕ, n’¢ina
[n’zk´ ÔlowÕ]
ÔlowlandsÕ, blbovina
[blb´ ÔfoolishÕ]
ÔnonsenseÕ

vidina [vid«t ÔseeÕ]
ÔvisionÕ, piliny (pl.)
[pilovat ÔfileÕ]
ÔsawdustÕ
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Suffix + Ending
-(«n)k+a, -(en)k+a,
-nk+a, -vk+a, ªk+a, -ink+a, ovk+a Ôplace,
female, unit, object,
bearer, abstraction,
means, result,
actionÕ

-(ov)n+a, -‡rn+a,
-’rn+a, -teln+a
Ôplace, female,
agentÕ

-o°+0, -e°+0 Ôfruit
or nut treeÕ

-(n)ost+0
ÔabstractionÕ

-ot+a ÔabstractionÕ

Suffixes and Endings for Feminine Nouns
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
cuk¤enka [cukr
sodovka [sodov´
ÔsugarÕ] Ôsugar
ÔsodaÕ] Ôsoda waterÕ,
bowlÕ, prodavaªka
vo°avka [vo°av´
[prodavaª
ÔaromaticÕ]
ÔsalesmanÕ]
ÔperfumeÕ,
ÔsaleswomanÕ,
plavovl‡ska
Ýidovka [Ýid ÔJewÕ] [plavovlas´
ÔJewish womanÕ,
ÔblondeÕ] ÔblondeÕ,
j’zdenka [j’zda
£’¤ka [£irok´ ÔwideÕ]
ÔrideÕ]
ÔwidthÕ
Ôtransportation
ticketÕ

t«locviªna [t«locvik
ÔexerciseÕ]
ÔgymnasiumÕ,
knihovna [kniha
ÔbookÕ] ÔlibraryÕ,
kon’rna [k¬°
ÔhorseÕ] ÔstableÕ,
kn«¢na [kn’¢e
ÔprinceÕ] ÔprincessÕ,
kr‡lovna [kr‡l
ÔkingÕ] ÔqueenÕ,
drbna [drby
ÔgossipÕ] ÔgossiperÕ,
jablo° [jablko
ÔappleÕ] Ôapple treeÕ,
hru£e° [hru£ka
ÔpearÕ] Ôpear treeÕ
blbost [blb´
ÔfoolishÕ]
ÔfoolishnessÕ,
kritiªnost [kritick´
ÔcriticalÕ] Ôcritical
attitudeÕ
teplota [tepl´
ÔwarmÕ]
ÔtemperatureÕ

Associated with
Verbs
praªka [pr‡t
ÔlaunderÕ] Ôwashing
machineÕ, sponka
[spojit ÔjoinÕ]
ÔbarretteÕ, odm«rka
[odm«¤it ÔmeasureÕ]
Ômeasuring cupÕ,
sb’rka [sb’rat
ÔcollectÕ]
ÔcollectionÕ, v´jimka
[vyj’mat Ôtake outÕ]
ÔexceptionÕ,
ukolŽbavka
[ukolŽbat Ôsing to
sleepÕ] ÔlullabyÕ,
zabijaªka [zab’jet
ÔslaughterÕ] Ôpig
slaughteringÕ,
potvrzenka [potvrdit
ÔconfirmÕ] ÔreceiptÕ
ªist’rna [ªistit
ÔcleanÕ] Ôdry
cleaning shopÕ,
spo¤itelna [spo¤it
ÔsaveÕ] Ôsavings
bankÕ, plov‡rna
[plovat (plavat)
ÔswimÕ] Ôswimming
poolÕ
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Suffixes and Endings for Feminine Nouns
Suffix + Ending
Associated with
Associated with
Nouns
Adjectives
-ov+‡ Ôfemale, wife £vagrov‡ [£vagr
or female member of Ôbrother-in-lawÕ]
familyÕ
Ôsister-in-law
(brother-in-lawÕs
wife)Õ, Dost‡lov‡
[Dost‡l ÔMr.
Dost‡lÕ] ÔMs.
Dost‡lÕ
-t/-tÕ+0 ÔactionÕ

-tv+a ÔactionÕ

nen‡vist [nen‡vid«t
ÔhateÕ] ÔhatredÕ,
v´dutÕ [vydout
ÔswellÕ] Ôbulge,
dilationÕ
bitva [b’t ÔbeatÕ]
ÔbattleÕ

bledule [bled´
ÔpaleÕ] ÔsnowdropÕ,
sv«tlu£ka [sv«tl´
ÔlightÕ] ÔfireflyÕ

-ul+e, -u£k+a
ÔbearerÕ

-(k)yn+« ÔfemaleÕ

Associated with
Verbs

bohyn« [b¬h ÔgodÕ]
ÔgoddessÕ, p¤’telkyn«
[p¤’tel ÔfriendÕ]
Ôfemale friendÕ

Derivation of nouns from adverbs, prepositional phrases, and numerals
Some nouns are derived from adverbs, prepositional phrases, and numerals; in all cases this
involves suffix-ending combinations that are also used for derivation from nouns, adjectives,
and verbs.
The formant -/e/k+0 creates nouns from adverbs and prepositional phrases: dne£ek [dnes
ÔtodayÕ] ÔtodayÕ, pohlavek [po hlav« Ôalong headÕ] ÔslapÕ. -n’k+0 forms nouns from
prepositional phrases, such as n‡t«ln’k [na t«lo Ôfor the bodyÕ] ÔundershirtÕ, and also produces
names for coins from numerals, such as p«tn’k [p«t ÔfiveÕ] Ôfive-crown pieceÕ. Masculine nouns
in -‡k+0 are formed from ordinal numerals, yielding ªtvrtÕ‡k [ªtvrt´ ÔfourthÕ] Ôfourth-grader;
quarter-liter; quarter (coin)Õ.
Feminine nouns with -(n)k+a are formed from prepositional phrases, giving p¤’ruªka [p¤i
ruce Ôat handÕ] ÔhandbookÕ and podprsenka [pod prsy Ôunder breastsÕ] ÔbrassiereÕ, and
providing names for numbered items such as buses, highways and money, as in sedmiªka
[sedm ÔsevenÕ] Ôthe number seven (a bus, a highway, etc.)Õ, patn‡ctka [patn‡ct ÔfifteenÕ] Ôthe
number fifteenÕ, and stovka [sto ÔhundredÕ] Ôthe number one hundred; one hundred crown noteÕ.
-(n)ic+e likewise forms nouns from prepositional phrases, nau£nice [na u£’ch Ôon earsÕ]
ÔearringÕ, and from numerals, in this case creating names for groups according to the number of
members they contain: dvojice [dv« ÔtwoÕ] ÔpairÕ, p«tice [p«t ÔfiveÕ] ÔquintetÕ. Fractions are
formed with -in+a, £estina [£est ÔsixÕ] ÔsixthÕ, and plurals with this suffix are used to indicate
anniversaries: pades‡tiny [pades‡t ÔfiftyÕ] Ôfiftieth anniversary/birthdayÕ.
Neuter nouns expressing locations, times and abstractions are very copiously formed from
prepositional phrases using -0+’, producing words like z‡kulis’ [za kulisami Ôbehind the
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wingsÕ] ÔbackstageÕ, p¤edja¤’ [p¤ed jarem Ôbefore springÕ] Ôearly springÕ and bezv«t¤’ [bez v«tru
Ôwithout windÕ] ÔwindlessnessÕ, z‡ti£’ [za tichem Ôwhile quietÕ] Ôstill lifeÕ. Names for multiple
offspring are formed from numerals with -ª+e: dvojªe [dv« ÔtwoÕ] ÔtwinÕ, £esterªe [£est ÔsixÕ]
ÔsextupletÕ.
Derivation of nouns via compounding
Pairs of stems (or roots) can be strung together to form nouns designating agents, means,
places, actions, bearers of characteristics, and abstractions. Compounds can be formed either by
simply adding two stems or by linking them with the connecting vowel -o-. The resulting
compounds often belong to the realm of specialized terminology. Here are some examples.
No connecting vowel: kovkop [kov + kopat Ômetal + digÕ] Ômetal minerÕ, stra£pytel [stra£it
+ pytel Ôscare + bagÕ] Ôscaredy-catÕ, okam¢ik [oka + m¢ik Ôblink of eyeÕ] ÔinstantÕ (probably
inspried as a loan translation of German Augenblick), ªtvrthodina [ªvrt + hodina Ôquarter +
hourÕ] Ôquarter of an hourÕ.
Connecting vowel -o-: zv«rolŽka¤ [zv«¤ + lŽka¤ Ôanimals + doctorÕ] ÔveterinarianÕ,
horolezec [hora + lezec Ômountain + climberÕ] Ômountain climberÕ, z‡konod‡rce [z‡kon + d‡rce
Ôlaw + giverÕ] ÔlegislatorÕ, severov´chod [sever + v´chod Ônorth + eastÕ] ÔnortheastÕ,
novoman¢el [nov´ + man¢el Ônew + spouseÕ] ÔnewlywedÕ, kulomet [kul(iªka) + met Ôbullet +
throwÕ] Ômachine gunÕ.
A number of components occur in compounds with particular frequency. These formations
often involve bare roots (as in plynom«r Ôgas meterÕ) rather than actual words. Here are some
examples of these components and the words they form. Note that vowels e and i can also serve
as connecting vowels, as in velezrada ÔtreasonÕ and vlastiv«da Ôsocial studiesÕ.
sam- ÔselfÕ: samohl‡ska [sam + hl‡ska Ôself + soundÕ] ÔvowelÕ, samopal [sam + pal Ôself
+ fireÕ] Ôautomatic submachine gunÕ.
sebe- ÔselfÕ: sebevra¢da [sebe + vra¢da Ôself + murderÕ] ÔsuicideÕ, sebeobrana [sebe +
obrana Ôself + defenseÕ] Ôself defenseÕ.
v£e- Ôall, omniÕ: v£e¢ravec [v£e + ¢ravec Ôall + eaterÕ] ÔomnivoreÕ, v£ev«d [v£e + v«d Ôall +
knowerÕ] Ôomniscient personÕ.
vel(e)- ÔbigÕ: velezrada [vele + zrada Ôbig + betrayalÕ] ÔtreasonÕ, velryba [vel + ryba Ôbig +
fishÕ] ÔwhaleÕ.
-let’ Ônumber of yearsÕ: stolet’ [sto + let’ Ôhundred + yearsÕ] ÔcenturyÕ, tis’cilet’ [tis’c + let’
Ôthousand + yearsÕ] ÔmilleniumÕ.
-m«r ÔmeasureÕ vodom«r [voda + m«r Ôwater + measureÕ] Ôwater meterÕ, plynom«r [plyn +
m«r Ôgas + measureÕ] Ôgas meterÕ.
-met ÔthrowerÕ: sv«tlomet [sv«tlo + met Ôlight + throwerÕ] ÔsearchlightÕ, kulomet [kul(iªka) +
met Ôbullet + throwerÕ] Ômachine gunÕ.
-pis ÔwriteÕ: zem«pis [zem« + pis Ôland + writeÕ] ÔgeographyÕ, ¢ivotopis [¢ivot + pis Ôlife +
writeÕ] ÔbiographyÕ.
-slov’ ÔwordÕ: b‡jeslov’ [b‡j + slov’ Ômyth + wordsÕ] ÔmythologyÕ, bohoslov’ [b¬h + slov’
Ôgod + wordsÕ] ÔtheologyÕ.
-tisk ÔprintÕ: barvotisk [barva + tisk Ôcolor + printÕ] Ôcolor printingÕ, knihtisk [kniha + tisk
Ôbook + printÕ] ÔtypographyÕ.
-var Ôcooking placeÕ: pivovar [pivo + var Ôbeer + boilerÕ] ÔbreweryÕ, cukrovar [cukr + var
Ôsugar + boilerÕ] Ôsugar refineryÕ.
-v«da ÔscienceÕ: jazykov«da [jazyk + v«da Ôlanguage + scienceÕ] ÔlinguisticsÕ, vlastiv«da
[vlast + v«da Ôhomeland + scienceÕ] Ôsocial studiesÕ.
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Derivation of diminutive and augmentative nouns
The phoneme k plays a prominent role in the derivation of diminutives, and is frequently used in
combination with ª or n to create suffix-ending sequences for each of the three genders.
Diminutives will often have lengthened or shortened stem vowels and Type 2 consonant
alternations, but in general they are subject to complex phonological rules that cannot be reliably
predicted. Diminutives often double as terms of endearment or emotional involvement, although
they can occasionally be used pejoratively. Their affective meaning is in most cases more
significant than any indication of relative size. In some instances the meaning of the diminutive
has been emancipated from the meaning of the noun from which it is derived, for example
kol’ªek ÔclothespinÕ is technically a diminutive of k¬l ÔstakeÕ, but for all practical purposes
kol’ªek is now a separate lexical item.
Suffix
-(V)k-

-Vª(e)knote: this suffix has
a stronger
diminutive force
than -(V)k-

-Vn(e)k-

Masculine
-ek+0, -’k+0:
pot¬ªek [potok
ÔstreamÕ] Ôlittle
streamÕ, domek
[d¬m ÔhouseÕ] Ôlittle
houseÕ, voz’k [v¬z
ÔvehicleÕ] ÔcartÕ,
had¤’k [hadr ÔragÕ]
Ôlittle ragÕ
extension -ou£ek:
d«dou£ek [d«d
ÔforefatherÕ] Ôlittle
grandfatherÕ
-eªek+0, -’ªek+0,
-‡ªek+0:
domeªek [d¬m
ÔhouseÕ] Ôlittle
houseÕ, brat¤’ªek
[bratr ÔbrotherÕ]
Ôlittle brotherÕ,
syn‡ªek [syn ÔsonÕ]
Ôlittle sonÕ
-‡nek+0, -’nek+0:
nos‡nek [nos
ÔnoseÕ] Ôlittle noseÕ,
tat’nek [t‡ta ÔdadÕ]
ÔdaddyÕ

Neuter
-k+o:
b¤’£ko [b¤icho
ÔbellyÕ] Ôlittle bellyÕ,
ml’ªko [mlŽko
ÔmilkÕ] Ôlittle milkÕ
extension -‡tko:
zv’¤‡tko [zv’¤e
ÔanimalÕ] Ôlittle
animalÕ

Feminine
-k+a:
my£ka [my£
ÔmouseÕ] Ôlittle
mouseÕ, kn’¢ka
[knihaÕ ÔbookÕ]
Ôlittle bookÕ, ¢abka
[¢‡ba ÔfrogÕ] Ôlittle
frogÕ
extension -u£ka:
dceru£ka [dcera
ÔdaughterÕ] Ôlittle
daughterÕ

-eªk+o, -’ªk+o:
m«steªko [m«sto
ÔcityÕ] Ôlittle cityÕ,
aut’ªko [auto ÔcarÕ]
Ôlittle carÕ

-eªk+a, -iªk+a:
kn’¢eªka [kniha
ÔbookÕ] Ôlittle bookÕ,
rybiªka [ryba ÔfishÕ]
Ôlittle fishÕ

-ink+a:
tyªinka [tyª ÔpoleÕ]
ÔstickÕ

Augmentatives are less common than diminutives and are usually associated with pejorative
connotations. -isko can be used to form augmentatives from nouns of all three genders: psisko
[pes ÔdogÕ] Ôbig dogÕ, u£isko [ucho ÔearÕ] Ôbig earÕ, babisko [baba Ôold woman (pejorative)Õ]
Ôbig old womanÕ. -‡k forms augmentatives from masculine nouns: chlap‡k [chlap ÔfellowÕ] Ôbig
fellowÕ. -izna/-ajzna forms augmentatives from feminine nouns: babizna [baba Ôold womanÕ]
Ôbig old womanÕ, tlamajzna [tlama Ômouth (of animals)Õ] Ôbig mawÕ.
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2.2.1.3 Derivation of adjectives
Like nouns, adjectives can be derived from nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, and prepositional
phrases. There are four multipurpose suffixes (plus their extensions) that derive adjectives from
a variety of sources and for a variety of uses; these suffixes will be presented in the table.
Suffixes used for only one type of derivation will be handled separately; this includes suffixes
that create possessive adjectives, as well as suffixes and prefix-suffix combinations that derive
adjectives from adjectives. Relational adjectives relate an item to another item or substance,
denoting that the item they modify is connected with or made from the item the adjective is
derived from. Qualitative adjectives describe a quality of the item they modify. Relational
adjectives are formed much more productively than qualitative adjectives.
Suffix
+
Ending
-n+´,
-«n+´,
-ªn+´,
-cn+´

Relational
Adjectives
Associated
with
Nouns
[ovoce
ovocn´
ÔfruitÕ]
ÔfruitÕ,
[d¤evo
d¤ev«n´
ÔwoodÕ] ÔwoodenÕ

Qualitative
Adjectives
Adjectives
Associated with
Associated
with Verbs
Nouns
klidn´ [klid ÔcalmÕ] vychloubaªn´
se
ÔcalmÕ
[vychloubat
ÔboastÕ]
ÔboastfulÕ, kaj’cn´
[k‡t se ÔrepentÕ]
ÔrepentantÕ

-n+’,
-ovn+’

m’stn’
[m’sto hlavn’
[hlava
ÔlocalÕ, ÔheadÕ] ÔmainÕ
ÔplaceÕ]
hudebn’
[hudba
ÔmusicÕ] ÔmusicalÕ

-ov+´

ªokol‡dov´
[ªokol‡da
ÔchocolateÕ]
ÔchocolateÕ

-sk+´,
ovsk+´
, -k+´,

m«stsk´
[m«sto kafkovsk´ [Kafka]
ÔcityÕ] ÔmunicipalÕ, ÔKafkaesqueÕ
vesnick´ [vesnice
ÔvillageÕ] ÔvillageÕ

[r¬¢e
r¬¢ov´
ÔroseÕ] ÔpinkÕ

Adjectives from
Other Sources

p¤’li£n´
[p¤’li£
ÔexcessivelyÕ]
ÔexcessiveÕ,
mezibun«ªn´
[mezi bu°kami
Ôbetween cellsÕ]
ÔintercellularÕ
zvl‡£tn’ [zvl‡£tÕ
ÔparticularlyÕ]
ÔpeculiarÕ,
protivl‡dn’ [proti
vl‡d«
Ôagainst
governmentÕ]
ÔantigovernmentalÕ,
mezibankovn’
[mezi bankami
Ôbetween banksÕ]
ÔinterbankÕ
opravdov´
[opravdu
ÔreallyÕ] ÔrealÕ,
nadzvukov´ [nad
zvukem Ôabove
soundÕ]
ÔsupersonicÕ
lo°sk´ [loni Ôlast
yearÕ]
Ôlast
yearÕsÕ,
mezim«stsk´
[mezi
m«sty
Ôbetween citiesÕ]
ÔintercityÕ
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The remaining suffixes that are used to create adjectives have a much more specific function, for
example:
Qualitative adjectives can also be formed using -at+´, -nat+´, -it+´, -ovit+´, -ovan+´, iv+´: chlupat´ [chlup ÔhairÕ] ÔhairyÕ, skalnat´ [sk‡la ÔrockÕ] ÔrockyÕ, p’sªit´ [p’sek ÔsandÕ]
ÔsandyÕ, kopcovit´ [kopec ÔhillÕ] ÔhillyÕ, pruhovan´ [pruh ÔstripeÕ] ÔstripedÕ, plesniv´ [pl’se°
ÔmouldÕ] ÔmouldyÕ.
Adjectives from verbs can be formed using -l+´, -il+´, -av+´, -lav+´, -iv+´, -liv+´, -at+´,
-ut+´, -utn+´, -teln+´, -iteln+´: shnil´ [shn’t ÔrotÕ] ÔrottenÕ, zm«kªil´ [zm«knout ÔsoftenÕ]
ÔsoftenedÕ, v‡hav´ [v‡hat ÔhesitateÕ] ÔhesitantÕ, pichlav´ [p’chat ÔprickÕ] ÔpricklyÕ, sedav´ [sed«t
ÔsitÕ] ÔsedentaryÕ, dychtiv´ [dychtit ÔcraveÕ] ÔeagerÕ, £kodliv´ [£kodit ÔharmÕ] ÔharmfulÕ, stojat´
[st‡t ÔstandÕ] ÔstandingÕ, tekut´ [tŽci ÔflowÕ] ÔliquidÕ, mohutn´ [moci ÔableÕ] ÔpowerfulÕ,
srovnateln´ [srovnat ÔcompareÕ] ÔcomparableÕ, viditeln´ [vid«t ÔseeÕ] ÔvisibleÕ.
Foreign borrowings can be integrated into Czech adjectival morphology using -n+’, (i)ck+´, or -ov+´: extrŽmn’ ÔextremeÕ, toxick´ ÔtoxicÕ, golfov´ ÔgolfÕ.
Derivation of diminutive, augmentative, and attenuative adjectives
When adjectives are derived from adjectives, the result is always an adjective with a
diminutive, augmentative, or attenuative meaning. There are nearly a dozen diminutive suffixes;
here are some examples formed from the adjectives mal´ ÔsmallÕ and slab´ ÔweakÕ: maliªk´,
malink´, maliªiªk´, malilink´, malinink´, malinkat´ Ôvery smallÕ; slabouªk´, slabounk´,
slaboulink´, slabounink´ Ôvery weakÕ. Augmentative adjectives are relatively infrequent, except
velik‡nsk´/velikan‡nsk´ [velik´ ÔbigÕ] Ôreally big/really, really bigÕ. The meaning of an adjective
can be attenuated by adding -av´ or using any of the following prefix-suffix combinations
naÐÊÐl´, p¤i- -l´, za- -l´: zelenav´ [zelen´ ÔgreenÕ] ÔgreenishÕ, natvrdl´ [tvrd´ ÔhardÕ] Ôa bit hardÕ,
p¤iblbl´ [blb´ ÔstupidÕ] Ôrather stupidÕ, za¢loutl´ [¢lut´ ÔyellowÕ] Ôsomewhat yellowedÕ.
Derivation of possessive adjectives
Possessive adjectives can be formed from personÕs names and kinship terms using -¬v for
male possessors and -in for female possessors (the later causes Type 2 consonant alternations):
Martin¬v ÔMartinÕsÕ, bratr¬v [bratr ÔbrotherÕ] ÔbrotherÕsÕ, Alenin ÔAlenaÕsÕ, matªin [matka
ÔmotherÕ] ÔmotherÕsÕ. Possessives can be formed from the names of animals using -’ and its
variants -c’ and -ª’: krav’ [kr‡va ÔcowÕ] ÔcowÕsÕ, b´ª’ [b´k ÔbullÕ] ÔbullÕsÕ, telec’ [tele ÔcalfÕ]
ÔcalfÕsÕ, praseª’ [prase ÔpigÕ] ÔpigÕsÕ.
Derivation of compound adjectives
There are two common means of forming compound adjectives, either using the linking
vowel -o-, jihoevropsk´ [jih ÔsouthÕ+ evropsk´ÊÔEuropeanÕ] Ôsouth EuropeanÕ, or using the
genitive form of a noun compounded with an adjective, pozoruhodn´ [pozoru ÔattentionÕ+
hodn´ ÔworthyÕ] Ôworthy of attentionÕ.

2.2.1.4 Derivation of adverbs and pronouns
Adverbs can be derived from bare uses of the instrumental case, omylem [= ÔerrorÕ] Ôby
mistakeÕ, as well as from prepositional phrases, dop¤edu [do ÔtoÕ + p¤edu ÔfrontÕ] Ôto the frontÕ
and the suffix -mo, kradmo [kr‡st ÔstealÕ] ÔstealthilyÕ. There are a number of components that
variously attenuate or modify the meanings of interrogatives, both adverbs and pronouns. These
forms are illustrated with examples using the adverb kam Ôwhere (direction)Õ and the pronoun
kdo ÔwhoÕ (other interrogatives that can use some or all of these components are co ÔwhatÕ, ª’
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ÔwhoseÕ, jak ÔhowÕ, jak´ Ôwhat kind ofÕ, kde ÔwhereÕ, kdy ÔwhenÕ, kolik Ôhow much/manyÕ,
kter´ ÔwhichÕ, kudy Ôby what pathÕ, and odkud Ôfrom whereÕ):
jin- ÔelseÕ: jinam Ôheaded somewhere elseÕ
kde- Ôevery/all possibleÕ: kdekdo Ôeveryone possibleÕ
-koli Ôany-, -ever, quite a fewÕ: kamkoli Ôheaded anywhere at all, headed toward quite a few
placesÕ, kdokoli Ôanyone at all, many a personÕ
lec-, leda- Ôall manner of (sometimes pejorative)Õ: leckam , ledakam Ôheaded just anywhereÕ,
leckdo, ledakdo Ôany old personÕ, leccos Ôa thing or twoÕ
m‡lo- Ôhardly any-Õ: m‡lokam Ôheaded hardly anyhwere at all, headed toward only a few
placesÕ, m‡lokdo Ôhardly anyone at allÕ
n«- Ôsome, any (especially in interrogatives)Õ: n«kam Ôheaded somewhereÕ, n«kdo ÔsomeoneÕ
ni- Ôno, not anyÕ: nikam Ôheaded nowhereÕ, nikdo ÔnobodyÕ
-si Ôsome- or other (uncertainty, usually used in past tense)Õ: kamsi Ôheaded somewhere or
otherÕ, kdosi Ôsomeone or otherÕ
v£eli- Ôall sorts of, any oldÕ: v£elikam Ôheaded toward all sorts of placesÕ, v£elikdo Ôall sorts of
peopleÕ
2.2.1.5 Derivation of verbs
Verbs engage in a variety of morphological processes, some of which (prefixation, imperfective
derivation, formation of frequentatives, discussed in 2.1.5.4 -2.2.1.1) can be considered at least
partially inflectional (though it can be argued that all these processes are derivational as well).
Other morphological adjustments are unambiguously derivational, among them the formation of
reflexives, factitive verbs, ÒbecomingÓ verbs, diminutives, and the integration of foreign verbs
and neologisms into the Czech verbal system.
Verbs derived with the reflexives se and si
The reflexive pronouns se and si appear with many verbs, and can serve one or more of the
following functions: they can derive a reflexive verb from a transitive verb; derive a reciprocal
verb from a transitive verb; derive an intransitive, passive, or impersonal verb from a transitive
verb; or serve as an essential component of a verb that exists only in the accompaniment of se or
si.
When forming reflexive verbs, se (the accusative reflexive) indicates that the verbal action is
performed on the self (=subject), whereas si (the dative reflexive) indicates that the verbal action
is performed for the self (=subject):
Without se/si
ªesat n«koho Ôcomb someoneÕs hairÕ
koupit n«co Ôbuy somethingÕ

With se/si
ªesat se Ôcomb oneÕs own hairÕ
koupit si n«co Ôbuy something for oneselfÕ

Reciprocal actions can also be signalled by se and si; the reciprocal meaning is valid only
when the subject is plural:
Without se/si
zn‡t n«koho Ôknow someoneÕ
milovat n«koho Ôlove someoneÕ
d¬v«¤ovat n«komu Ôtrust someoneÕ
tykat n«komu Ôsay ty to someoneÕ

With se/si
zn‡t se Ôknow each otherÕ
milovat se Ôlove each otherÕ
d¬v«¤ovat si Ôtrust each otherÕ
tykat si Ôsay ty to each other (be on a firstname basis with someone)Õ
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Se can be used to create a variety of intransitive, passive, and impersonal verbs. The impersonal
verbs are integral to impersonal constructions and are used only in 3sg neuter forms. Overall, se
has a general intransitivizing function that it does not share with si.
Without se
nach‡zet ÔfindÕ
vy¤e£it ÔsolveÕ
d«lat ÔdoÕ
cht’t ÔwantÕ
pracovat ÔworkÕ
j’st ÔeatÕ

With se
nach‡zet se Ôbe locatedÕ Kde se nach‡z’
leti£t«? ÔWhere is the airport located?Õ
vy¤e£it se Ôbe solvedÕ, cf. To se vy¤e£’ ÔA
solution will be foundÕ
d«lat se Ôbe doneÕ, cf. Jak se to d«l‡? ÔHow
is that done?Õ
cht’t se Ôfeel likeÕ To se mi nechce ÔI donÕt
feel like doing thatÕ
pracovat se Ôwork (as experience)Õ Tady se
mi pracuje dob¤e ÔI can work well hereÕ
j’st se Ôeat (as experience)Õ J’ se tam dob¤e
ÔThatÕs a good place to eatÕ

Finally, there are a number of verbs that simply require se or si. Many of these verbs have uses
or meanings that overlap with one or more of the three categories above:
Some Verbs That Require se
sm‡t se ÔlaughÕ
b‡t se Ôbe afraidÕ
d’vat se ÔlookÕ
pt‡t se ÔaskÕ
setkat se ÔmeetÕ

Some Verbs That Require si
sednout si Ôsit downÕ
lehnout si Ôlie downÕ
odpoªinout si ÔrestÕ
zvyknout si Ôget used toÕ
v‡¢it si Ôappreciate, respectÕ
v£’mat si ÔnoticeÕ

The pronouns se and si also combine with prefixes to create derived verbs, often with nuances
of doing things on a large or excessive scale, or to satisfaction. Here are a few examples:
naplakat se [plakat ÔcryÕ] Ôdo a lot of cryingÕ, zaª’st se [ª’st ÔreadÕ] Ôget all involved in readingÕ,
up’t se [p’t ÔdrinkÕ] Ôdrink oneself to ruinÕ, vytancovat se [tancovat ÔdanceÕ] Ôget oneÕs fill of
dancingÕ, zazp’vat si [zp’vat ÔsingÕ] Ôenjoy some singingÕ, pospat si [sp‡t ÔsleepÕ] Ôget a good
sleepÕ.
Factitives in -it
Factitives are transitive verbs formed from adjectives that denote Ômake X Y(adj)Õ. These verbs
are often formed with -it, sometimes in combination with prefixes: chladit [chladn´ ÔcoolÕ]
Ômake coolÕ, ost¤it [ostr´ ÔsharpÕ] ÔsharpenÕ, zjednodu£it [jednoduch´ ÔsimpleÕ] ÔsimplifyÕ,
obna¢it [nah´ ÔnakedÕ] ÔexposeÕ. Factitives can also be transitive verbs formed from nouns
denoting Ôsubject X to Y (noun)Õ: hnojit [hn¬j ÔfertilizerÕ] ÔfertilizeÕ, solit [s¬l ÔsaltÕ] ÔsaltÕ,
usmrtit [smrt ÔdeathÕ] ÔkillÕ.

ÒBecomingÓ and ÒbeingÓ verbs in -at, -it, -«t, -nout
Verbs with the meaning of ÒbecomingÓ and ÒbeingÓ are formed primarily from adjectives and
denote taking on a characteristic. With adjectival roots describing colors and the formant -at, the
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reflexive se can be optionally added to suggest appearance or looking like a given color: teplat
[tepl´ ÔwarmÕ] Ôget warmÕ, ªervenat (se) [ªerven´ ÔredÕ] Ôturn red (appear red)Õ. Nouns (usually
denoting professions) can serve as source material for verbs in -it meaning Ôbe an XÕ: pytlaªit
[pytl‡k ÔpoacherÕ] Ôbe a poacher, do some poachingÕ, zedniªit [zedn’k ÔmasonÕ] Ôbe a mason, do
some masonryÕ. The formant -«t is more versatile, creating verbs meaning ÔbecomeÕ, sometimes
in combination with prefixes (tmav«t [tmav´ ÔdarkÕ] Ôget darkÕ, on«m«t [n«m´ ÔdeafÕ] Ôgo deafÕ),
and also providing verbs for making sounds (k°uªet [k°u Ôwhining noiseÕ] ÔwhineÕ, bzuªet [bz
ÔbuzzÕ] ÔbuzzÕ). Finally, -nout produces imperfective verbs from many adjectives, such as:
blbnout [blb´ ÔstupidÕ] Ôbe/act stupidÕ, ml‡dnout [mlad´ ÔyoungÕ] Ôgrow youngerÕ, m«knout
[m«kk´ ÔsoftÕ] Ôsoften upÕ.
Diminutive verbs
Diminutive verbs are used almost exclusively in speaking with or about children and end in
Ðinkat. The most common are spinkat [sp‡t ÔsleepÕ] ÔsleepÕ and blinkat [bl’t ÔvomitÕ] Ôspit upÕ.
Foreign borrowings and neologisms with -ovat
Most new verbs entering the lexicon, whether from foreign languages or from neologisms
based on native morphology, do so by adding -ovat: fotografovat ÔphotographÕ, inspirovat
ÔinspireÕ, ª’slovat [ª’slo ÔnumberÕ] ÔnumberÕ.
2.3 Morphology of Colloquial Czech
The aim of this section is to present only the most obvious examples and patterns of Colloquial
Czech inflection. Colloquial Czech derivation uses the same inventory of morphemes as the
literary language, albeit with certain differences in the distribution of frequency, which will not
be addressed in this section. It should be understood that Literary and Colloquial Czech are not
two distinct and separate registers, but rather constitute a continuum of grammatical as well as
lexical features. Most grammatical features are shared across the continuum, and the remainder
show a hierarchy of representation (some are relatively neutral, others relatively marked as either
literary or colloquial variants). Some of the features identified as Colloquial Czech (CCz) below
may be virtually universal for all speakers, whereas others are less frequent and or stylistically
marked. Readers who desire greater detail on this topic are referred to Townsend 1990.
2.3.1 Inflection of nouns
The single most pervasive feature of Colloquial Czech nominal inflection is an Ipl ending of
Ðama/Ð«ma for all three genders (replacing masculine and neuter endings in -y/-i, feminine
endings in -ami/-«mi, and yielding -ma for the kost type of feminine nouns). Compare the
literary and Colloquial Czech Ipl forms for our head nouns: LCz bratry vs. CCz bratrama
ÔbrothersÕ, LCz ko£i vs. CCz ko£ema ÔbasketsÕ, LCz mal’¤i vs. CCz mal’¤ema ÔpaintersÕ, LCz
kotly/-i vs. CCz kotlama/-ema ÔcauldronsÕ, LCz p¤ednosty vs. CCz p¤ednostama ÔchiefsÕ, LCz
zachr‡nci vs. CCz zachr‡ncema ÔprotectorsÕ, LCz ¢enami vs. CCz ¢enama ÔwomenÕ, LCz
r¬¢emi vs. CCz r¬¢ema ÔrosesÕ, LCz dlan«mi vs. CCz dlan«ma Ôpalms of handÕ, LCz kostmi
vs. CCz kostma ÔbonesÕ, LCz m«sty vs. CCz m«stama ÔcitiesÕ, LCz n‡b¤e¢’mi vs. CCz
n‡b¤e¢’ma ÔwaterfrontsÕ, LCz sl¬°aty vs. CCz sl¬°atama Ôbaby elephantsÕ. Other Colloquial
Czech features relate only to a given paradigm or group of nouns.
Masculine nouns ending in a velar that undergoes a Type 1 alternation before the Lpl -’ch in
Literary Czech may receive -‡ch instead with no alternation in Colloquial Czech: LCz o voj‡c’ch
vs. CCz vo voj‡k‡ch Ôabout the soldiersÕ. With some masculine hard stem nouns the expected
Lpl -’ch is regularized to -ech: LCz v les’ch vs. CCz v lesech Ôin the forestsÕ. In Colloquial
Czech there is some preference for DLsg -ovi over -i: LCz holiªi/-ovi vs. CCz holiªovi/-i
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ÔbarberÕ. The CCz forms chleba ÔbreadÕ and sejra ÔcheeseÕ, equivalent to the Gsg partitive
forms LCz chleba, s´ra, have spread to the NAsg, eclipsing the functions of LCz NAsg chlŽb,
s´r. CCz is also characterized by sporadic differences in vowel length, particularly shortening of
¬ and ’ in desinences. The neuter -’ paradigm (see head noun n‡b¤e¢’ ÔwaterfrontÕ) tends to
acquire adjectival endings in Colloquial Czech, creating forms such as CCz Gsg n‡b¤e¢’ho, Dsg
n‡b¤e¢’mu, Gpl n‡b¤e¢’ch, all of which are represented by LCz n‡b¤e¢’. The two feminine
paradigms with Nsg ending in a consonant, the -e/« type (head noun: dla° Ôpalm of handÕ) and
the -i type (head noun: kost ÔboneÕ) have become to some degree intermingled in CCz, which
tends to prefer the -e/-« type endings for all nouns of both types, creating CCz forms such as
kost’ch vs. LCz kostech ÔbonesÕ and CCz lod« vs. LCz lod«/lodi ÔboatÕ.
2.3.2 Inflection of adjectives and adverbs
The two vowels that produce the most characteristic phonological features of Colloquial Czech,
Ž (which shifts to ´/’) and ´ (which shifts to ej), figure prominently in adjectival morphology,
accounting for most of the differences between the LCz and CCz hard-stem paradigm below.
Other distinctions include the replacement of LCz Ipl -mi with CCz -ma (cf. the above
discussion of nouns), and the removal of gender distinctions in the Npl (including the Type 1
alternations for masculine animates, i.e., CCz does not have the masculine animate Npl druz’ in
the paradigm below), yielding a single genderless CCz NApl in -´. The table below shows the
CCz desinences that differ from their LCz equivalents in bold face:

N
G
D
A
L
I

masculine
druhej
druh´ho
druh´mu
druhej/-´ho
druh´m
druh´m

druhej Ôsecond; otherÕ
singular
feminine
neuter
druh‡
druh´
druh´
druh´ho
druh´
druh´mu
druhou
druh´
druh´
druh´m
druhou
druh´m

plural
(all genders)
druh´
druhejch
druhejm
druh´
druhejch
druhejma

The CCz forms listed in this paradigm are not equally marked stylistically. In general, forms
involving the shift of Ž > ´, particularly in the feminine paradigm, are less marked and more
pervasive than the forms exhibiting ´ > ej. The soft stem adjectival paradigm distingishes CCz
from LCz forms only in the Ipl, where CCz prvn’ma corresponds to LCz prvn’mi ÔfirstÕ. There
is, however, one soft adjective that exhibits the change of ’ > ej, CCz cizej Ôforeign, strangeÕ,
with plural forms GLpl cizejch, Dpl cizejm and Ipl cizejma corresponding to LCz Nsg masc
ciz’, GLpl ciz’ch, Dpl ciz’m, Ipl ciz’mi.
CCz avoids short form adjectives (except r‡d ÔgladÕ), using only long forms for adjectives
and passive participles, and appending long form endings to all but the Nsg masc and neut
forms of the possessive adjectives. Thus LCz nemocen ÔillÕ has the CCz counterpart CCz
nemocnej, with a paradigm like druhej above, and the same goes for passive participles, e.g.,
LC naps‡n, napsan´ vs. CCz napsanej ÔwrittenÕ. Aside from Nsg masc bratr¬v ÔbrotherÕsÕ
(sometimes shortened in CCz to bratruv and occasionally realized as bratrovej) and neut
bratrovo (sometimes CCz bratrov´), which are the same in both registers, CCz adds the
endings from the druhej paradigm to bratrov- ÔbrotherÕsÕ and sest¤in- ÔsisterÕsÕ.
CCz tends to generalize the productive comparative adjectival formant -«j£’ to many stems
that use -£’ in LCz, for example CCz ªist«j£’ ÔcleanerÕ as opposed to LCz ªist£’/ªist«j£’.
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The regular comparative adverb formant LCz -«ji can be replaced by -«jc in CCz, yielding
CCz ªast«jc vs. LCz ªast«ji Ômore oftenÕ and CCz rychlejc vs. LCz rychleji ÔfasterÕ, though this
is a rather marked feature. A relatively neutral feature of CCz is the exclusive preference of
forms truncating final -« for irregular comparative adjectives where LCz admits both forms in
free variation: CCz h¬¤ vs. LCz h¬¤e/h¬¤ ÔworseÕ; CCz vej£ vs. LCz v´£e/ v´£ ÔhigherÕ.
2.3.4 Inflection of pronouns
The paradigm of the 1sg pronoun is considerably simpler in CCz, since all forms except the N
j‡ and I mnou can be realized as GDAL mn«, with no distinction between enclitic and stressed
forms (though the D enclitic form mi, standard for LCz, also appears frequently in CCz). The
CCz replacement of Ipl -mi by -ma is carried out in all three persons, yielding CCz Ipl forms
n‡ma ÔusÕ, v‡ma ÔyouÕ and jima ÔthemÕ. The nominative forms of 3rd person pronouns gain the
CCz prothetic v- and the plural (as in the adjectival paradigm) shows no gender distinctions: von
ÔheÕ, vono ÔitÕ, vona ÔsheÕ, voni ÔtheyÕ. Aside from the distinction in the N, the 3sg masculine
and neuter pronouns share a collapsed and simplified CCz paradigm of GA jeho/ho, D
jemu/mu, L n«m, I j’m (where this last form can also be shortened to jim). After a preposition,
CCz uses only GA n«j (never n«ho), and uses only the accusative enclitic pronoun ho (never
jej), although all variants coexist in LCz. CCz frequently lengthens the feminine accusative 3sg
pronoun to CCz j’ (cf. LCz j’), yielding a single form (alternating with n’) for the entire
paradigm (except the N vona ÔsheÕ).
Possessive pronouns and the demonstrative ten ÔthisÕ display the same CCz
correspondences characteristic of adjectival paradigms, with Ž > ´, ´ > ej (except in the Isg), loss
of gender distinctions in the plural, and replacement of Ipl -mi with -ma. For the pronouns m¬j
ÔmyÕ, tv¬j ÔyourÕ, and sv¬j ÔoneÕs ownÕ there is a strong CCz preference for uncontracted over
contracted forms; thus CCz uses moje for Nsg neut/fem, Asg neut, Npl, Asg masc, and Apl,
and moj’ for Isg fem. The sole CCz NApl form for ÔtheseÕ is ty; note also the CCz GDLsg fem
t´ and Ipl t«ma. The LCz pronouns t´¢, tent´¢ Ôthe sameÕ are not used at all in CCz (where they
are replaced by ten samej).
2.3.5 Inflection of numerals
Jeden ÔoneÕ is declined in CCz like ten, indicated above, however in counting and in compound
numerals, it most frequently appears as CCz jedna: CCz jednadvacet let, dvacet jedna let vs.
LCz jed(e)nadvacet let, dvacet jeden rok. CCz has a tendency to spread the ou diphthong
throughout the paradigm of dva/dv« ÔtwoÕ, yielding GL dvouch, D dvoum, and Idvouma as
alternates to LCz forms GL dvou and DI dv«ma. The replacement of Ipl -mi by -ma motivates
CCz t¤ema ÔthreeÕ and £ty¤ma ÔfourÕ, and there is a tendency to merge the genitive and locative
forms of these two numerals, yielding GL t¤ech, £ty¤ech. Ordinal numerals exhibit the same
variations in CCz that are characteristic of adjectives.

2.3.6 Inflection of verbs
The CCz vowel shifts that are so prominent in the adjectival declension play almost no role in
verbal paradigms, with the exception of a few monosyllabic infinitives which display Ž > ´/’ (or
simply shorten): LCz mŽst vs. CCz m’st/mest ÔsweepÕ, LCz nŽst vs. CCz n´st/nest ÔcarryÕ.
CCz replaces LCz 1sg -i with -u and 3pl -’ with -ou: CCz sleduju ÔI followÕ (cf. LCz
sleduji), CCz sledujou Ôthey followÕ (cf. LCz sleduj’). The final -e in the LCz 1pl -eme ending is
frequently truncated in all Type III conjugations in CCz: CCz zvem Ôwe callÕ (cf. LCz zveme),
CCz sledujem Ôwe followÕ (cf. LCz sledujeme). CCz shows a tendency to align the Type I and
Type II conjugations by implementing parallel 3pl forms -aj and -«j: CCz d«laj Ôthey doÕ (cf.
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LCz d«laj’), CCz soud«j Ôthey judgeÕ (cf. LCz soud’), CCz trp«j (cf. LCz trp’) Ôthey sufferÕ,
CCz um«j (cf. LCz um«j’) Ôthey know howÕ. Even irregular verbs conform, yielding CCz sp«j
Ôthey sleepÕ, cht«j Ôthey wantÕ, jed«j Ôthey eatÕ, v«d«j Ôthey knowÕ. Outside of fixed phrases,
CCz uses no gerunds whatsoever, and no participles save the past passive (predominantly with
long forms). The remaining differences between LCz and CCz verb systems are limited to
relatively small groups of verbs. Here is a selection of the most salient features:
Type III non-suffixed stems ending in an obstruent and suffixed stems ending in a
consonant suffixed with nou show truncation of the final -l in the masc sg past form; with nou
verbs an alternative ending is -nul: CCz ved vs. LCz vedl Ôhe ledÕ, CCz nes vs. LCz nesl Ôhe
carriedÕ, CCz pek vs. LCz pekl Ôhe bakedÕ, CCz tisk/tisknul vs. LCz tiskl Ôhe pressed, printedÕ.
Type III non-suffixed obstruent stems in h/k have a CCz infinitive form in -ct
corresponding to LCz -ci: CCz p’ct/pect vs. LCz pŽci ÔbakeÕ.
Three Type III nonsuffixed ij verbs show a vowel shift in CCz: CCz kreju, meju, reju vs.
LCz kryji, myji, ryji ÔI cover, I wash, I digÕ.
Certain Type III suffixed a verbs can have imperative forms in -ej (like the Type I aj
suffixed class): CCz mazej(coll: Ôget going!Õ)/ma¢ vs. LCz ma¢ ÔsmearÕ.
The two verbs CCz moct vs. LCz moci Ôbe ableÕ and CCz pomoct vs. LCz pomoci ÔhelpÕ
have the stem m¬¢- throughout their non-past conjugations: CCz po-m¬¢u, po-m¬¢e£, po-m¬¢e,
po-m¬¢em, po-m¬¢ete, po-m¬¢ou vs. LCz po-mohu, po-m¬¢e£, po-m¬¢e, po-m¬¢eme, pom¬¢ete, po-mohou. The imperative Ôhelp!Õ also has different forms: CCz pomo¢ vs. LCz pomoz.
Similarly CCz pŽct ÔbakeÕ avoids some of the stem variation witnessed in its LCz counterpart
pŽci: CCz non-past peªu, peªe£, peªe, peªem, peªete, peªou, imperative peª! vs. LCz non-past
peªu/peku, peªe£, peªe, peªeme, peªete, peªou/pekou, imperative peª!/pec!
The verb vz’t ÔtakeÕ deletes the z in non-past and imperative forms in CCz: CCz vemu,
veme£, veme, vemem, vemete, vemou, vem! vs. LCz vezmu, vezme£, vezme, vezmeme, vezmete,
vezmou, vezmi!
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3. Syntax
3.1 Syntax of noun phrases
Czech syntax at the level of both the noun phrase and the clause is dominated by case. Within a
noun phrase, a noun (or pronoun) and all its modifiers show agreement for case, as well as
gender and number. Here are some examples of agreement in noun phrases:
Npl masc anim: v£ichni dob¤’ rod‡ci Ôall good countrymenÕ
Gsg fem: svŽ milŽ ¢eny Ôhis dear wifeÕ
Dpl masc: na£im star´m p¤‡tel¬m Ôour old friendsÕ
Asg fem: tu d¬le¢itou pr‡ci Ôthat important workÕ
Isg neut: kter´m ªesk´m m«stem Ôwhich Czech cityÕ
Case indicates the syntactic function of a given noun phrase, the relationship it bears to the
verb and to other noun phrases, the latter often augmented by a preposition. Sometimes case
(particularly the vocative and occasionally the dative) can also indicate pragmatic relationships
between participants in the speech event. The specific syntactic functions of the cases will now
be taken up in turn. In the examples below, the noun phrase in question will appear in bold face.
This survey will also present sample lists of prepositions, verbs, and other words that trigger the
use of various cases. When dealing with case it is important to note that Czech employs an
abstract yet complex system of concepts that do not neatly match any English equivalents. There
is therefore often no consistent correspondence between a given case meaning or preposition
and its English gloss. The various uses of a given case are not independent of each other, but
collectively represent a coherent network of meanings, and frequently overlap.
3.1.1 The nominative case
3.1.1.1 Naming functions
The nominative serves as the default case when there is no syntactic context, as when it names
or labels items, and it is also the case used in dictionary entries. Although the vocative case is
normally used when calling someone by first name or title, the nominative can also be used,
particularly when the last name is preceded by the Vsg form pane ÔSir!Õ, as in pane Nov‡k ÔMr.
Nov‡k!Õ.
3.1.1.2 The subject of a clause
The grammatical subject of a clause is always marked in the nominative case (and constructions
lacking a grammatical subject are relatively rare in Czech, though some will be noted under the
dative and instrumental cases below). Here are some nominative subjects: Dnes d«ti nemaj’
£kolu ÔThe children donÕt have school todayÕ; My taky nejdeme do pr‡ce ÔWe are also not
going to workÕ; Co se tady d«je? ÔWhat is going on here?Õ.
Unless special emphasis is needed, subject pronouns are usually omitted in Czech. Here are
some examples of sentences without and with subject pronouns.
Neutral clauses showing omission
Emphatic clauses with pronouns
Dok‡¢eme to
My to dok‡¢eme
ÔWe will manage itÕ
ÔWe (are the ones who) will manage itÕ
Jsem tady
J‡ jsem tady
ÔIÕm hereÕ
Ô(Well, at least) I am hereÕ
Nev«d«la, kdo to je
Ona nev«d«la, kdo to je
ÔShe didnÕt know who it wasÕ
Ô(But) She didnÕt know who it wasÕ
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In the foregoing examples the speaker has a concrete person or persons in mind. Oni is also
omitted when it corresponds to English they indicating no one in particular, just people in
general: ß’kaj’, ¢e z’tra bude pr£et ÔThey say itÕs going to rain tomorrow (general statement,
reporting what some people say or what was heard in a broadcast)Õ. A few verbs can be
constructed without any subject at all, such as Pr£’ ÔIt is rainingÕ and Sn«¢’ ÔIt is snowingÕ.
3.1.1.3 The predicate of copula sentences
In addition to the nominative subject, verbs meaning ÔbeÕ can contain a nominative predicate
identifying a category that the subject belongs in or a modifier that applies to it, especially when
the statement has general applicability. Here are some examples: Soused je uªitel Ô(Our)
neighbor is a teacherÕ; Alkohol je jed ÔAlcohol is a poisonÕ; Byl jsem spokojen´ ÔI was
contentÕ; Mus’£ b´t zdvo¤il´ ÔYou have to be politeÕ. However, whenever the category or
modifier is particularly relevant to a given temporal, spatial or other context (such as Ôin our
townÕ or Ôwhen we go to visit auntieÕ), the instrumental case is frequently used instead for this
purpose; compare: Soused je uªitelem Ô(Our) neighbor is a teacherÕ; Mus’£ b´t zdvo¤il´m
ÔYou have to be politeÕ. Note also that it is possible to use the instrumental even for general
statements, such as Nejz‡ke¤n«j£’m jedem ze v£ech je alkohol ÔAlcohol is the most sinister
poison of allÕ.
3.1.1.4 Comparison and apposition
The comparative construction in Czech parallels the English x is y-er than z,where than is
represented by ne¢ and z is marked with the nominative case, as in Praha je hezª’ ne¢
Bratislava ÔPrague is prettier than BratislavaÕ.
When a category or title is followed by a proper name, it is sometimes possible to leave the
proper name in the nominative (though sometimes it is necessary to put it in the case that the
category or title is in, and sometimes both variants are acceptable). The nominative is acceptable
for v okrese Vy£kov Ôin Vy£kov countyÕ; only the locative can be used in v ¤ece Vltav« Ôin the
Vltava riverÕ; but both the nominative and the genitive can be used in do banky
Bohemia/Bohemie Ôto the Bohemia BankÕ.
3.1.2 The genitive case
The genitive case serves as a landmark that something departs from, approaches, belongs to, or
is located near. This discussion of genitive syntax is organized on the basis of these four general
concepts which we designate, respectively, by ÒsourceÓ, ÒgoalÓ, ÒwholeÓ, and ÒreferenceÓ.
3.1.2.1 ÒSourceÓ meanings involving ÔfromÕ
There are several prepositions that can be translated by English ÔfromÕ, all of which use the
genitive case. Z ÔfromÕ is perhaps the most versatile, and is used for departure from most
physical (and metaphorical) locations: Sestra p¤ijela z Prahy Ô(Our) sister has arrived from
PragueÕ, Kniha byla p¤elo¢ena z francouz£tiny ÔThe book was translated from FrenchÕ. This
preposition is associated with some verbs, such as po-t«£it se z Ôderive pleasure fromÕ,
zotavit/zotavovat se z Ôrecover fromÕ, vylouªit/vyluªovat z Ôexclude, remove fromÕ. Z also serves
as the foundation for complex prepositions zpod Ôfrom beneathÕ and zpoza Ôfrom behindÕ. The
preposition s Ôoff of, down fromÕ is rather marginal; it specifies removal from a flat surface, and
can always be replaced by z: Lampa spadla se/ze stolu ÔThe lamp fell from the tableÕ. When
human beings serve as a point of departure, the preposition od is required: Dostala jsem dopis
od bratra ÔI received a letter from (my) brother.Õ Od can mark other departure points as well,
as we see in phrases like Üli jsme sm«rem od v«¢e ÔWe walked in the direction away from the
towerÕ and Od ned«le st‡le pr£’ ÔIt has been raining constantly from Sunday onÕ.
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In addition to prepositions, the genitive case is used in constructions with many verbs that
express withdrawal from things, be it physical or emotional. Here are some such verbs:
b‡t se

Ôbe afraid ofÕ

leknout/lekat se
naba¢it se

Ôbe frightened ofÕ
Ôget tired ofÕ

ob‡vat se
ost´chat se
po-/vy-d«sit se
pozb´t/pozb´vat
pustit/pou£t«t se
£t’tit se

Ôbe apprehensive ofÕ
Ôbe shy ofÕ
Ôbe terrified ofÕ
ÔloseÕ
Ôlet go ofÕ
ÔshunÕ

vy-varovat/
vyvarov‡vat se
vzd‡t/vzd‡vat se
za-nechat/
zanech‡vat
za-styd«t se
zbavit/zbavovat (se)
zdr¢et/zdr¢ovat se
z-hrozit se
z¤’ci/z¤’kat se

Ôescape from, avoidÕ
Ôgive upÕ
ÔrelinquishÕ
Ôbe ashamed ofÕ
Ôrid (self) ofÕ
Ôabstain fromÕ
Ôbe horrified atÕ
ÔrenounceÕ

3.1.2.2 ÒGoalÓ meanings involving ÔtoÕ
The preposition do ÔtoÕ is used for arrival at various destinations as well as in temporal and
other metaphorical uses: Pojedeme do Prahy ÔWe are going to PragueÕ; Do V‡noc budu doma
ÔIÕll be home before ChristmasÕ; V£ichni se zamilovali do na£’ uªitelky ÔEveryone fell in love
with our teacherÕ. Two groups of verbs denote various kinds of approach and are associated
with the genitive case. For one group the use of the genitive is mandatory, but for the other the
accusative is preferred, whereas the genitive is a somewhat literary or archaic-sounding variant.
Note that in both groups a significant number of verbs are prefixed with do-, indicating
approach, and that the presence of the intransitivizing se also plays a role in triggering the
genitive (since a verb with se is nearly always intransitive, the destination is therefore not
expressible as an accusative direct object, and the genitive ÒgoalÓ meaning serves this purpose
instead).

doªkat/doªk‡vat se
dopustit/dopou£t«t
se
dotknout/dot´kat se
dovolat/dovol‡vat se
do¢‡dat/do¢adovat
se
chopit/ch‡pat se
chr‡nit se
chytit/chytat se

Verbs that Require the Genitive
Ôwait forÕ
t´kat se
Ôcommit (a bad act)Õ ujmout/uj’mat se
ÔtouchÕ
Ôinvoke, callÕ
Ôbeg for, demandÕ

v£imnout/v£’mat si
vyªkat /vyªk‡vat
zastat/zast‡vat se

Ôtake hold of, seizeÕ
Ôrefrain from, avoidÕ

zeptat/pt‡t se
zmocnit/zmoc°ovat
se
zœªastnit/
zœªast°ovat se

Ôget caught on, cling
toÕ

Ôconcern, pertain toÕ
Ôtake up, assumeÕ
ÔnoticeÕ
Ôwait forÕ
Ôstand up for,
advocateÕ
Ôask, inquireÕ
Ôseize, take
possession ofÕ
Ôparticipate inÕ

In addition to these verbs, there are some adjectives, such as hodn´ Ôworthy ofÕ, schopn´
ÔcapableÕ and ¢‡dostiv´ Ôgreedy, eager forÕ (which commonly appear in their short forms with
the genitive) that trigger the genitive in a parallel meaning, identifying the target of a personÕs
capability or greed in the genitive: Takov´ ªlov«k je schopen ªehokoliv/¢‡dostiv sl‡vy ÔA person
like that is capable of anything/eager for fameÕ.
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dob´t/dob´vat
dos‡hnout/
dosahovat
po-p¤‡t
pot¤ebovat

Verbs that Can Govern the Genitive or the Accusative
Ôgain, getÕ
po-/vy-u¢’t/
Ôuse, enjoyÕ
po-/vy-u¢’vat
Ôreach, gainÕ
za-¢‡dat
Ôdesire, demandÕ
ÔwishÕ
ÔneedÕ

zneu¢’t/zneu¢’vat

ÔabuseÕ

3.1.2.3 ÒWholeÓ meanings involving ÔofÕ, possession, and category membership
The genitive case can be used for many of the purposes that English of serves, including the
marking of part-whole relationships, possession, etc.: st¤echa domu Ôthe roof of the houseÕ,
ªlenovŽ na£’ organizace Ôthe members of our organizationÕ, ¢ena souseda Ôthe neighborÕs
wifeÕ, trest smrti Ôthe death penaltyÕ, ªlov«k nesm’rnŽho bohatstv’ Ôa person of vast wealthÕ.
Also like English of, the Czech genitive case is used to reduce clauses by linking agents, events,
and patients:
Full Clause
D’vka bledla
ÔThe girl was turning paleÕ
Smetana slo¢il operu
ÔSmetana composed an
operaÕ
Ûlov«k (n«co) d«l‡
ÔA man does (something)Õ
V´bor vyjednal v´sledek
ÔThe committee negotiated a
resultÕ
Ûlov«k ztratil doklady
ÔA person lost the
documentsÕ

Reduction
event of agent
patient of agent

agent of event
patient of event

event of patient

Reduced Version
blednut’ d’vky
Ôthe girlÕs turning paleÕ
opera Smetany
ÔSmetanaÕs operaÕ
ªlov«k akce
Ôa man of actionÕ
v´sledek jedn‡n’
Ôthe result of the
negotiationÕ
ztr‡ta doklad¬
Ôthe loss of the documentsÕ

Because some items can potentially serve as both agents and patients, this use of the adnominal
genitive is occasionally ambiguous, as in: kr‡de¢ d«t’ Ôthe theft of the children (someone
kidnapped them)Õ or Ôthe childrenÕs theft (they stole something)Õ.
The genitive expresses this meaning similar to of in conjunction with numerous
prepositions, prepositional phrases, and other words, among them:
na dn«
na pokraji
na œªet
na œkor
na vrcholu
na z‡klad«
n‡sledkem
po str‡nce
pod jmŽnem

Ôon the bottom ofÕ
Ôon the brink ofÕ
Ôon the account ofÕ
Ôto the detriment ofÕ
Ôat the height ofÕ
Ôon the basis ofÕ
Ôas a result ofÕ
Ôwith respect toÕ
Ôunder the name ofÕ

pomoc’
prost¤ednictv’m
£koda
uprost¤ed
v duchu
v oblasti
v roli
vªetn«
ve form«

Ôwith the help ofÕ
Ôby means ofÕ
Ôa waste ofÕ
Ôin the middle ofÕ
Ôin the spirit ofÕ
Ôin the field ofÕ
Ôin the role ofÕ
ÔincludingÕ
Ôin the form ofÕ
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Amounts of things and substances are handled using the genitive to mark whatever is being
counted or measured. The genitive is used after integers above five (see more on the syntax of
numerals below), fractions, and indefinite numerals such as mnoho Ômuch/manyÕ, m‡lo
Ôlittle/fewÕ, n«kolik ÔseveralÕ, tolik Ôthis much/manyÕ, kolik Ôhow much/manyÕ, trochu ÔsomeÕ:
£est slovn’k¬ Ôsix dictionariesÕ, desetina vte¤iny Ôa tenth of a secondÕ, mnoho student¬
Ômany studentsÕ, m‡lo vody Ôlittle waterÕ. This ÒpartitiveÓ meaning of the genitive was
originally used even in the absence of a quantifier, e.g., Dej mi vody ÔGive me some waterÕ
(now replaced by the accusative vodu or the use of a quantifier trochu vody). Unspecified
quanitification can be associated with certain verbs; small quantities are indicated by the genitive
with dodat/dod‡vat ÔaddÕ, p¤idat/p¤id‡vat ÔaddÕ, p¤ib´t/p¤ib´vat ÔincreaseÕ, ubrat/ub’rat
ÔreduceÕ, ub´t/ub´vat ÔdecreaseÕ; whereas large quantities can be indicated by the genitive with
verbs in na- (se) and p¤e- se: Matce p¤ibylo vr‡sek ÔMother has gotten some more wrinklesÕ,
Napila jsem se vody ÔI drank my fill of waterÕ. The adjective pln´ uses the genitive for a
similar purpose: Dcera je plna nad«je ÔOur daughter is full of hopeÕ.
3.1.2.4 ÒReferenceÓ meanings involving ÔatÕ with dates and other reference points
Calendar dates always appear in the genitive case, and the genitive can appear in certain other
time expressions as well: Dnes je osmŽho œnora ÔToday is the eighth of FebruaryÕ, P¤ijedu
t¤iadvac‡tŽho listopadu ÔI will arrive on the twenty-third of NovemberÕ, òroky se uªtuj’
ka¢dŽho ªtvrtroku ÔInterest is calculated quarterlyÕ. The preposition za uses the genitive case
to express time periods demarcated by other events, such as za v‡lky Ôduring the warÕ, za
komunismu Ôduring communismÕ; this meaning parallels the preposition b«hem ÔduringÕ,
which likewise governs the genitive.
Other prepositions that indicate reference points in various domains are associated with the
genitive:
bl’zko
daleko
dle
kolem
krom«
m’sto
nedaleko

ÔnearÕ
Ôfar fromÕ
Ôaccording toÕ
ÔaroundÕ
ÔexceptÕ
Ôinstead ofÕ
Ônot far fromÕ

okolo
pobl’¢
podŽl
podle
u
vedle
vn«

ÔaroundÕ
ÔnearÕ
ÔalongÕ
Ôaccording toÕ
Ônear, by, atÕ
Ônext toÕ
Ôoutside ofÕ

Some of these prepositions (especially krom« ÔexceptÕ and vn« Ôoutside ofÕ) emphasize the
mutually exclusive relationship between the reference point given by the genitive and another
object. Taken to its extreme, absolute exclusion would imply absolute separation and
inaccessibility. This extreme meaning is manifested in the genitive-governing preposition bez
ÔwithoutÕ and in the genitive of negation which is quite archaic in Czech, surviving primarily in
fixed phrases, such as: Nem‡m slov ÔI donÕt have any words (I am tongue-tied)Õ, Nemohl
dechu popadnout ÔHe couldnÕt catch his breathÕ. This exclusionary aspect of the ÒreferenceÓ
meaning overlaps somewhat with the avoidance aspect of the ÒsourceÓ meaning of the genitive
discussed above.
3.1.3 The dative case
The dative case marks an entity that is capable of serving as the subject of a further action, or
one that can guide or otherwise affect an event. There are basically two kinds of dative uses in
Czech, both of which entail experiences or actions directed toward the dative entity. One
involves experiences of various sorts, such as receiving or losing something, appreciating
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kindness, suffering from ill treatment, or simply enduring the passing of time and various
environmental factors. The dative as an experiencer yields the indirect object, many instances of
dative government, the use of the dative clitic pronoun si to indicate self-indulgence, as well as
possessive and ethical uses. The other dative uses cluster around a competition that the dative
entity is engaged in with the nominative entity. The competition can be a tie, in which case we
see expressions of matching forces, or either the nominative or the dative entity can emerge as
the victor. If the dative is the stronger competitor, expressions of submission (to the dative) are
motivated. If the dative is the weaker competitor, we find expressions of domination.
The preposition k Ôto, toward, forÕ plays a special role in the semantics of the dative, for it is
the spatial basis for other meanings. This preposition combines the meaning of directionality
(the sense of something moving in the direction of something else) with the meaning of control
and independence on the part of the destination (which distinguishes the dative from the
accusative). Given this combination, it is no surprise that when a human being is a destination,
this is always expressed with the preposition k: V sobotu pojedeme k babiªce ÔOn Saturday we
will go to grandmotherÕs (to visit grandmother/to grandmotherÕs place)Õ. The preposition
k also participates in a number of prepositional and other phrases as well, among them: v
pom«ru k Ôin relation toÕ, vzhledem k Ôin relation to; due toÕ, nehled« k ÔignoringÕ, se z¤etelem k
Ôwith regard toÕ, sm«rem k Ôheading towardÕ, ve sm«ru k Ôin the direction ofÕ, s p¤ihlŽdnut’m k
Ôwith consideration for/ofÕ, ve vztahu k Ôin relation toÕ, p¤ij’t k sob« Ôregain consciousnessÕ,
p¤iznat se k Ôadmit toÕ, n‡chyln´ k Ôhaving a tendency toÕ.
3.1.3.1 ÒExperiencerÓ meanings involving ÔtoÕ and ÔforÕ
In this meaning, the dative marks the experiencer of giving and taking, good, evil, and other
external factors; each of these uses will be discussed in turn.
In addition to the classic context for the indirect object, namely the verb d‡vat/d‡t ÔgiveÕ, as
in Advok‡t dal pacientovi svou vizitku ÔThe lawyer gave the patient his cardÕ, there are many
synonyms or near-synonyms to ÔgiveÕ associated with this dative construction.
Synonyms and Near-Synonyms of ÔgiveÕ
darovat
Ôgive as a giftÕ
prodat/prod‡vat
dedikovat
ÔdedicateÕ
p¤edat/p¤ed‡vat
p¤edlo¢it/p¤edkl‡dat
dodat/dod‡vat
Ôadd, deliverÕ
doruªit/doruªovat
ÔdeliverÕ
p¤ihr‡t/p¤ihr‡vat
koupit/kupovat
ÔbuyÕ
p¤inŽst/p¤in‡£et
nab’dnout/nab’zet
ÔofferÕ
p¬jªit/p¬jªovat
nechat/nech‡vat
Ôleave (for)Õ
sehnat/sh‡n«t
ob«tovat (se)
Ôsacrifice (oneself)
sv«¤it/sv«¤ovat
to/forÕ
obstarat/obstar‡vat Ôfind, obtain, get
ud«lit/ud«lovat
(for)Õ
odevzdat/odevzd‡vat Ôhand inÕ
uk‡zat/ukazovat
odnŽst/odn‡£et
Ôtake toÕ
umo¢nit/umo¢°ovat
opat¤it/opat¤ovat
Ôobtain, get (for)Õ
v«novat
podat/pod‡vat
Ôhand, serveÕ
v-nutit
po-p¤‡t
ÔwishÕ
vr‡tit/vracet
poskytnout/
ÔprovideÕ
vydat/vyd‡vat
poskytovat
poslat/pos’lat
ÔsendÕ
vysv«tlit/vysv«tlovat
prezentovat
ÔpresentÕ
za¤’dit/za¤izovat

ÔsellÕ
Ôhand overÕ
ÔpresentÕ
Ôpass (in sports)Õ
ÔbringÕ
ÔlendÕ
ÔgetÕ
ÔentrustÕ
ÔbestowÕ
ÔshowÕ
Ômake possibleÕ
Ôgive as a giftÕ
Ôforce uponÕ
ÔreturnÕ
ÔsurrenderÕ
ÔexplainÕ
ÔarrangeÕ
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Some related nouns, such as d‡rek ÔgiftÕ and ob«tÕ ÔsacrificeÕcan also trigger the dative in this
way: Tady je d‡rek tob« ÔHere is a gift for youÕ; Jde o ob«tÕ rodin« ÔThis is a sacrifice for the
familyÕ.
If the subject of a sentence gets something for him/herself, the use of the dative reflexive
pronoun si is motivated, yielding constructions like Koup’m si nov´ poª’taª ÔI will buy myself a
new computerÕ, U¢ jsme si opat¤ili nutnŽ dokumenty ÔWe have already obtained the documents
we needÕ. This use of si also appears in idioms, such as
d‡t si (literally Ôgive to oneselfÕ) which means Ôorder (food)Õ, as in D‡m si rybu ÔIÕll have the
fishÕ, and vz’t si (literally Ôtake to oneselfÕ), which means ÔmarryÕ, as in Alena si vezme
Richarda ÔAlena will marry RichardÕ, or simply ÔtakeÕ, as in Vezmi si de£tn’k, bude pr£et ÔTake
your/an umbrella, itÕs going to rainÕ. Furthermore, verbs that denote the creation of things or
ideas can be associated with the dative, since the act of creation makes items available to dative
experiencers. This accounts for sentences like Babiªka n‡m upekla dort ÔGrandmother baked
us a cakeÕ.
A number of verbs regularly use si to indicate that a fact or possibility has become available
to the subject, among them v£imnout/v£’mat si ÔnoticeÕ, uv«domit/uv«domovat si Ôbecome aware
ofÕ, p¤ipustit/p¤ipou£t«t si ÔallowÕ. Note also the use of myslet si Ôthink, have opinionÕ (as
opposed to myslet Ôthink, engage in thinkingÕ or myslet na + accusative Ôthink about, recollectÕ).
Czech treats the act of taking something from someone as analogous to giving something to
someone, using the dative to mark the experiencer of loss just as Czech uses the dative to mark
the experiencer of gain. Thus the verb vz’t/br‡t ÔtakeÕ and its synonyms appear with the dative in
sentences like Bratr mu vzal posledn’ korunu ÔHis brother took his last crownÕ.

ªmajznout
odcizit/odcizovat
odebrat/odeb’rat
odejmout/odn’mat
odstranit/
odstra°ovat
£lohnout
£t’pnout

Synonyms and Near-Synonyms of ÔtakeÕ
ÔswipeÕ
u-kr‡st
ÔmisappropriateÕ
vyfouknout
Ôtake awayÕ
vyrvat/rv‡t
Ôtake awayÕ
vy-trhat
ÔremoveÕ
vyvlastnit/
vyvlast°ovat
ÔpinchÕ
zabavit/zabavovat
ÔpinchÕ
zcizit/zcizovat

ÔstealÕ
Ôsnatch awayÕ
Ôwrest fromÕ
Ôyank awayÕ
ÔexpropriateÕ
ÔseizeÕ
ÔappropriateÕ

The use of the pronoun si is less common with these verbs, since rarely does one take
something from oneself, but it is possible to say things like Koneªn« jsem si odstranil tu t¤’sku
ÔIÕve finally gotten that sliver out (of my body)Õ. Just as verbs of creation can facilitate giving,
verbs of destruction entail de facto removal, motivating sentences like Z‡plava n‡m zniªila d¬m
ÔThe flood destroyed our houseÕ.
A subject may merely present itself, rather than some other item, to a dative experiencer,
and this use is instantiated by a variety of verbs entailing physical or imagined approach, as well
as stative verbs involving belonging or accessibility.
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Words Meaning Ôgive self toÕ
Ôbe bornÕ
p¤’slu£et

nadb«hnout/
nadb’hat

Ôovertake, outrunÕ

staªit

Ôbe owed, belong to,
pertainÕ
Ôbe enoughÕ

ob«tovat se
oddat/odd‡vat se
pat¤it
pro-jevit se
p¤edstavit/
p¤edstavovat se
p¤ihodit/p¤ih‡zet se
p¤ibl’¢it/p¤ibli¢ovat
(se)
p¤ipadnout/p¤ipadat

Ôsacrifice selfÕ
Ôdevote selfÕ
ÔbelongÕ
ÔappearÕ
Ôintroduce selfÕ

st‡t/st‡vat se
sv«¤it/sv«¤ovat (se)
v«novat se
vnutit/vnucovat se
zaprodat/zaprod‡va
t (se)
zb´t/zb´vat
zd‡t se

ÔhappenÕ
Ôentrust (self)Õ
Ôdedicate selfÕ
Ôforce self onÕ
Ôbe traitor, sell
(self)Õ
Ôbe left forÕ
ÔseemÕ

na-rodit se

ÔhappenÕ
ÔapproachÕ
Ôaccrue; happen;
seemÕ

A number of adjectives trigger use of the dative motivated by the same semantics of Ôbring the
self toÕ, among them dostupn´ ÔaccessibleÕ, jasn´ ÔclearÕ, p¤’stupn´ ÔaccessibleÕ, srozumiteln´
ÔunderstandableÕ, zjevn´ ÔobviousÕ, zn‡m´ ÔknownÕ, zvykl´ ÔcustomaryÕ: Jeho d¬m je v£em
dostupn´ ÔHis house is accessible to everyoneÕ; Jeho c’l je v£em zn‡m´ ÔHis goal is known to
everyoneÕ; etc. Occasionally this use of the dative is found in idioms, such as j’t/jet n«komu
naproti Ôgo to meet someone (who is arriving)Õ.
Just as both giving and taking items can involve dative experiencers, both giving the self to
and taking the self away can trigger the dative, motivating the association of the dative with
various words, such as the following:
Words Meaning Ôtake self fromÕ
chyb«t
Ôbe missingÕ
um¤’t/um’rat
odcizit/odcizovat se, Ôbe(come) alienatedÕ uniknout/unikat
ciz’
odporuªit/
Ôtake oneÕs leave ofÕ uprchnout/uprchat
odporouªet se
odrodit/odrozovat se ÔdefectÕ
utŽci/ut’kat
odr¬st/odr¬stat
ÔoutgrowÕ
vyhnout/vyh´bat se
sch‡zet
ujet/uj’¢d«t

uj’t/uch‡zet

Ôbe missingÕ
Ôride away (causing
one to miss a train,
bus, etc.)Õ
ÔescapeÕ

Ôdie onÕ
Ôleak, escapeÕ
ÔfleeÕ

Ôrun awayÕ
Ôavoid; steer clear
ofÕ
vymknout/vymykat se Ôwrench looseÕ
vzd‡lit/vzdalovat se Ôbecome estranged
fromÕ
ztratit/ztr‡cet se

Ôget lost onÕ

A number of verbs in Czech express the giving of messages, money, or gifts without requiring
that these items appear as accusative direct objects. These words are associated with the dative
case, creating constructions like D«kuji v‡m za pomoc ÔI thank you for your helpÕ, Mus’me
zaplatit ª’£n’kovi ÔWe have to pay the waiterÕ.
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Words Expressing the Giving of Messages, Money, Gifts
dopsat/dopisovat
Ôwrite lettersÕ
p¤ik´vnout/
ÔnodÕ
p¤ikyvovat
kondolovat
Ôgive condolencesÕ
p¤ip’t/p¤ip’jet
Ôdrink toÕ
m‡vnout/m‡vat
ÔwaveÕ
p¤ipomenout/
ÔremindÕ
p¤ipom’nat
napsat/ps‡t
ÔwriteÕ
p¤isp«t/p¤isp’vat
ÔcontributeÕ
na¤’dit/na¤izovat
ÔcommandÕ
p¤isv«dªit/
ÔconsentÕ
p¤isv«dªovat
ob«tovat
ÔcontributeÕ
p¤itakat/p¤itak‡vat
Ôsay yesÕ
odmlouvat
Ôtalk back toÕ
p¤izvukovat
ÔsecondÕ
ÔsayÕ
odpov«d«t/odpov’dat Ôanswer, correspond ¤’ci/¤’kat
toÕ
odzvonit/odzv‡n«t
Ôtoll a bell forÕ
signalizovat
ÔsignalÕ
po-blahop¤‡t
ÔcongratulateÕ
sl’bit/slibovat
ÔpromiseÕ
po-d«kovat
ÔthankÕ
tykat
Ôsay ty toÕ
po-gratulovat
ÔcongratulateÕ
u-/za-sm‡t se
Ôlaugh atÕ
po-hrozit
ÔthreatenÕ
vykat
Ôsay vy toÕ
pochlebovat
Ôfawn uponÕ
vy-nadat
ÔinsultÕ
po-chlubit se
ÔboastÕ
zalhat/lh‡t
ÔlieÕ
po-kynout
Ônod, waveÕ
za-platit
ÔpayÕ
po-lichotit
ÔflatterÕ
za-rouhat se
ÔblasphemeÕ
po-modlit se
ÔprayÕ
za-salutovat
ÔsaluteÕ
po-radit
ÔadviseÕ
za-sp’lat
Ôcurse atÕ
poruªit/porouªet
ÔcommandÕ
za-telefonovat
ÔtelephoneÕ
po-st«¢ovat si
ÔcomplainÕ
za-telegrafovat
Ôsend telegraphÕ
pov«d«t/pov’dat
ÔtellÕ
za-tleskat
ÔapplaudÕ
po-¢ehnat
ÔblessÕ
za-volat
Ôcall, telephoneÕ
prominout/prom’jet ÔforgiveÕ
za-zlo¤eªit
ÔcurseÕ
¢alovat
ÔcomplainÕ
Many of these verbs can be used with the dative reflexive pronoun si in its reciprocal meaning,
such as tykat si/vykat si Ôsay ty/vy to each otherÕ and dopisovat si Ôwrite letters to each otherÕ.
Related words, such as d’ky Ôthanks toÕ and slib ÔpromiseÕ, often exhibit the same dative syntax
as these verbs: D’ky svŽ neobvyklŽ inteligenci, nikdy nemusel mnoho studovat ÔThanks to his
unusual intelligence, he never had to study muchÕ.
Thus far we have seen the dative as the entity that experiences some gain or loss. In a more
abstract realm, the dative can experience benefit or harm, and many words denoting benefit and
harm are associated with the dative. This group of words overlaps with groups denoting
ÔgivingÕ and Ôgiving messagesÕ.

asistovat
hodit se
l’bit se
po-lahodit
pomoci/pom‡hat
po-p¤‡t

Verbs Expressing Benefit
ÔassistÕ
prosp«t/prosp’vat
ÔsuitÕ
slu£et
Ôappeal toÕ
sv«dªit
ÔpleaseÕ
vyhov«t/vyhovovat
ÔhelpÕ
za-chutnat
Ôwish (well), be
kindÕ

ÔbenefitÕ
ÔsuitÕ
Ôbe good forÕ
ÔsatisfyÕ
Ôtaste goodÕ
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In addition to these verbs, a great number of adjectives expressing positive qualities can be used
with the dative in a similar fashion, among them mil´ Ônice, pleasantÕ, n‡pomocn´ ÔhelpfulÕ,
p¤’jemn´ ÔpleasantÕ vz‡cn´ ÔpreciousÕ.
The fact that people often do things for their enjoyment provides further occasions to use
dative si, as in hr‡t si ÔplayÕ, h‡zet si ÔthrowÕ, and kopat si ÔkickÕ, all of which entail playing for
fun. A great variety of action verbs can be prefixed in za- or po- with si to signify selfindulgence, such as zacviªit si Ôdo some exercising for funÕ, popov’dat si Ôenjoy a chatÕ. There
are also verbs that require si, such as d¤epnout si ÔsquatÕ, po-hov«t si Ôindulge oneselfÕ,
lehnout/lehat si Ôlie downÕ, oddechnout si Ôtake a breatherÕ, odpoªinout/odpoª’vat si ÔrestÕ,
odskoªit si Ôrelieve oneselfÕ, sednout/sedat si Ôsit downÕ, po-st«¢ovat si ÔcomplainÕ, stoupnout
si Ôstand upÕ. Note also the idiom ¤’ci si Ôsay soÕ, as in Jestli bude£ n«co pot¤ebovat, tak si ¤ekni
ÔIf you need something, just say soÕ.

hnusit se
nesed«t
p¤ek‡¢et
ubl’¢it/ubli¢ovat

Verbs Expressing Harm
Ôbe disgustingÕ
u-£kodit
ÔbotherÕ
vadit
Ôbe in the wayÕ
znechutit/
znechucovat (se)
ÔhurtÕ

ÔharmÕ
ÔbotherÕ
Ômake (be)
disgustingÕ

In addition to the verbs of harm listed in the table, it is possible to create dative-governing
verbs meaning Ôhurt, punishÕ by prefixing na- to verbs meaning Ôhit, beat, whip, etc.Õ, as in
nafackovat ÔslapÕ, napl‡cat ÔspankÕ. As we saw above with adjectives denoting positive
qualities, adjectives denoting negative qualities can also trigger this use of the dative, among
them nep¤’jemn´ ÔunpleasantÕ, odporn´ ÔrepulsiveÕ, and protivn´ ÔadverseÕ.
The verbs of taking above assumed that the object being taken was somehow possessed by
the dative experiencer. The dative can be used to express possession in other contexts as well,
particularly in relation to inalienable possessions, namely body parts and family members, as in
Zlomil j’ ruku ÔHe broke her armÕ, D’t« n‡m pl‡ªe v noci ÔOur child cries at nightÕ. This
possessive meaning also motivates the use of si in expressions like um´t si ruce Ôwash oneÕs
handsÕ, vyªistit si zuby Ôbrush oneÕs teethÕ.
The dative is furthermore an experiencer of various temporal, environmental, and affective
factors, yielding impersonal expressions of age, comfort, and emotion, such as Je mi 40 let ÔI
am 40 years oldÕ, Bude n‡m zima ÔWe will be coldÕ, and Bylo mu smutno ÔHe was sadÕ. It is
also possible to take an action and view it from the perspective of a dative experiencer by adding
the reflexive se to verbs, as in: Jak se ti chod’ v t«ch nov´ch bot‡ch? ÔHow does it feel (to you)
to walk in those new shoes?Õ, Pacientovi se u¢ lŽpe d´ch‡ ÔThe patient is breathing better
nowÕ. Note that this use extends to the idiom j’t o ÔconcernÕ: Jde n‡m o ¢ivot ÔOur life is at
stakeÕ.
Feeling like doing something and succeeding at something are likewise expressible with the
dative: Kdy¢ je nemocn´, nechce se mu hr‡t ÔHe doesnÕt feel like playing when/since heÕs sickÕ,
To se ti nepovedlo/nepoda¤ilo ÔYou didnÕt succeed with thatÕ.
The dative can be used for pragmatic purposes in clauses where it is not grammatically
required, to suggest that the dative entity is experiencing the event, in order to capture the
hearerÕs attention or to express aggression or solidarity. This use of the dative is often called the
Òethical dativeÓ, and here are some examples:
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To capture the hearerÕs attention: Vªera jsem ti m«la silnou horeªku ÔYesterday I had a high
fever (you should care)Õ.
Aggression: Co jste n‡m tu ukradli? ÔWhat did you steal here (on us, weÕre in charge
and weÕre angry)?Õ
Solidarity: Ty zlŽ d«ti n‡m rozbily hraªky, vidÕ? ÔThose naughty children broke our toys,
didnÕt they? (I sympathize with you; said by an adult who is not a co-owner of the toys)Õ.
3.1.3.2 ÒCompetitorÓ meanings involving ÔagainstÕ and ÔtoÕ
The dative can mark a competitor that another item can be matched against, submit to, or be
dominated by. These uses of the dative do not focus on a capacity to experience events, but are
motivated instead by a comparison of the dativeÕs potential to act as a subject with the actual
subjecthood of a nominative entity. As in any competition, there are three possible outcomes: a
draw, the submission of the nominative to the dative (i.e., the dative ÒwinsÓ), or the domination
of the dative by the nominative (i.e., the nominative ÒwinsÓ). All three possibilities are realized
in the gramar of Czech, and will be taken up in turn.
The following table lists words expressing matched forces associated with the dative case
involving concepts such as equality, competition, retaliation, and resistance.

kompenzovat
konkurovat
na odpor
naproti
nap¤’ª
navzdory
ob-h‡jit se proti
odolat/odol‡vat
odplatit/odpl‡cet
odpov«d«t/
odpov’dat
oproti
podobat se
podobn´
po-mst’t se
proti

Words Expressing Matched Forces
ÔcompensateÕ
p¤ek‡¢et
Ôcompete againstÕ
rovnat se
Ôin resistance toÕ
rovn´
ÔoppositeÕ
œm«rn« (k)
Ôathwart,
v tv‡¤
transverselyÕ
Ôin spite ofÕ
vst¤’c
Ôdefend oneself
vyrovnat/vyrovn‡vat
fromÕ
se
ÔresistÕ
vzdor
Ôrepay, retaliateÕ
vzdorovat
Ôcorrespond to;
vzep¤’t/vzp’rat se
answerÕ
Ôas opposed toÕ
za-br‡nit se
Ôbe similarÕ
za-odporovat
ÔsimilarÕ
za-oponovat
Ôtake revenge onÕ
z-protovit se
ÔagainstÕ

Ôbe in the wayÕ
ÔequalÕ
ÔequalÕ
Ôproportionately toÕ
Ôto faceÕ
ÔmeetingÕ
Ômatch, be able to
competeÕ
Ôin spite ofÕ
ÔdefyÕ
ÔopposeÕ
ÔresistÕ
ÔopposeÕ
ÔopposeÕ
ÔopposeÕ

This meaning of the dative lends itself particularly well to the formation of reciprocal
expressions with si, such as odporovat si Ôoppose one anotherÕ, p¤ek‡¢et si Ôget in each
otherÕs wayÕ.
When the dative entity imposes its parameters on the nominative, we see the use of the
dative with words expressing various kinds of inclination, tendency, and submission, as
summarized in the following table. There is considerable overlap between this group of words
meaning Ôyield toÕ, and the words meaning Ôgive oneself toÕ mentioned in section 3.1.3.1, such
as ob«tovat se Ôsacrifice self toÕ, v«novat se Ôdedicate self toÕ. Note that many of these words
denote yielding in intellectual or emotional terms, such as those with meanings like Ôbe surprised
atÕ, ÔbelieveÕ, ÔunderstandÕ, and ÔenvyÕ.
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Words Expressing Inclination, Submission
dost‡t/dost‡vat
Ôbe true to, honorÕ
pod¤’dit/pod¤izovat
se
d¬v«¤ovat
ÔtrustÕ
po-rozum«t
dvo¤it se
Ôwoo, courtÕ
povolit/povolovat
hov«t
Ôgive in to, indulgeÕ
propadnout/
propadat (se)
klan«t se
Ôbow toÕ
p¤izp¬sobit/
p¤izp¬sobovat se
kv¬li
Ôdue to, for the sake slou¢it
ofÕ
n‡le¢et
Ôbelong, be proper
stranit
toÕ
na-uªit se
ÔlearnÕ
ustoupit/ustupovat
obdiv
ÔadmirationÕ
u-v«¤it
obdivovat se
ÔadmireÕ
vd«ªit
otroªit
Ôslave forÕ
vd«ªn´
poddat/podd‡vat se Ôsubmit toÕ
v«rn´
po-divit se
Ôbe surprisedÕ
vzd‡t/vzd‡vat se
podku¤ovat
Ôtoady toÕ
za-holdovat
podlehnout/podlŽhat Ôsuccumb toÕ
zavd«ªit/zavd«ªovat
se
podlŽzat
Ôkowtow toÕ
z‡vid«t
podrobit/podrobovat Ôsubmit, conform toÕ
se

Ôsubordinate self toÕ
ÔunderstandÕ
Ôgive in to, indulgeÕ
Ôbecome obsessed
with, addicted toÕ
Ôadapt toÕ
ÔserveÕ
Ôside with someoneÕ
Ôyield toÕ
ÔbelieveÕ
Ôbe indebted toÕ
ÔgratefulÕ
ÔloyalÕ
Ôsurrender toÕ
Ôpay homage toÕ
Ôbe obliging toÕ
ÔenvyÕ

Reciprocal uses are fairly common with this set of verbs, particularly rozum«t si Ôbelieve each
otherÕ.
The use of the dative to mark an entity dominated by a nominative entity is relatively
infrequent, but there are a few verbs associated with this meaning.
Words Expressing Domination
ÔdominateÕ
vŽvodit
Ôpreside overÕ
vl‡dnout
Ôhave at oneÕs
za-imponovat
disposalÕ
uªarovat/uªarov‡vat Ôenchant, bewitchÕ

dominovat
p¤edsedat
t«£it se

Ôrule overÕ
ÔgovernÕ
ÔimpressÕ

3.1.4 The accusative case
The accusative case is the case of destinations, marking the entity that something or someone
arrives at or goes through. In an abstract sense the direct object of a verb is the destination of the
verbal energy created by the subject of a sentence. Motion can bring items to a physical
destination, and if the path is specified in any particular way (as a path to a place above, beyond,
or in front of an item, for example), it will be expresed as a preposition plus the accusative case
(see the list of prepositions below). A change of state is understood as moving into a place, and
v + A can perform this task (also possible for do + G). The accusative is also implemented in
other domains, such as time and purpose, and there are numerous words that are associated with
the use of a preposition + A. The accusative case can alternatively signal a dimension of
something that is measured or passed through. This dimensional meaning can be used for
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expanses of time, but is applied to various physical and other domains by means of
prepositions.

3.1.4.1 ÒDestinationÓ meanings involving Ôto, forÕ and the direct object
The accusative case can present destinations for action, motion, time, or purpose. The direct
object is the target of the verbal action, rendered in the accusative case, as in SousedŽ otev¤eli
novou restauraci v centru ÔOur neighbors opened a new restaurant downtownÕ. Bodily pain
is expressed by putting the sufferer in the accusative case, as in Sestru bolela hlava ÔMy sister
had a headacheÕ. The accusative case appears in elliptical constructions where the verb has been
omitted, such as Vodu! Ô(Bring some) water!Õ, Dobrou chutÕ ÔBon appetitÕ. An infinitive
verb form can motivate the accusative, as in Je vid«t horu ÔThe mountain is visibleÕ (but note
that the nominative case, hora, is also permissible here).
As mentioned above, aside from the use of do + G ÔtoÕ and the use of k + D for human
destinations, all other destinations use a preposition + A. Note that events have a temporal
destination, the time at which they take place, often expressed by v + A ÔonÕ, za + A Ôin (after
time elapses)Õ, or ob + A Ôevery otherÕ, as in P¤ijede za dva dny, ve st¤edu; k n‡m p¤ij’¢d’ ob
t´den ÔHeÕll come in two days, on Wednesday; he comes to visit us every other weekÕ. The
following table lists the destinational prepositions and indicates some of the other domains they
commonly refer to. Five of these prepositions (na, o, po, p¤es, za) also express dimensional
meanings of the accusative, which will be handled together with other dimensional prepositions
in the next subsection.
Prepositions
Glosses
Primary Domains
mezi
Ôamong, betweenÕ
space, categorization
Kdo dal tu l¢iªku mezi vidliªky? ÔWho put this spoon among the forks?
PaleontologovŽ za¤azuj’ dinosaury mezi pt‡ky. ÔPaleontologists classify dinosaurs among
birds.Õ
mimo
Ôpast, outside of, besides,
space, lists
except; outside ofÕ
Ýijou mimo Prahu. ÔThey live outside of Prague.Õ
Autobusy jezd’ ka¢d´ den mimo ned«li. ÔThe buses run every day except Sunday.Õ
na
Ô(on)to; for; at; towardÕ
space, purpose
Z’tra p¬jdeme na koncert. ÔTomorrow we are going to a concert.Õ
Mus’m si koupit £aty na v£edn’ den. ÔI need to buy everyday clothes (clothes for
everyday).Õ
nad
Ôto a place above, beyondÕ
space, measurement
Pov«sili obraz nad krb. ÔThey hung the picture over the fireplace.Õ
To je nad lidskŽ s’ly. ÔThatÕs beyond human capacities (too hard to do).Õ
o
Ôagainst; (thing desired or
space, endeavors
taken)Õ
Vzal v‡zu a mr£til j’ o zem. ÔHe took the vase and smashed it against the ground.Õ
Odevzdali jsme ¢‡dost o byt. ÔWe submitted a request for an apartment.Õ
ob
Ôevery other, one awayÕ
space, time
Pi£te ob ¤‡dek. ÔSkip lines (write every other line).Õ
Ob den pracuji doma. ÔEvery other day I work at home.Õ
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po
Ôup to; forÕ
space, time, scales, lists
Zaªervenala se a¢ po u£i. ÔShe blushed up to her ears.Õ
Budeme studovat d«jiny um«n’ a¢ po novov«k. ÔWe will study art history up to the
modern age.Õ
V£ichni d¬stojn’ci od kapit‡na po plukovn’ka cht«j’ lep£’ podm’nky. ÔAll officers from the
rank of captain to colonel want better conditions.Õ
Ôto a place under, below;
space, jurisdiction, amounts
less thanÕ
Zameteme ten prach pod koberec. ÔWe will sweep that dust under the rug.Õ
Tato ot‡zka nespad‡ pod mou kompetenci. ÔThat question does not fall within (under)
my competence.Õ
Neprod‡ chalupu pod sto tis’c. ÔHe wonÕt sell the cottage for less than a hundred
thousand.Õ
pro
Ôfor, due to, because ofÕ
purpose, cause
Jdu pro vodu. ÔI am going for water.Õ
Str´c je obl’ben pro svou dobrotu. ÔOur uncle is loved because of his kindness.Õ
p¤ed
Ôto a place in front of,
space, legal responsibility
beforeÕ
Vy£li jsme p¤ed d¬m a d’vali jsme se na oh°ostroj. ÔWe walked out in front of the house
and watched the fireworks.Õ
Zloªinec byl p¤edvol‡n p¤ed soud. ÔThe criminal was summoned to (before) the court.Õ
p¤es
Ôacross; more than; ignoring, space, time, amounts,
avoidingÕ
relationships
Jeli jsme p¤es most. ÔWe rode across the bridge.Õ
Je mu p¤es pades‡t. ÔHe is over fifty.Õ
K¤iªeli jeden p¤es druhŽho. ÔThey outshouted each other.Õ
v
Ôto, in, intoÕ
space, time, states of being,
purpose
Gorila se bila v prsa. ÔThe gorilla beat its chest (itself in the chest).Õ
Zavol‡m v jednu hodinu. ÔI will call at one oÕclock.Õ
Pavel v£echno obr‡t’ v ¢ert. ÔPavel turns everything into a joke.Õ
Na£e organizace pracuje ve prosp«ch lidstva. ÔOur organization works for the benefit of
humankind.Õ
za
Ôto a place behind, beyond;
space, time, purpose,
(catching ) on, by; forÕ
priorities, replacements
Slunce za£lo za hory. ÔThe sun went behind the mountains.Õ
Vzal ji za ruku. ÔHe took her by the hand.Õ
Za t´den p¤ijedou dom¬. ÔIn a week they will come home.Õ
V£echno kupuje za hotovŽ. ÔS/He buys everything for cash.Õ
Chceme vym«nit byt za d¬m. ÔWe want to exchange our apartment for a house.Õ
pod

Many words are associated with these destinational prepositions, such as zlobit se na Ôbe angry
atÕ, pokuta za Ôfine forÕ, boj o Ôstruggle forÕ, starat se o Ôtake care ofÕ, d‡rek pro Ôpresent forÕ,
d’k za Ôthanks forÕ.
3.1.4.2 ÒDimensionÓ meanings involving Ôthrough, duringÕ
Whereas the destinational use of the accusative treats the accusative entity as a simple point or
undifferentiated object the dimensional use focuses on some feature of the accusative entity that
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is extended in a domain such as that of size, duration, or capacity. In this use, the meaning of the
accusative is similar to the English preposition through. When used without prepositions, the
dimensional accusative usually signals distances or durations through which an action takes
place, as in MalŽ d’t« u£lo cel´ kilometr ÔThe small child went a whole kilometerÕ, Plakal
celou noc ÔHe cried all nightÕ, although cost and weight can also be expressed this way, as in
Jogurt stoj’ jednu korunu ÔJogurt costs one crownÕ, Takov´ slon v‡¢’ tunu ÔAn elephant like
that weighs a tonÕ. With prepositions, the dimensional accusative can mark extensions and
comparisons in a variety of domains, the most important of which are listed in the following
table:
Prepositions
na
o

Glosses
Ôto, at, for, approximatelyÕ
Ôby (amount of difference)Õ

po
p¤es

Ôall throughÕ
Ôacross, all through, in spite
ofÕ
Ômeasuring up to, capable
ofÕ
ÔthroughÕ
Ôin, duringÕ

s
skrz
za

Primary Domains
space, time
space, time, size, amounts,
comparison
time
space, time, barriers
capacity, comparison
space
time

Here are some example sentences to illustrate dimensional prepositional uses: P¤ijela na t´den,
ale z¬stala jen p¤es noc, a po celou dobu byla nerv—zn’ ÔShe came for a week, but stayed only
overnight, and she was nervous the whole timeÕ, Na£e miminko je o m«s’c star£’ ne¢ va£e, ale
st‡le n‡s probouz’ dvakr‡t za noc ÔOur baby is a month older than yours, but it still wakes us
up two times a nightÕ, Mohl se dostat skrz v£elijakŽ pot’¢e, ale nebyl s to j’ ¤’ci pravdu ÔHe
could get through all kinds of difficulties, but he was not capable of telling her the truthÕ.
3.1.5 The vocative case
The vocative case does not serve any syntactic purpose within Czech sentences. Its role is
extrasentential and pragmatic, indicating that the speaker is addressing the hearer. Note that the
hearer will be referenced with second person verbal and pronominal morphology in any
sentence that is adjacent to a vocative, as in: M’£o, pros’m t«, pojdÕ sem! ÔM’£a, please come
here!Õ
3.1.6 The locative case and ÒplaceÓ meanings involving Ôin, on, atÕ
The locative case is always triggered by a preposition. Of the five prepositions associated with
the locative case, four are also associated with the accusative, and there is some contiguity
between meanings of destination and location (cf. na + A Ô(on)toÕ vs. na + L ÔonÕ, o + A
ÔagainstÕ vs. o + L Ôleaning on, againstÕ, po + A Ôup toÕ vs. po + L ÔalongÕ, v + A Ôin(to)Õ vs. v
+ L ÔinÕ). All of the locative prepositions can indicate spatial relationships of immediate or
proximal location, and all of these prepositions can be deployed in other domains as well, as
indicated in the table:
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Prepositions
Glosses
Primary Domains
na
ÔonÕ
space
Na tom ostrov« nen’ ani po¤‡dn´ obchod. ÔThere isnÕt even a decent store on that island.Õ
Co dnes m‡me na po¤ad«? ÔWhat do we have on our agenda today?Õ
o
Ôabout; leaning on; during;
space, time, measurement,
withÕ
knowledge/communication
Nic mi o tom ne¤ekl;nic o tom nev’m. ÔHe didnÕt tell me anything about it; I donÕt know
anything about it.Õ
Sta¤ec chod’ o holi. ÔThe old man walks leaning on a cane.Õ
O V‡noc’ch budeme pryª. ÔWe will be gone during Christmastime.Õ
Maj’ jen mal´ byt o dvou pokoj’ch. ÔThey have just a small two-room apartment (with
two rooms).Õ
po
Ôafter; along, around; for;
space, time, endeavors,
eachÕ
distribution
Po de£ti v£ichni chod’ po lese a hledaj’ houby. ÔAfter a rain everyone walks around the
forest and looks for mushrooms.Õ
Vy£et¤ovatelŽ p‡traj’ po pachateli. ÔThe investigators are searching for the culprit.Õ
Jablka jsou po t¤ech korun‡ch za kilo. ÔApples are three crowns a kilo.Õ
Je po dvou. ÔItÕs two-all (tennis).Õ
p¤i
Ôby, near; during; withÕ
space, time, states,
accompaniment
Klav’r stoj’ p¤i zdi. ÔThe piano stands by the wall.Õ
Nemus’te asistovat p¤i operaci -- pacient u¢ nen’ p¤i ¢ivot«. ÔYou donÕt have to assist
during the operation -- the patient is no longer alive.Õ
Skuteªn´ mal’¤ nem¬¢e pracovat p¤i um«lŽm sv«tle. ÔA real painter cannot work with
artificial light.Õ
v
ÔinÕ
space, time, states, media,
knowledge, professions
V zim« jsem r‡da v teple v byt«. ÔIn the winter I like to be inside where itÕs warm (in
the warmth in the apartment).Õ
Odborn’k ve fyzice vysv«tloval ten jev v televizi. ÔAn expert in physics explained the
phenomenon on television.Õ
By far the most important prepositions for spatial locations are na and v. Na + L is used for
locations that are conceived of as surfaces (e.g., islands, open spaces), along with events and a
collection of words that simply require na, whereas v + L is used with locations that are
conceived of as enclosed containers (e.g., buildings, cities). Proximal location is the primary
task of p¤i + L, though it can also express continguity of time, space, or circumstance. O + L is
most commonly used to signal the object of thought or communication, and po + L is most
frequently deployed in the domain of time, where it means ÔafterÕ. Various words are associated
with these locative prepositions, such as œªast na/p¤i/v Ôparticipation inÕ, uva¢ovat o ÔconsiderÕ,
tou¢it po Ôlong forÕ, p¤’sahat p¤i Ôswear byÕ, pokroky v Ôprogress inÕ.
3.1.7 The instrumental case
The instrumental case puts an entity into a peripheral relationship with either an event or another
entity. An instrumental entity serves as a conduit for an event, realized as a path, a way or means
to do something, an instrument, or a passive agent. In relation to another entity, the instrumental
entity can be a label for it, an accompanying entity, or a nearby landmark (these latter two uses
require prepositions).
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3.1.7.1 ÒMeansÓ meanings involving Ôthrough, byÕ
The most elementary kind of conduit for action is a path or opening along or through which
something moves, as in the folk verse Koªka leze d’rou, pes oknem ÔThe cat crawls through
the hole, the dog through the windowÕ. This use can be extended to the domain of time in
expressions such as Tou dobou v¬bec nev«d«l, co m‡ d«lat ÔAt that time he had no idea what
he should doÕ, Z‡kon vstupuje v platnost dnem podpisu ÔThe law goes into effect the day it is
signedÕ. Discontinuous paths through both space and time are also encountered: M’sty st‡le
le¢el sn’h ÔSnow still lay in placesÕ, Chv’lemi se zd‡lo, ¢e je v£e ztraceno ÔFrom time to time
it seemed that all was lostÕ. Just as the words path and way are synonymous in English, the
instrumental can be used to indicate ways to do things as well as paths, as in this sentence
conflating the concepts of path and way: Spory se ¤e£ily cestou trp«livŽho jedn‡n’ ÔArguments
were being solved via patient negotiationÕ; compare also Ýil ¢ivotem vyhnance ÔHe lived the life
of an exileÕ. A way to do something facilitates an action; likewise an instrument serves as both a
means and a facilitator of an action, motivating uses like Myla si ruce m´dlem ÔShe washed her
hands with soapÕ. A prominent use of this meaning of the instrumental is with means of
transportation, as in Jezd’me metrem a tramvaj’ ÔWe ride the subway and the tramÕ. In
addition to instruments, there are some means that we would think of as causes, such as Bolest’
a strachem nev«d«l, co d«l‡ ÔDue to pain and fear he did not know what he was doingÕ. The
following table lists some verbs associated with the various ÒmeansÓ uses of the instrumental:
disponovat
hospoda¤it
chlubit se
kochat se
obchodovat
opovrhovat
pl´tvat

Ôhave at oneÕs
disposalÕ
ÔmanageÕ
Ôboast ofÕ
ÔenjoyÕ
Ôtrade inÕ
Ôdespise
ÔwasteÕ

pohrdat

ÔdespiseÕ

py£nit se
£et¤it
trp«t
vl‡dnout
zab´vat se
zam«nit (co)

Ôbe proudÕ
ÔsaveÕ
ÔsufferÕ
Ôuse masterfullyÕ
Ôbe interested inÕ
Ôreplace
(something)Õ

The adjective jist(´) Ôcertain ofÕ likewise triggers the use of the ÒmeansÓ instrumental: Nen’ si jist
¢ivotem ÔHis life is in danger (he isnÕt sure of his life)Õ.
Note also that a number of prepositions that govern the genitive are themselves instrumental
entities, such as prost¤ednictv’m Ôthrough the mediation ofÕ, vinou Ôdue toÕ, vlivem Ôunder
the influence ofÕ, z‡sluhou Ôbecause ofÕ, n‡sledkem Ôas a consequence ofÕ.
Sensations are often expressed by means of the instrumental, as in S‡l zn«l zp«vem ÔThe
hall resounded with songÕ, J’dlo chutnalo ªesnekem ÔThe food tasted of garlicÕ, Tady to smrd’
rybinou ÔIt stinks of fish hereÕ.
Many words denoting movements require the body part or object moved to be in the
instrumental, like the examples in the following table:
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h‡zet o£t«pem
h´bat rukama
lomit rukama
mrkat oªima
toªit klikou
vrhat koul’

Ôthrow a javelinÕ
Ômove oneÕs handsÕ
Ôwring oneÕs
handsÕ
Ôblink oneÕs eyesÕ

hodit kamenem
kynout hlavou
m‡vat rukou

Ôthrow a stoneÕ
Ônod oneÕs headÕ
Ôwave oneÕs handÕ

mr£tit novinami

Ôturn a doorknobÕ
Ôput the shot (track
& field)Õ

t¤‡st hlavou

Ôwhack with a
newspaperÕ
Ôshake oneÕs headÕ

It is possible for a whole person to be subjected to this kind of movement, expressed in a
subjectless sentence like Petrem £kublo ÔPeter shudderedÕ (although note that when a body part
is involved, it is instrumental and the person is marked with the dative: Ükublo mu rukou ÔHis
arm twitchedÕ).
In the presence of passive participles, the instrumental can be used to express the agent of
an action, as in Studenti budou z biologie zkou£eni prof. Nov‡kem ÔThe students will be tested
in biology by Prof. Nov‡kÕ, Petr byl muªen pochybnostmi ÔPetr was tormented by doubtsÕ.
3.1.7.2 ÒLabelÓ meanings involving Ôlike, asÕ
With forms of the verb b´t ÔbeÕ the instrumental can be used to express a category that an item
belongs in, giving it a label, such as: Velryba je savcem ÔThe whale is a mammalÕ, Velbloud je
na pou£ti dopravn’m prost¤edkem ÔIn the desert the camel is a means of transportÕ. This
kind of categorization can also be accomplished by adjectives, as in Nen’ podstatnou nam’tka,
¢e o tom nev«d«l ÔThe objection that he did not know about it is not a substantial oneÕ.
Because the verb st‡t seÔbecomeÕ indicates change in the state expressed by b´t ÔbeÕ, the
instrumental can be used to categorize the results of becoming as well, yielding new labels, as
in: Otec se stal ¤editelem ÔFather became the directorÕ. There are several verbs that are
semantically contiguous with ÔbecomingÕ, expressing concepts like Ôstudy (to become)Õ, ÔelectÕ,
ÔannounceÕ, as in: Uª’ se zedn’kem ÔHeÕs studying to become a masonÕ, Zvolili ho
prezidentem ÔHe was elected presidentÕ, Bude prohl‡£ena doktorem v«d ÔShe will be
declared to be a doctor of sciencesÕ. In a less common use, the instrumental can indicate that
something takes on the role of the labeled category. In all such instances, the instrumental noun
phrase can be replaced by jako Ôlike, asÕ + N: C’t’m se Ûechem (jako Ûech) ÔI feel that I am a
Czech (like a Czech)Õ, Sestra sed‡vala modelem (jako model) adept¬m um«n’ mal’¤skŽho ÔMy
sister used to sit as a model for beginning artists studying paintingÕ, Tu chalupu jsem dostala
v«nem (jako v«no) od babiªky ÔI got this cottage from my grandmother as a dowryÕ.
3.1.7.3 ÒAccompanimentÓ meanings involving ÔwithÕ
The Czech preposition s + I roughly corresponds to English with when it means Ôtogether withÕ,
as in: Jela jsem dom¬ s tetou ÔI rode home with my auntÕ. This preposition is associated with a
number of verbs, some of which are gathered in this table:
bavit se s
bojovat s
dohodnout/
dohadovat se s
obchodovat s
o-¢enit se s

Ôtalk withÕ
Ôfight withÕ
Ômake an agreement
withÕ
Ôtrade withÕ
Ôget married toÕ

sbl’¢it/sbli¢ovat se s
souhlasit s
sousedit s

Ôcome together withÕ
Ôagree withÕ
Ôbe neighbors withÕ

sp¤‡telit se s
st´kat se s

Ômake friends withÕ
Ômeet withÕ
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poª’tat s
po-h‡dat se s
pol’bit/l’bat se s
po-radit se s
pro-mluvit s
rozej’t/rozch‡zet se
s
roz-louªit se s

Ôreckon withÕ
Ôargue withÕ
Ôexchange kisses
withÕ
Ôconsult withÕ
Ôtalk withÕ
Ôpart ways withÕ

tahat se s
tr‡pit se s
vych‡zet s

Ôwrangle withÕ
Ôsuffer withÕ
Ôget along withÕ

zaª’t/zaª’nat s
za-v‡hat s
z¬stat/z¬st‡vat s

Ôstart withÕ
Ôhesitate withÕ
Ôstay withÕ

Ôsay goodbye to,
part withÕ

Nouns and prepositional phrases with related meanings are often associated with s + I as well,
among them:
konflikt s
Ôconflict withÕ
v souhlase s
Ôin agreement withÕ
spojen’ s
Ôconnection withÕ
v souladu s
Ôin harmony withÕ
spokojen s
Ôsatisfied withÕ
v souvislosti s
Ôin connection withÕ
v rozporu s
Ôin conflict withÕ
ve srovn‡n’ s
Ôin comparison withÕ
Feelings can accompany actions, and it is possible in Czech (as in English) to say d«lat s
radost’, l‡skou, odporem, chut’ Ôdo with joy, love, disgust, gustoÕ. A disease can be a
fellow-traveler in this way as well: le¢et v nemocnici s tyfem Ôbe in the hospital with typhusÕ.
Also similar to English are the common phrases vz’t s sebou Ôtake with oneselfÕ and m’t s
sebou Ôhave with oneselfÕ. The preposition s also appears in various idiomatic phrases, such as
d‡t si s n«ª’m pr‡ci Ôtake pains with, trouble oneself with somethingÕ, obr‡tit se s
prosbou/¢‡dost’ na n«koho Ôturn to someone with a request/demandÕ, S dovolen’m! ÔPlease
allow me!Õ. Infrequently s is used in time expressions, such as: S pond«lkem vyraz’me na pl‡¢
ÔCome Monday, weÕll take off for the beachÕ.
There is considerable evidence that the preposition s + I is encroaching upon the semantic
territory of the prepositionless ÒmeansÓ instrumental. Dictionaries list numerous words
associated with the instrumental both with and without s, such as chlubit se (s) ÔboastÕ,
obchodovat (s) Ôtrade inÕ, trp«t (s) ÔsufferÕ, zab´vat se (s) Ôbe interested inÕ. The presence or
absence of the preposition s does not correlate with any appreciable difference in meaning for
these words. In CCz the preposition s is often inserted when the instrumental case marks
instruments, as in P¤ijeli jsme s autem, cf. LCz P¤ijeli jsme autem ÔWe came by carÕ.
3.1.7.4 ÒProximal landmarkÓ meanings involving Ôbefore, behind, above, under, betweenÕ
The instrumental case is associated with five prepositions that locate an item relative to an object
or place. Two prepositions operate in terms of horizontal displacement, p¤ed Ôin front ofÕ and za
ÔbehindÕ; two prepositions denote vertical displacement, nad ÔaboveÕ and pod ÔunderÕ; and one
preposition provides multiple reference points, mezi Ôbetween, amongÕ. Most of these
prepositions can also be deployed in domains other than space and participate in idomatic
expressions. The following table contains examples to illustrate the use of these prepositions:
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Prepositions
p¤ed

Glosses
Ôbefore, in front ofÕ

Primary Domains
space, relationships,
preferences, time
Uªitel stoj’ p¤ed tabul’. ÔThe teacher is standing in front of the blackboard.Õ
Ý‡ci maj’ p¤ed n’m respekt. ÔThe pupils respect him.Õ
V£ichni maj’ rovnost p¤ed z‡konem. ÔEveryone is equal before the law.Õ
Nesm’te d‡vat jednomu p¤ednost p¤ed druh´mi. ÔYou mustnÕt prefer one over the others.Õ
Dostala jsem od n«ho p¤ed t´dnem dopis. ÔI got a letter from him a week ago.Õ
za
ÔbehindÕ
space, idioms
Zasadili jsme stromy za domem. ÔWe planted trees behind the house.Õ
Ten politik m‡ n«co za lubem. ÔThat politician has a hidden agenda (something behind a
strip of wood).Õ
D«ti byly za £kolou. ÔThe children were playing hooky (were behind the school).Õ
U¢ m‡m zkou£ky za sebou. ÔIÕm already done with exams (have the exams behind me).Õ

space, relationships,
emotions
Erb vis’ nad krbem. ÔThe coat of arms hangs above the fireplace.Õ
Oslavujeme v’t«zstv’ nad nep¤’telem. ÔWe are celebrating our victory over the enemy.Õ
Zamyslela jsem se nad problŽmem. ÔI fell into thought over the problem.Õ
pod
ÔunderÕ
space, relationships, idioms
Zaj’c m‡ svŽ doup« pod dubem. ÔThe hare has its den under the oak tree.Õ
Zloªinec vystupoval pod ciz’m jmŽnem. ÔThe criminal went under a false name.Õ
Ud«l‡m to pod podm’nkou, ¢e mi pom¬¢e£. ÔIÕll do it under the condition that you help
me.Õ
mezi
Ôbetween, amongÕ
space, time, relationships,
amounts
Muzeum stoj’ mezi kostelem a divadlem. ÔThe museum is between the church and the
theater.Õ
P¤ijdu mezi £estou a sedmou. ÔIÕll come between six and seven.Õ
Byl v¢dy mezi nejlep£’mi ¢‡ky. ÔHe was always among the best students.Õ
Dohoda mezi velmocemi je u¢ podeps‡na. ÔThe agreement between the superpowers has
already been signed.Õ
Cena je mezi p«ti a¢ £esti korunami. ÔThe price is between five and six crowns.Õ
nad

ÔaboveÕ

3.2 Numeral syntax
3.2.1 The syntax of cardinal numerals
The numeral jeden ÔoneÕ is an adjective, and agrees in number, case and gender with the noun it
modifies. Usually the number is singular, as in jeden chlapec Ôone boyÕ, but it can be plural with
pluralia tantum nouns, such as jedny n¬¢ky Ôone pair of scissorsÕ. Dva ÔtwoÕ, t¤i ÔthreeÕ, and
ªty¤i ÔfourÕ are likewise adjectives, and they agree in case with their nouns (in the nominative
and accusative masculine dva s ditinguished from feminine and neuter dv«): dva chyt¤’ kluci
Ôtwo smart boysÕ, dv« chytrŽ d’vky Ôtwo smart girlsÕ, dv« kr‡sn‡ m«sta Ôtwo beautiful citiesÕ, t¤i
£ikovn’ chlapci Ôthree clever fellowsÕ, ªty¤i otev¤en‡ okna Ôfour open windowsÕ. P«t ÔfiveÕ and
higher numerals, as well as indefinite numerals (mnoho ÔmanyÕ, n«kolik ÔseveralÕ, and the like),
when in the nominative or accusative case govern the genitive plural of the count nouns they
quantify. When in subject position, these numeral + noun phrase combinations trigger default
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neuter singular verbal agreement. Elsewhere, in oblique cases, both the numeral and the noun
phrase appear in the oblique case. Compare the following sentences:
Byl tady jeden chlapec. ÔOne boy was hereÕ.
Mluvili jsme o jednom chlapci. ÔWe talked about one boyÕ.
Dv« chytrŽ d’vky byly tady. ÔTwo smart girls were hereÕ.
Mluvili jsme o dvou chytr´ch d’vk‡ch. ÔWe talked about two smart girlsÕ.
P«t/mnoho nov´ch student¬ bylo tady. ÔFive/many new students were hereÕ.
Mluvili jsme o p«ti/mnoha nov´ch studentech. ÔWe talked about five/many new studentsÕ.
With numbers above 20 syntax is dependent upon whether the numeral is used in its noncompounded (dvacet t¤i Ôtwenty-threeÕ) or compounded (t¤iadvacet Ôtwenty-threeÕ) form. The
prescribed norm for non-compounded numerals is to follow the syntactic pattern of the final
digit, with singular for numerals ending in jeden ÔoneÕ, plural for those ending in dva ÔtwoÕ, t¤i
ÔthreeÕ, ªty¤i ÔfourÕ, and genitive plural (neuter singular verbal agreement) for all others. In CCz,
these numerals often follow the syntax of compounded numerals, which always use the genitive
plural/neuter singular pattern. Here are some more sentences for comparison:
Dvacet jeden hoch byl tady/Jednadvacet hoch¬ bylo tady.
ÔTwenty-one boys were hereÕ.
Dvacet dv« chytrŽ holky byly tady/Dvaadvacet chytr´ch holek bylo tady.
ÔTwenty-two smart girls were hereÕ.
Dvacet p«t nov´ch student¬ bylo tady/P«tadvacet nov´ch student¬ bylo tady.
ÔTwenty-five new students were hereÕ.
The compounded numerals are generally preferred in all contexts, and are strongly preferred in
oblique cases, where Mluvili jsme o dvaadvaceti chytr´ch holk‡ch ÔWe talked about twenty-two
smart girlsÕ is much more likely to occur than the synonymous Mluvili jsme o dvaceti dvou
chytr´ch holk‡ch.
Fractions are always followed by the genitive case: Zbyla jen desetina div‡k¬/paliva ÔOnly
a tenth of the viewers/fuel remainedÕ.
3.2.2 The syntax of telling time
Time on the hour follows the pattern of numeral agreement described above: Je jedna hodina ÔIt
is one oÕclockÕ, Jsou dv« hodiny ÔIt is two oÕclockÕ, Je p«t hodin ÔIt is five oÕclockÕ. Although it
is possible in highly circumscribed situations (e.g., train schedules) to give the hour and minutes
(Je p«t hodin dvacet minut ÔIt is five-twentyÕ), Czech normally uses a system of half and quarter
hour reference points referring to the coming whole hour. The half hour uses the fraction p¬l
ÔhalfÕ followed by the genitive ordinal numeral (except for the cardinal in p¬l jednŽ Ôtwelve
thirtyÕ) for the upcoming hour, thus Je p¬l £estŽ [Is half-NOM sixth-GEN] ÔIt is five-thirtyÕ.
The quarter hours also use fractions, but they are followed by the preposition na and the
accusative cardinal numeral representing the coming hour: Je ªtvrt na jednu ÔIt is a quarter past
twelveÕ, Je t¤i ªtvrt«/ªtvrti na sedm ÔIt is six-forty-fiveÕ. All other five-minute intervals are
indicated by the following formula, referring to the upcoming half, quarter, or full hour:
preposition za + p«t/deset minut + (jedna hodina/dv« hodiny/t¤i hodiny/ªty¤i hodiny/p«t hodin,
etc.)/(p¬l + ordinal-GEN)/(ªtvrt/t¤i ªtvrt« na + cardinal-ACC): Je za deset minut jedna hodina
ÔIt is twelve-fiftyÕ, Je za p«t minut p¬l druhŽ ÔIt is one-twenty-fiveÕ, Je za p«t minut ªtvrt na t¤i
ÔIt is two-tenÕ, Je za deset minut t¤i ªtvrt« na ªty¤i ÔIt is three-thirty-fiveÕ.
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3.3 Intraclausal syntax
Clauses can appear in a variety of guises depending upon negation, mood, voice, and the use of
reflexives, reciprocals, and causatives. This section will examine the various syntactic features
that operate at the level of the clause.
3.3.1 Word order in declarative clauses
The presence of case markers on nouns, pronouns, and adjectives makes the syntactic function
of a noun phrase transparent and largely independent of word order. This means that the word
order of Czech is often freer than in English. This does not, however, mean that words in all
Czech sentences can be presented in any order. Certain combinations of words have rigidly
fixed orders, such as preposition + noun phrase or the adnominal genitive (which almost always
immediately follows the item it is modifying). Adjectives show a very strong tendency to
immediately precede the nouns they modify, although there are conventionalized exceptions, as
in Bible Svat‡ ÔThe Holy BibleÕ, or Ty kluku nezbedn´! ÔYou naughty boy!Õ. Quantifiers nearly
always precede the noun phrase they modify, though exceptions are possible, so one can say
both Tam bylo mnoho d«t’ and Tam bylo d«t’ mnoho ÔThere were a lot of children thereÕ
(though the latter version is marked, expressing something like ÔI donÕt know exactly how many
there were, but boy, there were a lot of them!Õ). Clitics have a fixed order of appearance; this
question was discussed in the Phonology chapter. Both SVO and OVS word orders are very
frequent, with the choice of order determined largely by the tendency to place the rheme at the
end of a sentence, giving the OVS word order a relatively passive meaning. SOV and OSV
sentences are considerably rarer, though possible. VSO and VOS word orders are more
commonly used for questions (see 3.3.3 below), though they can be used for indicative
sentences. Compare the following sentences containing the elements Anna (ÔAnnaÕ, a
nominative subject), u¢ (ÔalreadyÕ, an adverb), napsala (ÔwroteÕ, a verb), and tu disertaci (Ôthe
dissertationÕ, an accusative object):
SVO: Anna u¢ napsala tu disertaci ÔAnna has already written the dissertationÕ
OVS: Tu disertaci u¢ napsala Anna ÔThat dissertation was already written by AnnaÕ
SOV: Anna tu disertaci u¢ napsala ÔAnna got that dissertation written alreadyÕ
OSV: Tu disertaci Anna u¢ napsala ÔAs for that dissertation, Anna has already written itÕ
VSO: Napsala u¢ Anna tu disertaci ÔAnna wrote that dissertation alreadyÕ
VOS: Napsala u¢ tu disertaci Anna ÔAnna is the one that got that dissertation written
alreadyÕ
3.3.2 Negative clauses
As noted in the Morphology chapter, verbs are negated with the prefix ne-; but the placement of
this prefix varies depending on whether and what auxiliary or modal verbs are present. In the
non-past, ne- is simply attached to the verb: N‡£ syn nestuduje ÔOur son isnÕt studyingÕ. In the
past, the ne- is appended to the past l-form, not the auxiliary: Vªera jsme nebyli doma ÔWe
werenÕt home yesterdayÕ. The same goes for the conditional, which places ne- on the l-form:
Na£e dcera by se takhle nechovala ÔOur daughter wouldnÕt behave that wayÕ. In the future,
however, the ne- appears on the auxiliary verb: Z’tra nebudeme pracovat ÔWe arenÕt going to
work tomorrowÕ. When modal verbs are present, they receive the negative ne- prefix: Nesm’te
tady kou¤it ÔYou are not allowed to smoke hereÕ.
Czech requires multiple negation to accompany a negated verb on all negatable items in a
clause, including the following:
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n«kdo
n«co
n«kdy
n«kde

Positive
ÔsomeoneÕ
ÔsomethingÕ
ÔsometimeÕ
ÔsomewhereÕ

nikdo
nic
nikdy
nikde

n«jak

ÔsomehowÕ

nijak

n«jak´

ÔsomeÕ

¢‡dn´

Negative
Ôno oneÕ
ÔnothingÕ
Ô(not) ever, neverÕ
anywhere,
Ô(not)
nowhereÕ
Ônot at all, in no
wayÕ
Ô(not) any, no, noneÕ

Multiple negation produces utterances like: Nikdo nikdy nic takovŽho nevid«l ÔNo one has ever
seen anything of the sortÕ, Ý‡dnŽ pen’ze jsme nikde tam nena£li ÔWe never found any money
anywhere around thereÕ.
3.3.3 Interrogative clauses
In WH questions the WH word (see table below) typically appears at the beginning of the
sentence, although it can also appear mid-sentence or at the end: Kolik Ludmila platila za ty
£aty? ÔHow much did Ludmila pay for that dress?Õ, Ludmila kolik platila za ty £aty? ÔHow
much was it that Ludmila paid for that dress?Õ, Ludmila platila za ty £aty kolik? ÔLudmila paid
how much for that dress?!Õ.
co
ÔwhatÕ
ª’
ÔwhoseÕ
dokdy
Ôuntil whenÕ
jak
ÔhowÕ
jak´
Ôwhat kind ofÕ
kam
Ôto whereÕ
kde
ÔwhereÕ
kdo
ÔwhoÕ
kdy
ÔwhenÕ
kolik
Ôhow muchÕ
ÔwhichÕ
koliker´
Ôhow many kinds kter´
ofÕ
kudy
Ôwhich wayÕ
odkdy
Ôsince whenÕ
odkud
Ôfrom whereÕ
proª
ÔwhyÕ
Yes-no questions do not have a special syntax in Czech (though they do have a characteristic
intonation). Any declarative sentence can be used as a yes-no question, though the most usual
word order for yes-no questions places the verb first. All of the word orders illustrated above
can serve as yes-no questions, although the VSO and VOS sentences are the most natural
candidates: VSO: Napsala u¢ Anna tu disertaci? ÔDid Anna write that dissertation already?Õ,
VOS: Napsala u¢ tu disertaci Anna? ÔWas Anna the one who got that dissertation written
already?Õ.
3.3.4 Commands, requests, and hopes
Czech employs various combinations of morphological and syntactic means to deliver
commands and requests, depending upon the discourse situation. The morphological imperative
(discussed in Chapter 2) is certainly the most common and unambiguous type of command. The
infinitive form can be used for impersonal directives, such as St‡t rovn«! ÔStand up straight!Õ.
Indicative second-person forms can also be used with imperative force: Nebude£ tady zlobit!
ÔDonÕt go making trouble here!Õ. Recipes and instruction manuals often employ 1pl indicative
forms in the place of imperatives as well: Kol‡ª upeªeme do zlatova ÔBake the pie until golden
brownÕ. The imposition of one personÕs will on another can be expressed in a subordinate
clause using the a-prefixed conditional aby Ôin order thatÕ forms: 1sg abych, 2sg abys, 3sg aby,
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1pl abychom, 2pl abyste, 3pl aby; Pros’m v‡s, abyste chvilku poªkal ÔI ask you to/Please wait
for a little whileÕ. Polite requests often avoid the imperative and use the conditional, often in
conjunction with the negative, in order to soften the demand: Uk‡zal byste mi to na map«?
ÔCould you show it to me on the map?Õ, Nemohli byste n‡m pomoci? ÔCould you help us?Õ
Wishes and hopes also can be expressed by kŽ¢ Ôif onlyÕ followed by either the indicative or
conditional, or by jen aby Ôif onlyÕ, or by a bare infinitive: KŽ¢ p¤ijde vªas ÔI hope he comes on
timeÕ, KŽ¢ bychom mohli ¢’t bez konflikt¬ ÔIf only we could live without conflictsÕ, Jen aby mohl
nastartovat ten motor ÔI only hope he can start that motorÕ, Um«t tanªit jako ona! ÔIf only I
could dance like she does!Õ
3.3.5 Passives, reflexives, reciprocals, intensives, and causatives
There are two syntactic constructions that focus attention on the patient rather than the agent of
an action, producing passive (or middle) voice expressions. The first is achieved by using the
past passive participle (with appropriate tense forms of the verb b´t ÔbeÕ), with the agent
optionally expressed in the instrumental case. The second construction uses the reflexive particle
se, but does not permit the agent to be expressed. Thus a transitive sentence such as Zn‡m´
re¢isŽr natoªil ten film v na£’ vesnici ÔA famous director made that film in our villageÕ has two
corresponding constructions, a true passive with an optional agent Ten film byl natoªen v na£’
vesnici (zn‡m´m re¢isŽrem) ÔThat film was made in our village (by a famous director)Õ, and an
obligatorily agentless construction which behaves more like a middle voice Ten film se natoªil v
na£’ vesnici ÔThat film was made in our villageÕ. The se construction can also be used with
intransitive verbs and default neuter singular agreement; compare this active sentence Tancovali
jsme tam celou noc ÔWe danced there all nightÕ with its corresponding se-construction
Tancovalo se tam celou noc ÔDancing went on there all nightÕ. The se-construction, when used
with the dative case, is particularly well-suited to implying that events take place due to good or
bad fortune or due to feelings that no one can be blamed for: Matematika se Petrovi studovala
snadno ÔPetr found learning math easyÕ, D’t«ti se necht«lo sp‡t ÔThe child didnÕt feel sleepyÕ,
S‡¤e se rozlilo mlŽko ÔSara spilled the milk by accidentÕ. A similar passive sense can be
conveyed by using the 3pl indicative without a subject, as in Zablokovali v£echny d‡lnice ÔThey
blocked all the freeways/All the freeways were blockedÕ.
As a rule, the referent of all reflexive forms (i.e., all reflexive pronouns and the possessive
sv¬j ÔoneÕs ownÕ) is the subject of the clause: Profesor h‡jil svou teorii p¤ed v´tkami ÔThe
professor defended his theory against objectionsÕ (here only svou ÔoneÕs ownÕ is admissible,
jeho ÔhisÕ would refer to someone elseÕs theory), Profesor se h‡jil p¤ed v´tkami ÔThe professor
defended himself against objectionsÕ, Koupil jsem si nov´ poª’taª ÔI bought myself a new
computerÕ, Nemohla jsem sebou hnout ÔI couldnÕt get myself movingÕ. There are some
exceptions to this rule, however, as seen in Dej ty tal’¤e na svŽ m’sto ÔPut these dishes in their
placeÕ, and D‡m ti de£tn’k s sebou ÔIÕll give you an umbrella [to take] with youÕ.
In addition to its non-active and reflexive uses mentioned above, se can be used
reciprocally, a capacity it shares with the dative si: Proª se ti matematici po¤‡d kritizuj’? ÔWhy
are those mathematicians constantly criticizing each other?Õ, Zaªali jsme si dopisovat na
internetu ÔWe started to write letters to each other on the internetÕ. There are also verbs that
simply require either se or si without implying any passive, reflexive, or reciprocal meaning. A
characterization of verbs requiring si appears above in the description of the dative case. The list
of verbs requiring se is much longer and more difficult to characterize; virtually all se verbs
(with the possible exceptions of uªit se ÔstudyÕ and dozv«d«t se Ôfind outÕ) are intransitive.
Both se and si, as well as other reflexive pronoun forms cooperate with d‡vat/d‡t Ôgive,
haveÕ and nech‡vat/nechat ÔletÕ to create causative constructions in which the subject has or
allows something to be done for, to, about, or with him/herself: Dala/Nechala si u£’t t«hotenskŽ
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£atyÔShe had maternity clothes sewn for herÕ, Dal/Nechal se zl‡kat nad«j’ na zisk, a v£echno
prohr‡l v kasinu ÔHe let himself be enticed by hopes of profit, and lost everything at the casinoÕ,
Nikdy ned‡val na sob« nic zn‡t ÔHe never gave himself awayÕ.
3.4 Interclausal syntax
The topics of syntactic coordination and subordination could easily fill a large book by
themselves. The following discussion will focus only on the most significant conjunctions,
relativizers, and other words used to achieve these syntactic purposes. Because Czech uses
conjunctions to coordinate both clauses and their constituent parts, section 3.4.1 discusses both
intra- and interclausal coordination as a single phenomenon.
3.4.1 Coordination
The simple joining of constituents (be they clauses or parts thereof) is most frequently
achieved by the conjunction a ÔandÕ: Tam jsme vid«li Janu a Terezu ÔWe saw Jana and Tereza
thereÕ, Cel´ veªer jsme poslouchali hudbu a pov’dali si ÔWe listened to music and talked all
eveningÕ. Such joining can be achieved by mere juxtaposition, without using any conjunction at
all: Na promov‡n’ p¤i£li studenti, rodiªe, zn‡m’, profeso¤i ÔStudents, parents, friends, and
professors came to the graduationÕ. The conjunction i Ôand (too); evenÕ is emphatic or conjoins
things which obviously go together: Prominul v£em, p¤‡tel¬m i nep¤‡tel¬m ÔHe forgave
everyone, friends and enemies tooÕ, I v Praze najde£ o£klivŽ ªtvrt« ÔEven in Prague you can find
bad sectionsÕ. The conjunction ba Ôfor that matterÕ is likewise emphatic: Pacient je bled´, ba
sinal´ ÔThe patient is pale, and even bluishÕ. In the presence of negation coordination is
expressed by ani Ônor; not - evenÕ: Nepozdravila m«, ani se na mne nepod’vala ÔShe did not
greet me, nor did she even look at meÕ. These three conjunctions are often combined with each
other and with other words, particularly dokonce ÔevenÕ to yield combinations such as a i Ôand
alsoÕ, ba i Ôand even (too)Õ, a dokonce Ôand evenÕ, dokonce i Ôand evenÕ, ba dokonce Ôand evenÕ,
a ani Ônor evenÕ: Ne¤ekl svoje jmŽno (a) ani nenechal vzkaz ÔHe didnÕt give his name, nor did
he even leave a messageÕ. Pairs of conjunctions can also be yoked discontinuously to produce
constructions containing i -i Ôboth - andÕ, jak - tak i Ôboth - andÕ, ani - ani Ôneither - norÕ: I d«ti i
dosp«l’ r‡di jezd’ na kolech ÔBoth children and adults like to ride bicyclesÕ, Sl’bil j’ jak pr‡ci, tak
i slu£nŽ ubytov‡n’ ÔHe promised her both a job and decent housingÕ, Nemohla jsem zvednout
ani ruku ani nohu ÔI couldnÕt lift an arm or a legÕ, Ani nepracoval, ani neplatil ªin¢i ÔHe neither
worked nor paid rentÕ.
Coordination of alternatives is expressed by conjuctions such as ale ÔbutÕ, (a)v£ak
ÔhoweverÕ, (a)nebo ÔorÕ, the bookish n´br¢ ÔbutÕ, and ªi ÔorÕ: Cht«l jsem t« potkat na leti£ti, ale
nev«d«l jsem, kdy m‡£ p¤ilet«t ÔI wanted to meet you at the airport, but I didnÕt know when you
were supposed to arriveÕ, Nebydl’ v N«mecku, n´br¢ ve ÜvŽdsku ÔHe doesnÕt live in Germany,
but in SwedenÕ, V£ichni oªek‡vali n«jakŽ p¤ekvapen’ na tiskovŽ konferenci, prezident v£ak nic
novŽho nesd«lil ÔEveryone was expecting a surprise at the press conference, however the
president didnÕt report anything newÕ, Chce£ dneska j’t plavat nebo/ªi si koupit zmrzlinu? ÔDo
you want to go swimming today or buy ice cream?Õ. Some of these conjunctions can appear in
yoked constructions, the most common being nejen - ale/n´br¢ Ônot only - butÕ and budÕ (a)nebo Ôeither - orÕ: Je nejen n‡£ nejlep£’ odborn’k, ale/n´br¢ taky sympatick´ ªlov«k ÔHeÕs not
only our best expert, but also a nice personÕ, BudÕ p¤ijde£ vªas, nebo odjedu bez tebe ÔEither
you come on time or I am leaving without youÕ.
3.4.2 Subordination
The single most important word used to introduce a subordinate clause is ¢e ÔthatÕ; note that
unlike English, Czech always uses the same tense in the subordinate clause as it would in the
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independent sentence: MeteorologovŽ nep¤edpov«d«li, ¢e ta bou¤ka zp¬sob’ z‡plavy ÔThe
meteorologists did not predict that the storm would cause floodsÕ, Nikdo ani nepoznal, ¢e jsem
Ûech ÔNobody even realized that I was CzechÕ. Tense is also preserved when ¢e is used in
reported speech: ßekl, ¢e d‡l tady nebude pracovat ÔHe said that he wouldnÕt work here any
moreÕ. Tag questions are formed by appending ¢e ano/jo or ¢e ne to a statement: Ty taky pojede£
s n‡mi na pl‡¢, ¢e jo? ÔYou are also coming to the beach with us, right?Õ, Snad dnes nebude
pr£et, ¢e ne? ÔSurely it wonÕt rain today, will it?Õ.
Czech has a whole array of conjunctions that express various temporal and other
relationships between the main clause and a subordinate clause. Some of the most common ones
are collected and illustrated in the table below:
Conjunction
kdy¢ ÔwhenÕ

Relationship
subordinate
past/present
event
simultaneous
with
main
event
a¢ ÔwhenÕ
subordinate
future event
simultaneous
with
or
precedes main
event
zat’mco
subordinate
Ôwhile,
event
whereasÕ,
simultaneous
dokud Ôfor as with
main
long asÕ
event

kdykoli
ÔwheneverÕ,
poka¢dŽ, kdy¢
Ôeach timeÕ
jakmile
Ôas
soon asÕ
ne¢ ÔbeforeÕ,
dokud
ne
ÔuntilÕ

Nekoupili jsme ¢‡dnŽ sklo, kdy¢ jsme byli v Ûesku.
ÔWe didnÕt buy any glass when we were in Bohemia.Õ
V¢dycky se pot’m, kdy¢ pracuji na zahrad«.
ÔI always sweat when I work in the garden.Õ

Zavolej tet«, a¢ bude£ v Praze/a¢ dostane£ pr‡ci.
ÔCall your aunt when you are in Prague/when you get a
job.Õ

Zat’mco v jednom pokoji ukl’z’m, dcera d«l‡ nepo¤‡dek
v druhŽm.
ÔWhile IÕm cleaning up in one room, my daughter is
making a mess in the other one.Õ
Dokud bude na Kub« diktatura, lidŽ se budou sna¢it se
dostat do Ameriky.
ÔAs long as there is a dictatorship in Cuba, people will
try to get to America.Õ
repeated
Kdykoli/Poka¢dŽ, kdy¢ zaªne plakat, matka mu cpe do
pusy bonb—ny.
simultaneous
ÔWhenever/Each time he starts to cry, his mother stuffs
events
candies in his mouth.Õ
punctual
Jakmile rozsv’til, poznal, ¢e n«co nen’ v po¤‡dku.
proximal
ÔAs soon as he turned on the lights he realized that
something was wrong.Õ
events
main
event Douf‡m, ¢e nebudeme muset dlouho ªekat, ne¢ p¤ijede
sanitka/dokud nep¤ijede sanitka.
precedes
ÔI hope that we wonÕt have to wait long before/until the
subordinate
ambulance comes.Õ
event
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main event is V£ichni miluj’ £Žfa, proto¢e on v£em pom‡h‡.
result
of ÔEverybody loves the boss because he helps everyone.Õ
subordinate
Pon«vad¢/Jeliko¢ na£i studenti neum«j’ ªesky, nemohou
ª’st Ûapka v origin‡lu.
event
ÔSince our students donÕt know Czech, they cannot read
Ûapek in the original.Õ
Nikdy neodpov’dala kritik¬m, nebotÕ necht«la d‡t najevo,
¢e d«l‡ chyby.
ÔShe never answered her critics, for she didnÕt want to
reveal that she was making mistakes.Õ
tak¢e ÔsoÕ
subordinate
Pot¤ebovali tlumoªn’ka, tak¢e mi zavolali na univerzitu.
event is result ÔThey needed an interpreter, so they called me at the
of main event university.Õ
aªkoli,
main event is Mus’me v£em ªinit dobro, aªkoli/t¤eba¢e/i kdy¢ n‡m
t¤eba¢e, i kdy¢ adverse
to ned«laj’ totŽ¢.
Ôeven thoughÕ subordinate
ÔWe must do good to everyone, even though they donÕt
do the same for us.Õ
event
jestli(¢e), kdy¢, subordinate
Jestli(¢e)/Kdy¢ mi nebude£ pom‡hat, nev’m, jak to
-li ÔifÕ
event is a real dopadne.
condition for ÔIf you donÕt help me, I donÕt know how it will turn
out.Õ
main event
Nauª’te-li se dob¤e ªesky, koup’m v‡m letenku do Prahy.
ÔIf you learn Czech well, I will buy you a plane ticket to
Prague.Õ
proto¢e
ÔbecauseÕ,
pon«vad¢,
jeliko¢ ÔsinceÕ,
nebotÕ ÔforÕ

When the subordinate clause presents a hypothetical or counterfactual condition or a
purpose, the conjunction (kdy- for conditions and a- for purposes) is prefixed to the conditional
particle (1sg bych, 2sg bys, 3sg by, 1pl bychom, 2pl byste, 3pl by) and the subordinate clause is
conditional.
Hypothetical condition:
Kdybych v«d«la, kdy p¤ilet’, jela bych mu naproti.
ÔIf I knew when he was arriving, I would meet him at the airport.Õ
Counterfactual condition:
Kdybych byla v«d«la, kdy p¤ilet’, byla bych mu jela naproti.
ÔIf I had known when he was arriving, I would have met him at the airport.Õ
Purpose:
ßekl mi, kdy p¤ilet’, abych mu jela naproti.
ÔHe told me when he was arriving so that I could meet him at the airport.Õ
3.4.3 Relative clauses
The declension of the relative pronoun jen¢ is presented in Chapter 2, but in addition to jen¢,
Czech instead uses kter´ ÔwhichÕ as an all-purpose relativizer. Like jen¢, kter´ agrees with its
referent in gender and number, while its case is determined by the clause it is in. Note that kter´
and jen¢ can both occur as the object of a preposition:
Gratulujeme student¬m, kte¤’/ji¢ dopsali svŽ disertace.
ÔWe congratulate the students who have finished their dissertations.Õ
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PolicistŽ hledaj’ n¬¢, kter´m/j’m¢ zloªinec zavra¢dil vdovu.
ÔThe police are looking for the knife with which the criminal killed the widow.Õ
Kdy se sezn‡m’me s p¤’telem, o kterŽm/n«m¢ st‡le mluv’£?
ÔWhen will we meet the friend that you are always talking about?Õ
When the relative clause refers to a possessor, the possessive forms of jen¢ (jeho¢ (ÔhisÕ), jej’¢
(ÔherÕ), jejich¢ (ÔtheirÕ), all of which mean ÔwhoseÕ are used: Proª nevol‡ ten kluk, jeho¢ bratra
jsme vªera potkali? ÔWhy doesnÕt that boy whose brother we met yesterday call?Õ
3.5 Syntax of Colloquial Czech
Colloquial Czech provides some syntactic alternatives to certain constructions in the literary
language. Only the most salient CCz characteristics will be mentioned here. The interested
reader is referred to Townsend 1990 for further details.
Whereas nominative subject pronouns are usually dropped (unless emphatic) in LCz, CCz
shows a tendency to retain them:
LCz
CCz
Necht«la jsem to d«lat
J‡ jsem to necht«la d«lat
ÔI didnÕt want to do itÕ
Budete doma?
Vy budete doma?
ÔWill you be at home?Õ
CCz shows a strong tendency to eliminate the use of the partitive genitive (aside from
chleba ÔbreadÕ and sejra ÔcheeseÕ, partitive genitive forms that are widespread in subject and
direct object positions in CCz) and genitive of negation, and a tendency to avoid government of
genitive and dative by verbs in favor of the accusative, thus to some extent simplifying the use
of case. In the examples below LCz shows variation between genitive or dative and accusative
cases, whereas CCz uses only the accusative case for all of these constructions:
LCz
CCz
genitive of negation
no genitive of negation
Nem‡me pen«z/pen’ze
Nem‡me pen’ze
ÔWe donÕt have any moneyÕ
partitive genitive
no partitive genitive
P¤idala bych si k‡vy/k‡vu
P¤idala bych si k‡vu
ÔIÕd like more coffeeÕ
governed genitive
accusative object
ÔYou use strong medicineÕ
Pou¢’v‡te silnŽho lŽku/siln´ Pou¢’v‡te siln´ lŽk
lŽk
governed dative
accusative object
Uª’m se ªe£tin«/ªe£tinu
Uª’m se ªe£tinu
ÔIÕm studying CzechÕ
The use of the predicate instrumental to express a category that an item belongs to usually
gives way to the predicate nominative in CCz, and the use of the instrumental to express
instruments is frequently accompanied in CCz by the preposition s ÔwithÕ, which would be
absent in LCz. Thus ÛapekÕs famous essay Proª nejsem komunistou ÔWhy I am not a
communistÕ would most likely be rendered in CCz as Proª nejsem komunista, and CCz contains
phrases like jet s autem Ôgo by carÕ, kr‡jet s no¢em Ôslice with a knifeÕ, which would appear
without s in LCz.
Though CCz can use the relativizer kter´ in the same way as LCz, CCz often uses the
interrogative co ÔwhatÕ in this function instead, accompanied by personal pronouns when
representing an oblique case:
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LCz
studenti, kte¤’ tady pracuj’

CCz
studenti, co tady pracujou

politik, kterŽmu jsme nev«¤ili politik, co jsme mu nev«¤ili
provdavaªka, s kterou jste
mluvil

prodavaªka, co jste s n’
mluvil

Ôthe students who work
hereÕ
Ôthe politician we didnÕt
believeÕ
Ôthe saleslady you were
talking toÕ

CCz has some other syntactic features unique to its register. Among them are the use of ten
as a definite article or pronoun, and the use of to as a Òdummy subjectÓ rather similar to English
it. These uses can be contrasted to their absence in corresponding LCz phrases:
LCz
CCz
-Bude£ mluvit s uªitelkou?
-Bude£ mluvit s tou
-Will you talk with the
-Necht«l bych. S n’ nechci
uªitelkou?
teacher?
m’t nic spoleªnŽho.
-To bych necht«l. S tou
-IÕd rather not. I donÕt want
nechci m’t nic spoleªn´ho.
to have anything to do with
her.
The use of a neuter singular past passive participle with m’t to mean Ôhave something doneÕ is
largely restricted to CCz: AtÕ sem nechod’! Je£t« nem‡m tady uklizeno ÔDonÕt let them in here! I
donÕt have this place cleaned up yetÕ. The closest LCz equivalents would be Je£t« tady nen’
uklizeno or Je£t« jsem tady neuklidila.
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4 Texts
The following two texts exemplify literary and Colloquial Czech. The first text, which illustrates
LCz, is excerpted from the opening pages of Michal VieweghÕs 1992 novel B‡jeªn‡ lŽta pod
psa ÒThose Marvellous Crummy YearsÓ.
Kvido
se
m«l
Kvido-NOM
REFL-A
had-pastmsg
According to ZitaÕs estimate, Kvido was supposed to

podle
according to

Zitin´ch
ZitaÕs-Gpl

p¤edpoklad¬
narodit
assumptions-Gpl
give-birth-infin
be born in the first week

prvn’m
first-Lsgm

srpnovŽm
August-Lsgm

t´dnu
roku
devaten‡ct
week-Lsg
year-Gsg
nineteen-N
of August in the year nineteen hundred sixty-two

set
hundreds-Gpl

£edes‡t
sixty-N

dva
two-N

porodnici
maternity-hospitalLsg

v
in

Podol’.
Podol’-Lsg.

Jeho
matka
His
mother-Nsg
At that time his mother had already

m«la
had-pastfsg

v
in

tŽ
that-Lsgf

dob«
za
time-Lsg
behind
completed twenty seasons in the theater,

sebou
self-I

dvan‡ct
twenty-A

divadeln’ch
theater-adj-Gpl

sez—n,
av£ak
velkou
seasons-Gpl,
however
large-Asgf
although she considered the vast majority of her

v«t£inu
majority-Asg

sv´ch
own-Gpl

p¤ev‡¢n«
d«tsk´ch
rol’
primarily
childrenÕs-Gpl
roles-Gpl
primarily childrenÕs roles in plays by Jir‡sek,

v
in

Jir‡skov´ch,
Jir‡sekÕs-Lpl

Tylov´ch,
Kohoutov´ch
TylÕs-Lpl
KohoutÕs-Lpl
Tyl, Kohout, and Ma¤enek

a
and

Ma¤enkov´ch
Ma¤enekÕs-Lpl

hr‡ch
plays-Lpl

pova¢ovala
za
considered
for
to be the mildly compromising sins

m’rn«
mildly

kompromituj’c’
compromising-Apl

h¤’chy
sins-Apl

v
in

v
in

in the maternity hospital in Podol’.
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ml‡d’.
Studovala
ostatn«
youth-Gsg.
Studied-pastfsg
after-all
of youth. After all, she was studying in the fourth year

ªtvrt´
fourth-Asgm

roªn’k
year-Asg

pr‡v
a
svou
law-Gpl
and
own-Asgf
of law school and she now thought of her participation

œªast
participation-Asg

v
in

komparsu
Divadla
ªeskoslovenskŽ
bit-parts-Lsg
Theater-Gsg
Czechoslovak-Gsgf
as an extra for the Theater of the Czechoslovak army in

arm‡dy
army-Gsg

na
at

Vinohradech
brala
Vinohrady-Lpl
took-pastfsg
Vinohrady as merely a

u¢
already

jen
only

jako
as

nez‡vaznou
hru
noncommittalgame-Asg
Asgf
noncommittal game (which of course

(co¢
(which-Nsg

j’
her-Dsg

ov£em
of-course

nebr‡nilo,
aby
v’cemŽn«
n‡hodnou
not-preventedin-order-tomore-or-less
random-Asgf
pastnsg,
3sgAUX
did not prevent her from presenting the more or less random fact

okolnost,
circumstance-Asg,

¢e
term’n
porodu
that
time-Nsg
birth-Gsg
that the expected date of birth coincided with

spad‡
falls-nonpast3sg

do
to

divadeln’ch
theater-adj-Gpl

nepresentovala
not-presentedpastfsg
the theaterÕs vacation time to her more successful

p¤ed
before

œsp«£n«j£’mi
more-successful-Ipl

kolegyn«mi
coby
v«c
colleagues-Ipl
as
thing-Asg
colleagues absolutely as a matter of proper

naprosto
absolutely

samoz¤ejmŽ
obvious-Gsgf

profesion‡ln’
k‡zn«).
Jakkoli
professional-Gsg
self-control-Gsg).
However
professional discipline). However paradoxical it may sound,

to
that-Nsg

zn’
sounds-nonpast3sg

paradoxn«,
pod
paradoxically,
under
beneath the veneer of amateur enthusiasm

ochotnickŽho
amateurish-Gsgn

zan’cen’
enthusiasm-Gsg

pr‡zdnin,
holidays-Gpl,

slupkou
peel-Isg
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byla
Kvidova
was-pastfsg
KvidoÕs-Nsgf
KvidoÕs mother -- the one-time star

matka
mother-Nsg

-- n«kdej£’
-- one-time-Nsgf

hv«zda
star-Nsg

£koln’ch
p¤edstaven’ -school-adj-Gpl
shows-Gpl -of school plays -- was in reality very

ve
in

skuteªnosti
reality-Lsg

velmi
very

stydliv‡
a
shy-Nsgf
and
shy and noone else besides Zita

krom«
aside-from

Zity
Zita-Gsg

ji
her-Asg

takŽ
also

nikdo
noone-Nsg

jin´
else-Nsg

prohlŽdnout.
examine-infin.

Zita,
Zita-Nsg,

prim‡¤ka
head-physicianNsg
Zita, the head physician of the Podol’ maternity hospital

podolskŽ
Podol’-adj-Gsgf

porodnice
maternity hospitalGsg

a
and

dlouholet‡
p¤’telkyn«
many-years-adjfriend-Nsg
Nsgf
and for many years a friend of grandmother L’ba,

babiªky
grandmother-Gsg

L’by,
L’ba-Gsg,

kter‡
znala
who-Nsgf
knew-pastfsg
who had known KvidoÕs mother since

Kvidovu
KvidoÕs-Asgf

matku
mother-Asg

od
from

d«tstv’,
se
childhood-Gsg,
REFL-A
childhood, patiently tried to

trp«liv«
patiently

sna¢ila
tried-pastfsg

jej’mu
her-Dsgm

rozmaru
vyhov«t
whim-Dsg
cater-to-infin
cater to her whim and promised her

a
and

p¤isl’bila
promised-pastfsg

j’,
her-D,

p¤eorganizuje
slu¢by
reorganizeservices-Apl
nonpast3sg
that she would reorganize the doctorsÕ schedules

lŽka¤¬
doctors-Gpl

tak,
thus,

aby
v
in-order-toin
3sgAUX
so that on that critical day

kritick´
critical-Asgm

den
day-Asg

nesm«l
not-was-allowedpastmsg
was allowed to examine her.
Pan’
Mrs.-Nsg

¢e
that

onen
that-Asgm
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neasistoval
na
s‡le
not-assistedat
ward-Lsg
pastmsg
there would not be even one man assisting in the

ani
not-even

jeden
one-Nsgm

mu¢.
ÒU
man-Nsg.
ÒBy
ward. ÒWith Zita in Podol’

Zity
Zita-Gsg

v
in

Podol’
Podol’-Lsg

¢‡dn´
no-Nsgm

nebol’,Ó
not-hurtsnonpast3sg

ver£ovala
rhymed-pastfsg

u
by

ob«da
babiªka
lunch-Gsg
grandmother-Nsg
grandmother L’ba at lunch, and even

L’ba,
L’ba-Nsg,

a
and

dokonce
even

i
otec
also
father-Nsf
KvidoÕs fatherÕs father, grandfather

Kvidova
KvidoÕs-Gsgm

otce,
father-Gsg,

d«deªek
grandfather-Nsg

skeptick´
skeptical-Nsgm

v¬ªi
concerning

porod
birth-Nsg

no birth ever hurtsÓ, rhymed

Josef,
aª
apriorn«
Josef-Nsg,
although
apriori
Josef, despite his apriori skepticism concerning

v£emu
komunistickŽmu,
zdravotnictv’
p¤irozen«
all-Dsgn
communist-Dsgn
health-care-Asg
naturally
everything communist, naturally making no exception for health care,

nevyj’maje,
not-excepting,

byl
ochoten
was-pastmsg
willing-Nsgm
was willing to admit that the likelihood

p¤ipustit,
allow-infin,

¢e
that

pravd«podobnost
likelihood-Nsg

rozdrcen’
crushing-Gsg

hlaviªky
little-head -Gsg

porodnick´mi
maternity-hospitaladj-Ipl

kle£t«mi
tongs-Ipl

jen
only

o
by

jindy.
elsewhere.

JedinŽ,
Only-Nsgn,

Kvidovy
KvidoÕs-Gsgf

of KvidoÕs little head being crushed by the hospital tongs
je
tentokr‡t
is-nonpast3sg
this-time
this time was indeed

p¤ece
after-all

n«co
ni¢£’
ne¢
something-A
lower-Asgn
than
somewhat lower than it would be elsewhere. The only thing
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s
with

ª’m
what-I

nikdo
no one-N

nepoª’tal,
not-countedpastmsg,

byl
was-pastmsg

vlª‡k,
German-shepherdNsg,

kter´
which-Nsgm

se
REFL-A

that no one had taken into account was
urousan´
shaggy-Nsgm

ªern´
black-Nsgm

a shaggy black German shepherd which
u¢
dvac‡tŽho
sedmŽho
ªervna
already
twentieth-Gsgn
seventh-Gsgn
June-G
suddenly appeared on the evening of the twenty-seventh of June

veªer
evening

objevil
v
appeared-pastmsg
in
in the crimson-colored sunlight

sluneªn’m
sun-adj-Lsgn

sv«tle
light-Lsg

na
vltavskŽm
n‡b¤e¢’
on
Vltava-adj-Lsgn
embankment-Lsg
on the embankment of the Vltava precisely at

pr‡v«
precisely

ve
in

chv’li,
kdy
Kvidova
moment-Lsg,
when
KvidoÕs-Nsgf
the moment when KvidoÕs mother was cumbersomely

matka
mother-Nsg

zt«¢ka
cumbersomely

vylŽzala
z
climbed-outout-of
pastfsg
climbing out of a taxi, and which

tax’ku,
taxi-Gsg

a
and

kter´
which-Nsgm

ji
-- po
her-A
-- after
-- after quickly dashing up unheard --

kr‡tkŽm,
short-Lsgm,

nesly£nŽm
not-heard-Lsgm

rozb«hu -dash-Lsg --

p¤irazil
k
teplŽ
knocked-againstto
warm-Dsgf
pastmsg
knocked her against the warm plaster of a house

om’tce
plaster-Dsg

domu
house-Gsg

na
rohu
on
corner-Lsg
on the corner of AnenskŽ square.

n‡m«st’.
square-Gsg.

narudlŽm
crimson-Lsgn

AnenskŽho
AnenskŽ-Gsgn
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The second text, representing Colloquial Czech, is excerpted from the transcription of a
conversation in Mluven‡ ªe£tina v autentick´ch textech (MŸllerov‡ et al. 1992). A correlate to
punctuation that exists in speech are pauses, represented below by periods. Phonological and
morphological features of LCz that differ from CCz are noted below by inserting LCz variants
in square brackets.
tam
prost«
there
simply
standing there is just like. a group

stoj’
stands-nonpast3sg

jako.
like

skupina
group-Nsg

lid’
kter´ [kte¤’]
people-Gpl
who-Npl
of people who just stare quietly.

jenom
only

ti£e
quietly

z’raj [z’raj’].
stare-nonpast3pl.

no
a
pak
well
and
then
well and then she came to him just like that

takhle
this-way

p¤i£la
came-pastfsg

br‡cho [brat¤e]
dem [jdeme]
brother-Vsg
go-nonpast1pl
brother letÕs dance. she didnÕt ask

tancovat.
dance-infin

neptala
not-asked-pastfsg

se
REFL-A

ho
him-G
him I think that

to
that-Nsgn

si
REFL-D

myslim [mysl’m]
think-nonpast1sg

¢e
that

ani
not-even

j‡
I-N

nedovolim [-’m].
not-allownonpast1sg.

ale
but

tak
so

j‡
sem [jsem]
I-N
am
I also come on kind of. strong

taky
also

jako.
like

r‡zn«j£’
more-forceful-Nsgf

no
ale.
but
well
but well. she. exceeded expectation.

ona.
she

p¤edªila
exceeded-pastfsg

oªek‡v‡n’.
expectation-Asg.

vona [ona]
je
she-N
is
she is like that. and she

takov‡.
such-Nsgf.

a
and

vona [ona]
she-N

jako.
jak
like.
when
like. obviously when she was

byla
was-pastfsg

z¤ejm«
obviously

v
in

even I wouldnÕt dare. but then
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t´ [tŽ]
situaci
that-Lsgf
situation
still in that situation. like

e£t« [je£t«].
still.

jako
like

¢e
that

to
that-Nsgn
for her it was such

pro
for

n’ [ni]
her-A

takov‡
such

n‡tlakov‡
situace.
stressful-Nsgf
situation-Nsg
a stressful situation that she. like.

¢e
that

vona [ona].
she-N.

jako.
like.

to
p¤eh‡n«la
that-Asg
overdid-pastfsg
overdid it well. so she

no.
well

tak¢e
so

vona [ona]
she-N

£atiªk‡ch.

dycky [v¢dycky]

dress-Lpl.

always

jako

byla
was-pastfsg

v

hebounkejch
[-k´ch]
like
in
silky-Lpl
like always appeared to be coming on strong in a silky dress.
r‡zn«
p¤i£la.
forcefully
came-pastfsg
well you see like this

no
well

toti¢
you-see

takhle
like-this

vono [ono]
it-Nsg
itÕs maybe those

tam
there

se
REFL-A

ty
those-Nplf

holky
vobl’kaj [oblŽkaj’]
girls-Npl
dress-nonpast3pl
girls there still dress like in

e£t« [je£t«]
still

jako
like

do
to

r¬¢ovejch [-´ch]
£atiªek
pink-Gpl
dresses-Gpl
pink dresses and she was wearing

a
and

vona [ona]
she-N

m«la
had-pastfsg

£aty
jako
puªen´ [p¬jªenŽ]
dress-Apl
like
borrowed-Aplf
a dress like she had borrowed it from an older

vod [od]
from

star£’
older-Gsgf

d‡my.
sice
d«sn«
woman-Gsg.
admittedly
very
woman. Admittedly very modern and like

modern’
modern-Aplf

jako
like

lehounk´ [-Ž]
jo [ano]
light-Npl
yes
light yes and like. itÕs silky

hebounk´ [-Ž]
silky-Npl

sou [jsou]
are-nonpast3pl

t¤eba
perhaps

jako.
like.
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no
prost«
well
simply
well she simply didnÕt look as sweet

nevypadala
not-looked-pastfsg

tak
so

sladce
sweetly

jak
ty
like
those-Nplf
as some of the other young ladies there

n«kter´ [-Ž]
certain-Nplf

sleªny
misses

tam
there

no.
kter´ [-Ž]
well.
who-Nplf
well. who had to be all

musely
had-to-pastfpl

bejt [b´t]
be-infin

cel´ [-Ž]
all-Nplf

ve
in
in gold. or even all

zlat«.
gold-Lsg.

nebo
or

zase
again

cel´ [-Ž]
all-Nplf

v
in
in pink. thatÕs just

r¬¢ovym [-Žm].
pink-Lsgn

to
that-Nsg

je
is-nonpast3sg

prost«
simply

vid«t.
jak
see-infin.
like
clear. itÕs like maybe those girls

ty
those-Nplf

holky
girls-Npl

t¤eba
maybe

nechod«j [-«j’]
jako
not-go-nonpast3pl
like
donÕt like go to dances.

takhle
this-way

na
to

plesy.
dances-Apl.

jo
yes

nemaj [nemaj’]
not-havenonpast3pl

prost«
simply

°‡k´ [n«jakŽ].
some-Aplf.

b«¢n´ [-Ž]
£aty
normal-Aplf
dresses-Apl
normal dresses and it seems to them

a
and

p¤’de [p¤ijde]
seems-nonpast3sg

jim
them-D

¢e

maturitÕ‡k
[maturitn’ ples].
senior prom-Nsg.

je

n«co

is-nonpast3sg

something-Nsg

d«sn«
n—bl [vzne£enŽ].
terribly
fancy.
terribly fancy. that some special dress

¢e
that

se
REFL-A

musej [musej’]
must-nonpast3pl

u£’t
sew-infin
has to be sewn and

zvl‡£tn’
special-Nplf

£aty
dress-Npl

a
and

jako.
like.

yes like. they just donÕt have any

ten

that
that-Nsgm
that the senior prom. is something

°‡k´ [n«jakŽ]
some-Nplf
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pak
je
then
is-nonpast3sg
then it becomes simply.

z
from

toho
that-Gsgn

prost«.
simply.

¢e
to
that
that-Nsg
that itÕs maybe like.

t¤eba
perhaps

jako
like

je.
is-nonpast3sg

moc
zlat´ [-Ž]
very
gold-Nsgn
too much gold or. yes.

nebo.
or.

jo.
yes.

mn«
me-D

to
tam
that-Nsg
there
it seemed that way to me there

p¤i£lo
seemed-pastnsg

takov´ [-Ž]
such-Nsgn

sme [jsme]
AUX1pl

s
PŽtÕou
with
PŽtÕa-Isg
PŽtÕa and I were saying that we are

¤ikali [¤’kali]
said-pastmpl

¢e
that

sme [jsme]
AUX1pl

stra£n´ [stra£n’]
staro£i.
terrible-Nplmanim old-people-Npl
terribly old. and that. simply.

a
and

¢e.
that.

prost«.
simply.

jako
like
like we have such

k
to

tomu
that-Dsgn

takovej [-´]
such-Asgm

pozorovatelskej [p¤’stup
´]
vicarious-Asgm
approach-Asg
a vicarious attitude to it yes. how

jo.

jak

se

yes.

like

REFL-A

chov‡
dne£n’
behavestodayÕs-Nsgf
nonpast3sg
todayÕs golden youth is behaving yes

zlat‡
golden-Nsgf

ml‡de¢
youth-Nsg

jo
yes

i kdy¢
ten
even though
that-Nsgm
even though the age difference is

rozd’l
difference-Nsg

v«kovej [-´]
age-adj-Nsgm

je
is-nonpast3sg

vlastn«
actually
actually small

m‡me
have-nonpast1pl

malej [mal´]
small-Nsgm
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Abbreviations
1
2
3
A
anim
AUX
C
CCz
D
f, fem
G
I
inan
L
LCz
m, masc
N
n, neut
pl
pres
REFL
sg
V
n/s
PPP
0

1st person
2nd person
3rd person
accusative
animate
auxiliary
consonant
Colloquial Czech
dative
feminine
genitive
instrumental
inanimate
locative
Literary Czech
masculine
nominative
neuter
plural
present
reflexive
singular
vocative; vowel
non-syllabic
past passive participle
zero suffix or ending
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